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Abstract

The Internet has become an integral part of all of our lives. Many people, especially
younger generations, cannot even imagine a world without it as it is present in every
aspect of their lives. Hence, it is imperative that the Internet is reliable and secure.

While many think that the Internet is one coherent whole, it is indeed a network
of networks. Each network is called an Autonomous System (AS) and has the free-
dom to decide on the preferred protocols and technologies within its boundaries.
To communicate among each other, the one protocol and de-facto standard used is
called Border Gateway Protocol (BGP). It facilitates the exchange of Internet Pro-
tocol (IP) address information and allows ASes to know to which destination the
traffic has to be routed. It is equivalent to the exchange of zip codes among cities to
know where packets have to go.

The Internet developed from a small research project between three universities
where trust was taken for granted to a worldwide and complex infrastructure. With
more than 74,000 participants, we can no longer rely on each other’s good intent.
The protocol, however, has largely remained the same regarding security. Therefore,
several attack vectors continue to exist that allow for the redirection of traffic which
in turn allows for itsmanipulation or the unavailability of entire parts of the Internet.

Throughout the past decade, attempts have been made by the Internet Engineer-
ing Task Force to secure inter-domain routing. Origin validation provides a way for
ASes to check whether the sender of a received BGP announcement is allowed to do
so. The Resource Public Key Infrastructure (RPKI) implements origin validation by
binding IP prefixes to AS numbers and is under deployment since 2011.

More recently, path validation algorithms have attempted to secure not only
the legitimacy of the BGP announcement’s origin but also the entire path the an-
nouncement travelled. The advantage of such technology is that the receiving party
can infer whether an announcement was manipulated on the way and take appro-
priate actions. There is, however, uncertainty whether building on the existing RPKI
infrastructure is the best option and which path validation algorithms under which
constraints should receive the most attention.

Therefore, the goal of this thesis is to assess whether we can build on top of the
RPKI with algorithms securing the AS path to improve overall routing security. To
achieve our goal and improve Internet routing securitywe perform large-scalemeas-
urements and simulations on the deployment of origin validation, default routes, and
path validation algorithms.
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Our first contribution summarizes existing related work and identifies gaps. We
categorize the significant publications in the field and show where more work is
needed. Research within the realm of RPKI is divided into RPKI Route Origin Au-
thorization (ROA) measurements, RPKI Route Origin Validation (ROV) measure-
ments, and RPKI resilience. We find that existing approaches fail to correctly identify
RPKI ROV filtering ASes and, therefore, include false positives that lead to a skewed
adoption rate of RPKI-protected ASes.

In our second contribution, we develop an improved RPKI ROV identification
methodology by relying on extensive data plane measurements. We develop a strict
approach that reduces false positives andmakes inferencesmore accurate. Moreover,
we compare seven Relying Party (RP) software implementations and recommend
Routinator as the best solution there currently is for operators. While we are able
to increase accuracy in our RPKI ROV measurements, we noticed measurement ar-
tifacts that could potentially be attributed to default routes.

In our third contribution, we turn to default routes and improve upon two ex-
isting methodologies. We implement these measurements as continuous measure-
ments and present our results on a website. Our newly derived datasets allow for
the exclusion of ASes with default routes installed from RPKI ROV measurements
and, therefore, further improve the results. Moreover, we develop a way to identify
middleboxes, which helps sanitize measurement data even further. While working
on origin validation techniques such as the RPKI, we understand that the Internet
could be more secure only by deploying additional security mechanisms to secure
the path of the BGP announcement.

In our fourth contribution, we focus on path validation algorithms and how they
can be built on top of the existing RPKI infrastructure to provide a high level of addi-
tional security while maintaining a high likelihood of adoption. Previous attempts
wanted maximum security at the expense of usability and never succeeded. We
perform simulations for two algorithms called Autonomous System Provider Au-
thorization (ASPA) and AS-Cones with different deployment scenarios to tell which
path validation algorithm offers the most security benefits at minimal operational
cost. ASPA allows for more security compared to AS-Cones and for both algorithms,
adoption is only required in a few ASes to provide an overall benefit for the whole
inter-domain routing infrastructure. In addition, we develop a BGP topology gen-
erator that allows the emulation of arbitrary topologies within the NIST BGP-SRx
software suite.

In summary, we improve Internet routing security through these contributions
by adding path validation to the existing origin validation deployments. Our find-
ings have been made publicly available, datasets are open-sourced, and source code
has been published on publicly available repositories.



Zusammenfassung

Das Internet ist zu einem festen Bestandteil unseres Lebens geworden. Viele Men-
schen, insbesondere jüngeren Generationen, können sich eine Welt ohne das Inter-
net gar nicht mehr vorstellen. Es ist in jedem Aspekt des Lebens vertreten. Daher
ist es unerlässlich, dass das Internet zuverlässig und sicher ist.

Während viele denken, das Internet sei ein großes Ganzes, ist es in Wirklichkeit
ein Netz von Netzen. Jedes Netz wird als Autonomes System (AS) bezeichnet und
hat die Freiheit über die verwendeten Protokolle und Technologien zu entscheiden.
Für die Kommunikation untereinander wird als Protokoll und De-facto-Standard
das Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) verwendet. Es ermöglicht den Austausch von
Internet-Protokoll (IP)-Adressen und die Weiterleitung von Daten an das richtige
Ziel, vergleichbar mit dem Austausch von Postleitzahlen zwischen Städten, um die
Zustellung von Paketen zu gewährleisten.

Das Internet entwickelte sich aus einem kleinen Forschungsprojekt zwischen
drei Universitäten bei dem Vertrauen als selbstverständlich vorausgesetzt wurde, zu
einer weltweiten, komplexen Infrastruktur. Mit mehr als 74.000 Teilnehmern ist Ver-
trauen nunmehr schwerlich gegeben. Die Sicherheit von BGP hat sich jedoch nicht
verändert. Deshalb gibt es weiterhin mehrere Angriffsvektoren, die eine Umleitung
des Datenverkehrs ermöglichen, welche zur Manipulation des Datenverkehrs oder
der Nichtverfügbarkeit ganzer Teile des Internets führen.

In den letzten zehn Jahren wurde verstärkt durch die Internet Engineering Task
Force versucht das Inter-Domain Routing zu sichern. Die Ursprungsvalidierung bie-
tet eine Möglichkeit für Autonome Systeme zu überprüfen, ob der Absender einer
empfangenen BGP-Ankündigung dazu berechtigt ist. Die Resource Public Key Infra-
structure (RPKI) implementiert die Ursprungsvalidierung seit 2011 durch Bindung
von IP-Präfixen an AS-Nummern. Zuletzt wurde mit Algorithmen zur Pfadvalidie-
rung versucht den gesamten Pfad der Ankündigung zu sichern. Der Vorteil einer
solchen Technologie besteht darin, dass die empfangende Partei erkennen kann, ob
eine Ankündigung auf dem Weg manipuliert wurde, und entsprechende Maßnah-
men ergreifen kann. Es besteht jedoch Unsicherheit darüber, ob der Aufbau auf der
bestehenden RPKI Infrastruktur die beste Option ist und welche Pfadvalidierungsal-
gorithmen unter welchen Bedingungen die meiste Aufmerksamkeit erhalten sollten.

Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es daher, zu prüfen, ob wir auf der RPKI mit Pfadvalidie-
rungsalgorithmen aufbauen können um die Routing-Sicherheit insgesamt zu verbes-
sern. Zur Erreichung des Ziels führen wir umfangreiche Messungen und Simulatio-
nen zum Einsatz von Ursprungsvalidierungsalgorithmen, Standardrouten und Pfad-
validierungsalgorithmen durch.
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In unserem ersten Beitrag fassen wir die bestehenden Arbeiten zusammen und
zeigen Lücken auf. Wir kategorisieren die wichtigsten Veröffentlichungen auf die-
semGebiet und zeigen Forschungsbedarf auf. Bestehende Forschung auf demGebiet
der RPKI ist unterteilt in RPKI Route Origin Authorization (ROA) Messungen, RPKI
Route Origin Validation (ROV)Messungen, und RPKI-Resilienz. Da aktuelle Ansätze
nicht in der Lage sind RPKI ROV filternde ASes korrekt zu identifizieren und daher
False-Positives enthalten, sind die angegebenen RPKI Adoptionsraten zu hoch.

In unserem zweiten Beitrag entwickeln wir eine verbesserte RPKI ROV Identifi-
kationsmethode, die sich auf umfangreiche Messungen mit RIPE Atlas stützt. Wir
entwickeln einen regiden Ansatz, der False-Positives reduziert und genauere Ergeb-
nisse zulässt. Außerdem vergleichen wir sieben Implementierungen von Relying
Party (RP) Software und empfehlen Routinator als die beste Lösung, die es derzeit
für AS-Administratoren gibt. Während wir in der Lage sind die Genauigkeit unserer
RPKI ROVMessungen zu erhöhen, habenwirMessartefakte, die möglicherweise auf
Standardrouten zurückzuführen sind, festgestellt.

In unserem dritten Beitrag wenden wir uns daher den Standardrouten zu und
verbessern zwei bestehende Methoden. Wir führen diese Messungen als kontinu-
ierliche Messungen durch und präsentieren unsere Ergebnisse auf einer Website.
Unsere neu abgeleiteten Datensätze ermöglichen den Ausschluss von ASen mit in-
stallierten Standardrouten aus den RPKI ROV Messungen und verbessern somit die
Ergebnisse weiter. Außerdem entwickeln wir eine Methode zur Identifikation von
Middleboxen, was dazu beiträgt, die Messdaten noch weiter zu bereinigen. Wäh-
rend der Arbeit an Techniken zur Ursprungsüberprüfung durch RPKI wurde klar,
dass die Sicherheit des Internet Routings nur durch den Einsatz zusätzlicher Sicher-
heitsmechanismen zur Absicherung des Pfads erhöht werden kann.

In unserem vierten Beitrag konzentrieren wir uns auf Algorithmen zur Pfadva-
lidierung und wie diese auf der bestehenden RPKI-Infrastruktur aufgebaut werden
können, um ein hohes Maß an zusätzlicher Sicherheit zu bieten und gleichzeitig
eine hohe Wahrscheinlichkeit der Annahme zu gewährleisten. Frühere Versuche
wollten maximale Sicherheit auf Kosten der Benutzerfreundlichkeit erreichen und
waren nie erfolgreich. Wir führen Simulationen für zwei Algorithmen namens Au-
tonomous System Provider Authorization (ASPA) und AS-Cones mit verschiedenen
Einsatzszenarien durch, um festzustellen, welcher Pfadvalidierungsalgorithmus die
meisten Sicherheitsvorteile bei minimalen operativen Kosten bietet. ASPA bietet
im Vergleich zu AS-Cones eine höhere Sicherheit. Bei beiden Algorithmen ist die
Einführung nur in einigen wenigen ASen erforderlich, um einen Gesamtnutzen für
die gesamte Inter-Domain-Routing-Infrastruktur zu erhalten. Darüber hinaus ver-
öffentlichen wir einen BGP-Topologie-Generator der die Emulation beliebiger To-
pologien innerhalb der NIST BGP-SRx Software-Suite ermöglicht.

Zusammenfassend lässt sich sagen, dass wir die Sicherheit des Internet-Routings
durch diese Beiträge verbessern indem wir die Pfadvalidierung zu der bestehenden
Ursprungsvalidierung hinzufügen. Unsere Ergebnisse wurden öffentlich zugänglich
gemacht, die Datensätze sind als Open Source verfügbar und der Quellcode wurde
in öffentlich zugänglichen Repositories veröffentlicht.



Samenvatting

Het internet is een integraal onderdeel van ons hele leven. Vooral jongeren kunnen
zich een wereld zonder internet niet meer voorstellen, aangezien het internet bij
deze generatie onderdeel is van bijna elk activiteit en interactie. Daarom is het van
cruciaal belang dat het internet betrouwbaar en veilig is. Hoewel velen denken dat
het internet één samenhangend geheel is, is het daadwerkelijk een netwerk van
netwerken. Elk netwerk wordt een Autonoom Systeem (AS) genoemd en heeft de
vrijheid om te beslissen over de voorkeursprotocollen en technologieën binnen zijn
grenzen.

Het Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) wordt van netwerken gebruikt om onder-
ling te communiceren en is de facto standaard op het internet. Het maakt de uitwis-
seling van internetprotocollen (IP)-adresinformatie mogelijk en stelt AS’en in staat
om te weten naar welke bestemming het verkeer moet worden geleid. Het is ver-
gelijkbaar met het uitwisselen van postcodes tussen steden die het versturen van
pakketten onderling mogelijk maken.

Het internet is ontstaan uit een klein onderzoeksproject tussen drie universi-
teiten waar vertrouwen als vanzelfsprekend werd beschouwd. Hedendaags kunnen
we met ruim 74.000 deelnemers niet meer vertrouwen op elkaars goede bedoelin-
gen. Echter, het protocol is qua veiligheid grotendeels hetzelfde gebleven. Daarom
bestaan er nog steeds verschillende aanvalsvectoren die het omleiden van verkeer
mogelijk maken, wat op zijn beurt kan zorgen voor manipulatie of de onbeschik-
baarheid van hele delen van het internet. Het afgelopen decennium zijn er pogingen
ondernomen door de Internet Engineering Task Force om routering tussen netwer-
ken te beveiligen. De validatie van de informatie over de oorsprong van adressen op
het internet biedt de AS’en demogelijkheid om te controleren of de afzender van een
ontvangen BGP-aankondiging ook daadwerkelijk hiervoor is geautoriseerd. Sinds
2011 implementeert De Resource Public Key Infrastructure (RPKI) dit door een reeks
van IP-adressen te koppelen aan AS-nummers.

Meer recentelijk hebben padvalidatie-algoritmen geprobeerd niet alleen de legi-
timiteit van de oorsprong van de BGP-aankondiging te beveiligen, maar ook het hele
traject dat een aankondiging heeft afgelegd. Het voordeel van een dergelijke tech-
nologie is dat de ontvangende partij kan verifiëren of een aankondiging onderweg is
gemanipuleerd en hierop kan reageren. Er bestaat echter onzekerheid of voortbou-
wen op de bestaande RPKI-infrastructuur de beste optie is en welke padvalidatie-
algoritmen, onder welke beperkingen, de meeste aandacht moeten krijgen.

Daarom is het doel van dit proefschrift om te beoordelen of we met algoritmen
die het AS-pad beveiligen boven op de bestaande RPKI kunnen bouwen om de alge-
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hele beveiliging van het routeringsysteem te verbeteren. Om ons doel te bereiken en
de veiligheid van internetroutering te verbeteren, voerenwe grootschaligemetingen
en simulaties van de inzet van oorsprongsvalidatie, standaardroutes, en algoritmen
voor padvalidatie uit.

Onze eerste bijdrage vat bestaand gerelateerd werk samen en identificeert te-
kortkomingen. Wij categoriseren de meest belangrijke publicaties op dit gebied en
laten zien waar er nog meer werk nodig is. Onderzoek binnen dit domein van RPKI
is onderverdeeld in RPKI Route Origin Authorization (ROA) metingen, RPKI Route
Origin Validation (ROV) metingen, en RPKI-veerkracht. Wij constateren dat be-
staande methodes er niet in slagen om AS’en die ROV filters toepassen correct te
identificeren. Deze methodes bevatten daarom foutpositieven die tot een verkeerde
weergave leiden van het aantal door RPKI beschermde AS’en.

In onze tweede bijdrage ontwikkelen we een verbeterde RPKI ROV-identificatie
methodologie door te vertrouwen op uitgebreide metingen op de data-plane. Wij
ontwikkelen een strikte aanpak die foutpositieven vermindert en de identificatie van
beschermde AS’en nauwkeuriger maakt. Bovendien vergelijken we zeven Relying
Party (RP) software implementaties en adviseren Routinator als de beste oplossing
die er momenteel is voor operators. Door ons werk aan ROV-technieken werd ons
duidelijk dat de beveiliging van internet routering alleen kan worden verbeterd door
het introduceren van extra beveilig-matregels.

In onze derde bijdrage kijkenwe naar de beveiliging van default routes en verbete-
ren twee bestaande methodologieën. De metingen die we hiervoor implementeren
worden continu uitgevoerd en we publiceren onze resultaten live op een website.
De nieuwe dataset die we hiermee verzamelen maken het mogelijk AS’en met ge-
ïnstalleerde default routes van RPKI ROV-metingen uit te sluiten en daardoor de
nauwkeurigheid verder te verbeteren. Daarnaast ontwikkelen we een manier om
middleboxes te identificeren, waardoor verder kunnen worden opgeschoond.

In onze vierde bijdrage concentreren we ons op padvalidatie-algoritmen en hoe
ze bovenop de bestaande RPKI-infrastructuur kunnen worde toegepast. Het doel
is om een hoog niveau aan extra beveiliging te bieden, terwijl de kans op adoptie
groot blijft. Eerdere pogingen wilde maximale veiligheid ten koste van de bruik-
baarheid en werden daarom nooit op grootte schaal uitgerold. Wij voeren simula-
ties uit voor twee algoritmen genaamd Autonomous System Provider Authorization
(ASPA) en AS-Cones met verschillende implementatiescenario’s om te onderzoeken
welke padvalidatie-algoritme de meeste beveiligingsvoordelen bieden bij, tegelij-
kertijd, minimale operationele kosten. ASPA zorgt voor meer veiligheid vergeleken
met AS-Cones en voor beide algoritmen geld dat adoptie slechts in een paar AS’en
is vereist om voor een verbetering van de gehele routeringsinfrastructuur te zor-
gen. Daarnaast ontwikkelen we een BGP-topologiegenerator dat de simulatie van
willekeurige topologieën binnen de NIST BGP-SRx softwarepakket mogelijk maakt.

Door padvalidatie toe te voegen aan de bestaande route-origin-validatie dragen
onze vier bijdragen bij aan de verbetering van de beveiliging van internetroutering.
Onze bevindingen zijn openbaar beschikbaar, datasets zijn open source en de bron-
code is gepubliceerd op openbaar beschikbare repositories.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

The Internet connects us to people and services almost anywhere on earth and has
become a cornerstone ofmodern society. Whilemost people perceive it as a coherent
whole, it really is a network of networks interconnected by a system to exchange
information, commonly known as routing. The routing protocol of the Internet is
called Border Gateway Protocol (BGP), and it facilitates the exchange of reachability
information at its very core. When the Internet was born more than 40 years ago,
trust among the three initial participants was implicit. Throughout the past decades,
the Internet grew to more than 74,000 so-called Autonomous Systems (ASes), each
managing a set of IP prefixes. They are independent of each other on the inside
regarding the choice of protocols and technologies but interconnect with each other
on the outside via BGP. Due to the Internet’s size, connecting ASes from all over the
world with opposing political views and interests, implicit trust has become a lack of
trust among participants. Although BGP has been known to be inherently insecure
for many years, it has never been replaced, nor could its security drawbacks be fixed
satisfactorily. Attacks on BGP allowmalicious traffic redirection or denial of service.
They have been the focus of many research and newspaper articles [1]–[4].

Due to the immense growth of the Internet and the resulting trust issues among
participants that lead to attacks with severe impact [5], [6], regulatory bodies recog-
nize the need for extra regulations in this field. The European Parliament resolution
of June 10, 2021, on the European Union’s cybersecurity strategy for the digital dec-
ade "recalls the necessity of better protection of the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP)
in order to prevent BGP hijacks [...]" [7]. The USA’s Federal Communications Com-
mission (FCC) launched an inquiry into Internet routing vulnerabilities in February
2022 that targets explicitly BGP vulnerabilities and calls for clarification. This is be-
cause Russian network operators have been suspected of diverting sensitive traffic
to Russia by exploiting BGP vulnerabilities [8]. The FCC points out that the intro-
duced threats "expose U.S. citizens’ personally-identifiable information, enable theft,
extortion, and state-level espionage, and disrupt otherwise-secure transactions" [9].
Moreover, the German Bundesamt für Sicherheit in der Informationstechnik (BSI),
as a nationwide authority on cybersecurity, is aware of the BGP threat landscape and
works on scenarios in anticipation of future attacks and their countermeasures [10].

In summary, more attention is required to secure BGP. But how does BGP work,
why is BGP inherently insecure, and why have these problems not been solved over
the past ∼30 years?
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1.1 BORDER GATEWAY PROTOCOL

We must go back to how BGP evolved to answer these questions. The Internet star-
ted as a testbed to exchange information between three universities. Trust between
the entities was implicit and taken for granted. However, today, BGP is used between
more than 74,000 entities, and knowing and trusting everyone is impossible. We
highlight the increase in the number of ASes, which are the participants in the rout-
ing infrastructure, and active prefixes (contiguous block of Internet Protocol (IP)
addresses) throughout the past decades in Figure 1.1. Let us consider a simple ana-
logy: protecting bicycles against theft. It appears plausible that we would not need
to lock our bikes within the University of the Bundeswehr Munich campus as it is
enclosed by barbed wire, and we trust everyone within. But when we bike into Mu-
nich, it would be unwise not to use additional security measures to ensure we can
ride back home. In our example, the Internet can be compared to the city of Mu-
nich, as we do not know most of its population and therefore do not know whether
they are trustworthy. As a result, we need to enforce additional security measures
to keep those with ill intent in check.

The increasing number of participants not only changed the level of trust but
also created tremendous complexity when needing to alter parts of the technology,
such as upgrading the protocol while maintaining compatibility and supporting leg-
acy equipment. Therefore, changes in BGP take years and sometimes decades to
propose, agree upon, and implement.

As mentioned before, BGP facilitates the exchange of reachability information.
Consider a packet that we would like to send fromMunich to Berlin. Before sending
the packet, we need to specify the zip code, among other things. Within each city,
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Figure 1.1: Unique Autonomous System Numbers (ASNs) advertised in BGP on each
January 1, seen from AS131072 (APNIC R&D). We observe more and more unique
ASNs since the beginning, a trend which has slowed down slightly during the last
couple of years but remains present. Moreover, we see the number of IPv4 prefixes
continuously increasing while the number of IPv6 prefixes exhibits the same trend
since 2015.
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the street name is used to localize the final destination further. Each city in BGP is
represented by an Autonomous System (AS) with a unique numerical identifier. Ex-
amples of ASes are AT&T (AS7018), Deutsche Telekom (AS3320), and KPN (AS1136).
To route packets between ASes, we need zip codes or IP prefixes in BGP that are an-
nounced by the origin AS to its neighbors. The neighbor knows, after receiving the
BGP announcement, that traffic destined for an IP address within the received IP
prefix range should be sent towards the announcing AS. Within the boundaries of
each AS, any arbitrary routing mechanism can be used to route traffic arriving at
the exterior routers to the final IP address within the AS. BGP is only responsible
for inter-domain routing.

1.2 BGP VULNERABILITIES

Now that we discussed how BGP works in its most rudimentary fashion, we turn
to its weaknesses. The current BGP version 4 suffers primarily from BGP prefix
hijacks, route leaks, and path manipulation attacks. We explain all of these types of
attacks in detail in Chapter 2 but provide a brief overview here to allow for a proper
understanding of the research goal and questions following hereafter.
BGP prefix hijacking, in short BGP hijacking, describes the announcement of an
IP prefix in BGP by a different AS than the owner. This is comparable to two cities
claiming the same zip code. The packet would either arrive in city A or B. It may,
therefore, be sent to an unavailable or impersonated destination. Unauthorized an-
nouncements can be mitigated via origin validation. The Resource Public Key In-
frastructure (RPKI) implements origin validation by attesting via cryptographically-
signed objects that an AS is indeed allowed to announce a specific prefix. ASes im-
plementing filtering techniques based on RPKI will not accept RPKI-invalid prefix
announcements and, therefore, traffic will only flow towards the correct origin.
Pathmanipulation attacks are severe and intentional attacks on routing behavior.
In this scenario, an attacker misdirects traffic by maliciously making itself part of
the route. To stay with our zip code analogy, it can be compared to a third city,
claiming that all packets that must go to city A first must pass through their lo-
gistics center before arriving at the final destination. This allows the attacker to
inspect and manipulate all packets and eventually forward or discard them. Path
validation algorithms are designed to mitigate this attack by providing information
on the announcement’s path. One could think of a GPS tracker in every packet such
that the receiving end would notice when the packet to city A went through city
B before arrival. While, in theory, Border Gateway Protocol Security (BGPsec) [11]
does protect the path, it is due to the missing support of partial deployment and the
added computational overhead on routers that it is not expected to be deployed in
the foreseeable future. While the use of origin validation can mitigate prefix hijacks,
path manipulations can be mitigated by path validation if it is deployed.
Route leaks are created by AS operators that accidentally forward announcements
to neighbors for whom the announcement is not intended. In our example, city A
would advertise a new highway with a lower road charge to get packets to city B.
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However, in reality, it is not a highway but a dirt road, and it quickly becomes con-
gested, and packets get stuck. Route leaks create unexpected routing behavior and
lead to redirection and, therefore, traffic delay, which can also cause the destination’s
unavailability. While path manipulations can be mitigated by path validation, route
leaks can be mitigated by a subset of path validation algorithms, namely path plaus-
ibility algorithms. These are, however, not yet fully developed and require further
assessment.

We have now seen howBGPworks in itsmost rudimentary fashion. We have dis-
cussed BGP vulnerabilities and how they became more problematic due to a change
in trust among ASes as the Internet became successful. Moreover, there are existing
solutions to tackle a subset of the problems, like the RPKI or BGPsec, but are these
technologies deployed and helpful in solving the problems above? And how could
we add path validation on top of the existing origin validation to secure inter-domain
routing?

1.3 OBJECTIVE, RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND APPROACH

In this thesis, we want to contribute to making Internet routing more secure. The
objective of this thesis is:

To assess whether we can build on top of the RPKI with algorithms securing
the AS path to improve overall routing security.

It is clear that if the RPKI is not successfully deployed, additional security mech-
anisms that build on top of the RPKI, such as path validation and path plausibility
algorithms, have no chance of adoption. We have identified three research ques-
tions. We list them in the following paragraphs and describe how we address them.

ASes typically do not share internal information on the deployment of specific
technologies. To see how successful the adoption of RPKI is, the operator com-
munity relies on measurements instead. On the one hand, it is crucial to know how
many ASes protect their address space by creating RPKI objects. On the other hand,
we also need to know how many operators use these RPKI objects to filter RPKI-
invalid routes, namely, perform RPKI Route Origin Validation (ROV). Answering
the first part is easy, as data can be obtained from public repositories. The second
part is significantly more challenging as it requires inferring private router policy
configurations. Our literature analysis shows that current approaches have draw-
backs and cannot sufficiently pinpoint Route Origin Validation (ROV)-filtering ASes.
We therefore state the following research question:

RQ 1—How can we improve the identification of RPKI ROV deployment
in an AS without running into the problem of wrong attribution?

We address this research question in Chapter 4.
Approach to RQ1. We analyze existing methodologies based on the control plane,
the data plane, and heuristics. For each of them, we report the shortcomings and
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state why they cannot accurately pinpoint ROV-filtering ASes. Next, we develop
a measurement approach that uses controlled data plane experiments to identify
ROV-filtering ASes. We validate our findings with publicly available information.

During the ROV deployment measurement phase, we find that default routes
potentially affect our measurements. One assumption of RPKI-based measurements
is that if RPKI ROV is deployed, connectivity to RPKI-invalid routes is not present
due to filtering. Default routes invalidate that assumption and potentially falsify
our measurement results. To mitigate that shortcoming and eliminate results that
are not reliable, we phrase the following question:

RQ 2—How can we identify default routes that are present in an AS?

We address this research question in Chapter 5.
Approach to RQ2. Firstly, we determine the extent to which RPKI measurements
are affected by default routes. Secondly, we extend two methodologies from the lit-
erature to identify default routes. Thirdly, we perform extensive measurements with
our set of vantage points using one of the two methodologies. To increase the cover-
age of our experiments, we apply the second methodology, which we implement as
an ongoing effort. Both measurements together allow us to quantify the error of our
RPKI ROV measurements by looking into which ASes have default routes installed.

We focus on origin validation by performing RPKI measurements in RQ1 and
default route measurements to quantify the RPKI measurement error in RQ2. To
secure the origin and avoid path manipulation attacks and route leaks, we intend to
contribute to the current state-of-the-art by investigating possible path validation
approaches. We know BGPsec as a prominent domain representative. It was stand-
ardized in 2017, but deployment never succeeded in the real world. We learned that
the design of a security mechanism should not require global deployment before
starting to provide benefits. Instead, security additions supporting partial adoption
are much more likely to be deployed.

The Internet can be represented as a tree. It consists of quite a small number of
transit providers higher up in the tree and a huge number of leaf ASes at the bottom
of the tree. During our studies in RQ1, we learned that many transit providers are
doing RPKI ROV filtering and RPKI adoption among transits is much higher com-
pared to leaf ASes. Therefore, adoption of RPKI ROV filtering is more likely the
higher a node resides within the tree.

One path validation mechanism proposed within the Internet Engineering Task
Force (IETF) is Autonomous System Provider Authorization (ASPA). It is also called
a path plausibility algorithm since it offers slightly weaker security guarantees at the
benefit of supporting partial adoption and it is designed as an out-of-band mechan-
ism. It relies on relationship information between ASes. Each node has to create
an ASPA object that contains information about its providers. ASPA builds a val-
idation tree using the bottom-up principle. In addition to the bottom-up approach,
we investigate the inverse direction, the top-down approach. A very recent IETF
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proposal is called AS-Cones. Each AS creates an AS-Cones object containing its
customer cone. Therefore, only ASes higher up in the tree must create such objects.
Since the RPKI adoption among nodes higher up in the tree is much more common,
the idea is to see a much more significant impact of path plausibility algorithms
early on without the requirement that every AS creates cryptographic objects. We
thus ask:

RQ 3—What are the advantages and disadvantages for different deploy-
ment scenarios of path plausibility algorithms to improve inter-domain
routing security?

We address this research question in Chapter 6.
Approach to RQ3. We analyze existing path plausibility approaches and show
their benefits and shortcomings. We introduce the path plausibility concept in ad-
dition to path validation, which promises higher adoption rates at the expense of
weaker security guarantees. We compare ASPA and AS-Cones algorithm deploy-
ment strategies in a simulation testbed and make recommendations as to which
deployment strategy yields the most benefit for the overall routing security of the
Internet. Moreover, we provide the design of our BGP topology generator to emulate
network topologies.

1.4 ORGANIZATION AND MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS

The remainder of this thesis is divided into six chapters. Figure 1.2 shows them in a
schematic overview. In this section, we briefly highlight the main contributions of
each chapter.

Chapter 2
BGP Challenges
& Solutions

Chapter 3
Origin Validation
Related Work

Chapter 4
Origin Validation
Measurements

Chapter 5
Default Routes

Chapter 6
Path Validation

Chapter 7
Conclusions
& Outlook

Origin Validation

RQ1

RQ2

RQ3

Figure 1.2: Thesis outline
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Chapter 2: BGP Challenges & Solutions
To enable the reader to follow this thesis’s central chapters, we need to introduce
some basic concepts and provide background information. We start with a brief
Internet history and continue with the workings of BGP. Next, we highlight BGP
challenges and discuss solutions proposed by literature and within the IETF. We
identify why many solutions have remained theoretical proposals and have never
seen the light of day. This is particularly important as we work on BGP security
improvements in the following chapters and use the lessons from previously failed
approaches.

Chapter 3: Origin Validation - Related Work
Before developing our approaches and methods, it is essential to gain an under-
standing of the existing domains within the RPKI measurement field. To provide an
overview of existing research in the RPKI domain, we develop a classification scheme
and categorize more than 40 papers. Additionally, we deepen our understanding of
the RPKI and highlight many proposed solutions. Standardized algorithms by the
IETF often integrate several good ideas from previous proposals to obtain a result
that suits many needs. Hence, it is meaningful to understand earlier proposals and
point out why specific ideas have achieved support within the IETF, while others
were not considered for standardization. Based on the identified categories, we can
put our contributions into context and identify gaps that are being addressed in the
following chapters. The main contributions of this chapter are that we:

• Present an RPKI classification scheme.

• Classify existing RPKI measurement research accordingly and present an ex-
tensive survey.

• Point out gaps and contradictions in origin validation security research.

This chapter is based on the following peer-reviewed publication:

• N. Rodday, I. Cunha, R. Bush, E. Katz-Bassett, G.D. Rodosek, T.C. Schmidt,
and M. Wählisch, 2023. The Resource Public Key Infrastructure (RPKI): A
Survey on Measurements and Future Prospects. In Transactions on Network
and Service Management (TNSM). [12] Accepted for publication

Chapter 4: Origin Validation Measurements
Several RPKI ROV identification methodologies have been discussed in the previous
chapter, and major shortcomings have been pointed out. Our goal in this chapter is
to develop a rigorous methodology with a very low false positive rate. We opt for
data plane measurements instead of heuristics or control plane measurements. We
also perform controlled instead of uncontrolled measurements. The main contribu-
tions of this chapter are that we:
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• Show why simple end-to-end HTTP measurements falsely attribute ROV de-
ployment to ASes under test if transits in between are filtering.

• Develop a new data plane methodology based on controlled measurements
using RIPE Atlas that makes strong inferences for ASes directly peering with
our announcement sites (1 AS hop) and weak inferences for longer paths (2+
AS hops).

• Consider Internet Exchange Point (IXP) traversals and build an include list for
ASes seen on invalid paths to differentiate between partially and fully filtering
ASes.

• Present up-to-date results and confirm that deployment has increased.

Our work triggered a discussion within the IETF on the timing requirements
for RPKI relying parties [13]. This chapter is based on the following peer-reviewed
publications:

• N. Rodday, I. Cunha, R. Bush, E. Katz-Bassett, G.D. Rodosek, T.C. Schmidt, and
M.Wählisch, 2021. Revisiting RPKI Route Origin Validation on the Data Plane.
In Proceedings of the Network Traffic Measurement and Analysis Conference
(TMA), Virtual. [14]

• N. Rodday, R. Bush, I. Cunha, E. Katz-Bassett, G. Dreo Rodosek, T.C. Schmidt,
and M. Wählisch, 2019. Extending RPKI ROV Measurement Coverage, Poster
@ 19th Internet Measurement Conference (IMC), Amsterdam, The Nether-
lands. [15]

• P. Friedemann, N. Rodday, G.D. Rodosek, 2022. Assessing the RPKI Validator
Ecosystem. In Proceedings of the 13th International Conference on Ubiquit-
ous and Future Networks (ICUFN), Barcelona, Spain. [16]

Chapter 5: The Impact of Default Routes on Origin Validation
Measurements
RPKI ROVmeasurements rely on the assumption that if an AS is filtering, connectiv-
ity to an RPKI-invalid prefix range is terminated. Default routes undermine this as-
sumption as the AS would send traffic to the upstream regardless of whether a route
entry is present. Therefore, default routes hinder correct RPKI ROV inferences and
need to be quantified to determine the impact they have on RPKI ROV measure-
ments. This chapter aims to develop a default route identification methodology and
run measurements to show how significant the impact of default routes is. The main
contributions of this chapter are that we:

• Extend prior measurements based on the path-poisoningmethodology by con-
sidering IPv6 and using dual poisoning of the prepended AS path to increase
efficiency.
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• AddRIPEAtlas vantage points to the path-poisoningmethodologywhere avail-
able. This allows us to not only identify a default route but also to infer its
direction.

• Increase coverage of the not-announced prefix methodology by adding NLnog
vantage points.

• Introduce a threshold to decide on the ratio of routes before an AS will be
flagged deploying a default route.

• Present our findings and up-to-date results as part of an ongoingmeasurement
study on our website https://www.defaultroutes.net. All datasets are publicly
available.

This chapter is based on the following peer-reviewed publication:

• N. Rodday, L. Kaltenbach, I. Cunha, R. Bush, E. Katz-Bassett, G.D. Rodosek,
T.C. Schmidt, and M. Wählisch, 2021. On the Deployment of Default Routes
in Inter-domain Routing. In Proceedings of the ACM SIGCOMM Workshop
on Technologies, Applications, and Uses of a Responsible Internet (TAURIN),
Virtual. [17]

Chapter 6: Path Validation
Origin validation provides a strong security mechanism to mitigate BGP prefix hi-
jacks. It does not, however, mitigate path manipulation attacks or route leaks. Path
validation or path plausibility algorithms are needed to check the AS path attribute
for correctness to avoid the attacks above. This chapter aims to implement and eval-
uate the ASPA and the AS-Cones algorithm in different deployment scenarios. The
main contributions of this chapter are that we:

• Implement the ASPA and AS-Cones algorithms from their respective IETF
drafts in a Python simulation framework and publicly release all source code
and other artifacts.

• Evaluate both algorithms regarding potential deployment strategies for route
leakmitigation and ASPA deployment for the forged-origin prefix hijackmitig-
ation and provide recommendations as to which ASes to incentivize to deploy
the algorithms first to yield the most benefit.

• Discuss weaknesses in the design of both algorithms and provide recommend-
ations on how the algorithm could be improved and deployment accelerated.

• Propose a topology creation framework based on the NIST BGP-SRx software
suite and allow the creation of arbitrary topologies based on a directed input
graph up to a size of 55,000 containers.

• Implement the AS-Cones IETF drafts in the Quagga routing daemon.

https://www.defaultroutes.net
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The chapter is based on the following peer-reviewed publication:

• N. Rodday, G.D. Rodosek, A. Pras, R. van Rijswijk-Deij, 2024. Exploring the
Benefit of Path Plausibility Algorithms in BGP. In Network Operations and
Management Symposium (NOMS), Seoul, South Korea. [18] Accepted for pub-
lication

• N. Rodday, G.D. Rodosek, 2023. BGPEval: Automating Large-Scale Testbed
Creation. In Proceedings of the 19th International Conference on Network
and Service Management (CNSM), Niagara Falls, Canada. [19]

• N. Rodday, R. van Baaren, L. Hendriks, R. van Rijswijk-Deij, A. Pras, and G.
Dreo, 2020. Evaluating RPKI ROV identification methodologies in automat-
ically generated mininet topologies. In Proceedings of the 16th International
Conference on emerging Networking EXperiments and Technologies (CoN-
EXT), Barcelona, Spain. [20]

Chapter 7: Conclusions and Outlook
In this thesis’s last chapter, we revisit the research goal and draw conclusions. Here,
we also discuss potential future research directions.
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In this chapter we explain the basic principles of the inter-domain routing infra-
structure and its problems, as well as proposed solutions. These lay the groundwork
for the following chapters. Firstly, we provide a brief history section. Secondly, we
explain the difference between inter-domain and intra-domain routing and focus
on the basic functionality of BGP. We highlight how ASes are able to obtain AS
numbers and prefix space, and detail BGP route propagation and route selection
process. Thirdly, we discuss BGP hijacking, the Internet Routing Registry (IRR)
and RPKI. We talk about path manipulations and path validation algorithms as a
mitigation. In addition, we focus our attention on route leaks and path plausibility
algorithms and provide a comparison of BGP challenges and solutions. Lastly, we
introduce measurement tools and platforms that are used repetitively throughout
this thesis.
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2.1 HISTORY

Back in the middle of the 20th century, computational power was very costly and
sought after. Computers were massively inferior compared to systems of the 21st
century. Since there was great demand, but little computational power at differ-
ent locations, researchers wanted to interconnect computers to aggregate compu-
tational power and share information quickly. This required computers to become
remotely accessible. To tackle these problems, J. C. R. Licklider and Bob Taylor de-
veloped the idea of the Advanced Research Projects Agency Network (ARPANET)
in the late 1960s [21]. They published an article with funny cartoons describing
many of the features of the future ARPANET [22]. Subsequently, in 1969, a contract
was awarded to BBN Technologies to create a prototype with four participating
universities: University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA), University of Califor-
nia, Santa Barbara (UCSB), Stanford Research Institute (SRI), and the University of
Utah. However, the official birth date of the Internet is considered to be 17 years
later, in 1983, when the TCP/IP protocol suite was made the official standard in all
military computer networking in the US [23]. This truly allowed devices from dif-
ferent manufacturers to communicate with each other. In the same year, numerical
IP-addresses were supplemented with domain names. The Domain Name System
(DNS) was born, which is essential for human-readable addressing on the Internet,
e.g. www.unibw.de [24]. During the second half of the 1980s the Internet grew sub-
stantially from around 1,000 connected hosts in 1984 to 100,000 in 1989 [25]. Since
then the inter-domain routing infrastructure has continued to grow tremendously
and interconnects many more universities, people, and continents than initially en-
visioned. The number of worldwide Internet users in January 2023 is estimated to
be around 5.16 Billion [26].

2.2 INTER-DOMAIN ROUTING

The Internet is comprised of many independently organized ASes. An Autonomous
System is defined in RFC 1930 as: "a connected group of one or more IP prefixes run
by one or more network operators which has a SINGLE and CLEARLY DEFINED
routing policy" [27]. It is referenced by a number that is obtained from the Inter-
net Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA). Examples are AT&T (AS7018), Orange
(AS5511), Deutsche Telekom (AS3320), etc.

There is a differentiation between intra-domain routing and inter-domain rout-
ing. Figure 2.1 shows the separate domains. Intra-domain routing refers to the fact
that each AS is in control of its own infrastructure and decides which hardware,
intra-domain routing protocol, also called Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP), etc., it
wants to use within its boundaries. Examples are Open Shortest Path First (OSPF),
Routing Information Protocol (RIP), Intermediate System to Intermediate System
(IS-IS). The best path is usually the shortest path. Such a domain is illustrated in
Figure 2.1 as a grey cloud containing yellow links.

Inter-domain routing describes the communication between different ASes. In
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Figure 2.1: Separation of Interior and Exterior Gateway Protocols

order to communicate externally, an inter-domain routing protocol, also called Ex-
terior Gateway Protocol (EGP), needs to be chosen. The de-facto standard is the
Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) in its most recent version 4 [28]. There are some
alternatives available, such as EGP [29] (a protocol) and IDRP [30], but they do not
carry practical relevance. Figure 2.1 shows the inter-domain connectivity as green
links inbetween ASes.

Within the inter-domain routing infrastructurewe typically differentiate between
two types of domains: Transit domains, which allow peers to route traffic via their
AS, and stub domains, which do not allow for transit and are connected to at least
one transit provider.
Border Gateway Protocol. BGP is a path-vector protocol that comes in two forms,
internal Border Gateway Protocol (iBGP) and external Border Gateway Protocol
(eBGP). Routers communicating via BGP are called BGP speakers. When two BGP
speakers communicate with each other, they are referred to as peers. BGP is used
to communicate the availability of Network Layer Reachability Information (NLRI),
i.e., IPv4 and IPv6 prefixes, between peers. For example, 𝐴𝑆1 communicates to 𝐴𝑆2
the availability of the IPv4 prefix 1.2.3.0/23, as illustrated in Figure 2.2. 𝐴𝑆2 con-
tinues to propagate the IPv4 prefix via 𝐴𝑆3 to 𝐴𝑆4. The ASN of the announcing AS
is always prepended to the AS path attribute. The notation specifies, that the origin
AS remains on the very right hand side of the AS path attribute. From now on, 𝐴𝑆2,
𝐴𝑆3, and 𝐴𝑆4 have an entry in their routing tables and are able to send traffic for
the IPv4 prefix 1.2.3.0/23 to 𝐴𝑆1. This section refers to BGP v4, specified in RFC

𝐴𝑆1 𝐴𝑆2 𝐴𝑆3 𝐴𝑆4

1.2.3.0/23 𝐴𝑆1 1.2.3.0/23 𝐴𝑆2 𝐴𝑆1 1.2.3.0/23 𝐴𝑆3 𝐴𝑆2 𝐴𝑆1

Figure 2.2: Border Gateway Protocol Propagation
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4271 [28], if not mentioned otherwise. However, there are several Request for Com-
ments (RFC) updates available that specify details of the workings of BGP [31]–[39].
BGP v4 supports five different BGP message types:

1. OpenMessages: An Open Message is used to create a BGP peering session after
the TCP session has been established. It contains a value for the hold timer until
the session expires, among other things.

2. Update Messages: The most common message type. It is used to exchange
reachability information between peers. Throughout this work, we focus on the
content of Update Messages.

3. Keep-Alive Messages: These messages are sent to keep a BGP peering session
alive, if it is not actively used to exchange information. It renews the hold timer.

4. Notification Messages: These messages are only sent in case of an exception.
The BGP and TCP sessions terminate afterwards.

5. Route-RefreshMessages: If the route refresh capability advertisement has been
received by a peer, the router sends these messages to renew the advertised
routes.

Neighbor States. The internal workings of BGP can be represented in a Finite State
Machine (FSM). Six states have been defined:

Idle

Connect

OpenSent

OpenConfirm

Established

Active

Start

TCP Established

Receive Correct
Open

Receive Correct
Keepalive

Error

Error

Error

Error
TCP Failed

TCP Established

Connect Retry Timeout

Figure 2.3: BGP Finite State Machine

1. Idle: Initial state
2. Connect: Waiting for TCP connec-

tion to be completed
3. Active: Initiated a TCP connection

but waiting for answer from peer
4. OpenSent: Open message was sent
5. OpenConfirm: Waiting for keep-

alive after Open message exchange
6. Established: A working BGP session

Only in the Established state, will
BGP be able to exchange update mes-
sages and perform route selection.

Longest Prefix Match. An underlying principle in BGP is the use of the longest
prefix match. If there are two or more routes available towards a target, BGP will
always choose the most specific option available. For example, a packet would need
to be routed to the destination 1.2.3.4 and the routes shown in Listing 2.1 are
present in the RIB. BGP would prefer the /24 network, since it is more specific.
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Listing 2.1: BGP Longest Prefix Match
1 . 2 . 3 . 0 / 1 6 1234 8888
1 . 2 . 3 . 0 / 2 4 6789 2222 <−− chosen for d e s t i n a t i o n 1 . 2 . 3 . 4

BGP attributes. Due to the design of BGP as a path-vector protocol, and in con-
trast to the use of a metric in distance-vector protocols such as RIP and Interior
Gateway Routing Protocol (IGRP), BGP does not propagate a cost vector in its up-
date messages. Instead, it relies on so-called BGP attributes. There are well-known
mandatory attributes (e.g., origin, AS path, and next hop) and well-known discre-
tionary attributes (e.g., local preference). Every router must be able to parse these
attributes, but only the mandatory ones are expected to be present in every update
message. Moreover, there are optional transitive (e.g. communities) and optional
non-transitive (e.g. cluster list) attributes. Since they are optional, they do not need
to be recognized by a router. However, transitive attributes are meant to be forwar-
ded by the receiving party, while non-transitive attributes can be safely ignored.

Since the AS path already contains all previous AS hops, it provides the oppor-
tunity to easily detect routing loops. If an AS observes its own ASN in the BGP AS
path attribute, it simply discards the update message. Following this method, BGP
implements its loop detection and prevention mechanism.

When advertising routes to peers, operators sometimes wish to attach inform-
ation to some announcements to control the behavior of downstream of upstream
routers. BGP communities [40] are meant to serve that purpose. They are typically
described as two 16-bit representations, separated by a colon: (0–65535):(0–65535).
The first section specifies the ASN, the second one the community, which may carry
individual meaning. Since the number of ASNs is constantly increasing, larger ASNs
with 32-bits have been standardized. In order to make communities usable for them
as well, RFC 8092 [41] specifies Large Communities with a 96-bit representation.
Semantics of communities can be different for iBGP and eBGP. An operator could
define a community value that is added to routes when they enter the AS and is
considered in all internal BGP routers thereafter. BGP communities with global sig-
nificance are:

• Internet: Advertise to any peer (0:0)
• No-Export: Do not advertise to any outside BGP peer (65535:65281)
• No-Advertise: Do not advertise to any BGP peer (65535:65282)
• No-Export-Subconfed: Do not advertise to any BGP peer outside the local AS
(65535:65283)

Another example is the Blackhole community, which was recently added in RFC
7999 [42]. When it is used, it triggers blackholing at remote ISPs and can therefore
be used to distribute the information that traffic for a specific prefix is unwanted
and should be discarded. The IANA maintains a list of registered well known com-
munities at an online resource [43].
Valley-free routing / Gao-Rexford model. On the one hand, in-bound traffic
is controlled by advertising routes towards peers. On the other hand, out-bound
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𝐴𝑆

(a) Routes learned from cus-
tomers are exported to any
other peer.

𝐴𝑆

(b) Routes learned from
peers are only exported to
customers.

𝐴𝑆

(c) Routes learned from pro-
viders are only exported to
customers.

Figure 2.4: Export policies according to the Gao-Rexford model.

traffic is controlled by selecting routes received from peers and including them into
the Route Information Base (RIB). The Gao-Rexford model [44] describes the busi-
ness relationships between ASes and how ASes should design their policies to avoid
route divergence and the resulting route oscillation [45], [46]. Such behavior de-
grades the end to end performance of the inter-domain routing infrastructure. If we
apply the Gao-Rexford model to real world interconnections, we observe three basic
scenarios, as illustrated in Figure 2.4. Firstly, a route learned from a customer would
be propagated to any other peer, since the customer pays for any forwarded traffic.
Secondly, if the route was received by a peer, it is only propagated to customers,
since they would pay for the traffic transmitted via that link. Forwarding traffic to
lateral peers would not yield any monetary reward. Forwarding to upstreams would
even cost money. Thirdly, a route learned by a provider is forwarded to customers
only for the same reason. Forwarding to peers would make the AS in question pay
for traffic transmitted by a peer. Forwarding to another upstream would make the
AS pay on both sides and has therefore to be avoided.

If aforementioned rules are not adhered to, which might happen due to fat-
fingering or misconfiguration via other means, so-called route leaks occur. These
situations are usually financially undesirable for the leakingAS.Measures can be im-
plemented in BGP by tagging routes with BGP communities on ingress and execute
filters on egress. A detailed description of route leaks is presented in Section 2.5.3.
Route Decision Process. There exist multiple routing tables within a BGP speaker:

• Adj-RIBs-In: Contains unprocessed routing information received by the local BGP
speaker from peers.

• Loc-RIB: Contains the routes that have been selected after the local BGP speaker’s
decision process has been applied.

• Adj-RIBs-Out: Contains routes that will be advertised to peers within UPDATE
messages of the local BGP speaker.

The decision process for installing received routes that are within Adj-RIBs-In
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into the Loc-RIB table and selecting a subset of those routes for export to peers
within the Adj-RIBs-Out table is outlined as follows:

• Phase 1 - Calculation of Degree of Preference: The exact nature of determining
the local degree of preference depends on local policies. It is also called local_pref.
Every operator is free to weight attributes differently. A route with a higher
local_pref would take precedence over a route that has a lower value assigned.

• Phase 2 - Route Selection: Once a degree of preference for a received route has
been calculated, route selection is commenced. Some routes might be excluded,
e.g. when the next_hop attribute contains an address that is unreachable or when
the local AS number is detected in the AS path attribute. Routes must also be
resolvable. This ensures that only valid routes are entered into the Loc-RIB routing
table. For each set of destinations that have at least one feasible route in Adj-
RIBs-In, the BGP speaker identifies the route that has (i) the highest degree of
preference, (ii) is the only route to that destination, or (iii) is selected by a tie-
breaking rule. Tie-breaking rules come into action when two routes within Adj-
RIBs-In have the same degree of preference and there would be no clear winner
otherwise. Many tie-breaking rules have been defined, e.g. the index of the AS
number of the announcing AS. They are applied in a sequential manner until one
route wins over the other. Once a route has been chosen, it is installed in the
Loc-RIB table.

• Phase 3 - Route Dissemination: Route dissemination happens when Phase 2 is
completed, routes within the Loc-RIB have changed, or a new BGP speaker is
connected. Local policies are applied to select routes from within the Loc-RIB
table that should be propagated to peers. These routes are installed in the Adj-
RIBs-Out table. Route aggregation is an important step that is applied during
dissemination to reduce the amount of BGP announcements and also the number
of entries within each RIB. Two prefixes, e.g. 1.2.2.0/24 and 1.2.3.0/24, may be
aggregated to 1.2.2.0/23. Route aggregation is optional, but is commonly applied
to reduce the number of update messages and save memory in routers.

Prefix and ASN delegation. The IANA is a standards organization that is re-
sponsible for global IPv4 and IPv6 prefix allocation and ASN allocation, amongst
other things. These Internet resources are delegated from the IANA to the Regional
Internet Registries (RIRs). From there on Internet resources are further delegated
to National Internet Registries (NIRs), Local Internet Registries (LIRs), Internet Ser-
vice Providers (ISPs), and other organizations. Figure 2.5 highlights the delegation
schematically and shows the geographical distribution of the five RIRs.
Internet Exchange Points. ASes need to be present in multiple locations in order
to peer with each other. To establish a physical presence in many different locations
can be costly and peering with many different ASes can be complex and error prone.
Maintaining multiple peering relationships results in significant management over-
head. IXPs are entities that aim at reducing such cost and complexity. They can
be seen as a marketplace where all parties come together and meet. On a technical
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Figure 2.5: Geographic breakdown of RIRs, modelled after [47]

basis, they allow mostly for two models: Firstly, direct peering between two ASes,
while the IXP facilitates the peering. Secondly, peering with a route-server, which
is run by the IXP, that provides access to many connected ASes simultaneously.
Such route-server peerings shorten the AS path, which is why IXPs are considered
a factor for Internet topology flattening [48], [49]. It is also only necessary for an
IXP client to maintain a single BGP peering connection, while receiving routes from
many different ASes. Moreover, IXPs implement security features that might be too
costly or complex for a small AS to implement by themselves. In summary, IXPs are
a method to gain wide connectivity while being cost-effective.
Default Free Zone. Routing tables are a collection of available resources, an-
nounced by different peers. If a packet needs to be routed to a certain destination,
but there is no matching entry in the routing table, connectivity would not be pos-
sible. To avoid scenarios in which smaller ASes do not have a full routing table and
would therefore not be able to reach all parts of the Internet, default routes are in-
stalled. They function as a gateway of last resort. If no entry could be found in the
routing table that matches the requested destination, the packet is sent to the peer
defined in the default route. This is typically the primary upstream of an AS.

The Default Free Zone (DFZ) is described as a collection of ASes in which not a
single AS has a default route installed. Tier-1 providers are expected to reside within
the DFZ. Bush et al. [50] have shown back in 2010 that default routes are very well
present in the DFZ.
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CIA triad. The CIA triad illustrates the main
security goals: Confidentiality, Integrity, and
Availability. Confidentiality is a set of rules that
limits access to information. It describes who is
allowed to access what. Integrity is the guaran-
tee that information is trustworthy and accur-
ate. Availability is the assurance of the resource
being accessible by authorized entities. Addi-
tionally, authentication verifies the identity of
a person/system and authorization determines
the access right.
Confidentiality & Integrity of BGP Messages. The aforementioned security
goals of BGP can be endangered, if BGP sessions are compromised. BGP sessions are
by default not protected and send clear text messages from one peer to another. They
run on top of Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) on port 179. It is therefore easily
possible as an attacker to read the content, compromising the confidentiality of the
message. It is also possible to alter the content of a BGPmessage while it is in transit,
compromising the integrity of the message. As a countermeasure, BGP communica-
tion can be protected by encrypting the channel. Internet Protocol Security (IPSec)
offers such functionality [51]. Alternatively, BGP traffic can be tunnelled via e.g., a
Virtual Private Network (VPN) or a Secure Shell (SSH) tunnel. However, perform-
ance might be significantly degraded when applying such tunnelling mechanisms as
they add cryptographic overhead and slow down operations. Another drawback is
certificate management and the additional complexity introduced by key-rollovers.
Static keys that never change are considered a bad practice. Keys should be rolled
on a regular basis as a key compromise might go unnoticed. However, IPSec de-
ployment has its drawbacks. Once IPSec is deployed, an attacker could send many
authentication requests towards a BGP peer using IPSec in order to render it offline.
Such a Denial of Service (DoS) attack endangers the availability of the BGP protocol.
Spoofing. Since there is no authentication, BGP peers could be spoofed by a third
party. Spoofing describes a process in which an illegitimate third party imitates the
original sender. The destination cannot differentiate between a legitimate and an
illegitimate source and treats the packets the same. To avoid spoofing of BGP peers,
shared secrets for BGP sessions are used. RFC 2385 [52] describes the use of the
Message Digest Algorithm 5 (MD5) digest for authentication inserted into the BGP
packets. The shared secret can be configured with a single line of code in a BGP
speaker’s configuration file. A different shared secret should be used per peering
session, which might lead to an overhead in administration.

Additional security to protect the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of
BGP comes at an additional cost. As in many other scenarios, this tradeoff has to be
carefully considered. While the aforementioned security challenges focus on attack-
ing the protocol itself, we will investigate logical BGP security challenges through-
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out the following paragraphs. We therefore assume that the BGP messages them-
selves are delivered as intended and remain unchanged.
Best Practises. An initiative to make routing more secure is Mutually Agreed
Norms for Routing Security (MANRS). An implementation guide is available in [53].
MANRS is a set of guidelines that are considered best practises to avoid routing
problems. Participating ASes are expected to keep their IRR data, amongst other
things, up-to-date. The guide is mostly written as a hands-on tutorial and contains
many examples from router configuration files.

It is generally good practise to use route tagging. When a route is received on
an ingress router, it is tagged with a specific community attribute depending on the
peering relationship. On egress, this information is used to only allow the routes
through that carry the correct BGP communities. Without tagging, the knowledge
of where the route came from would be lost. Implementing this methodology al-
lows the operator to easily follow the export policies illustrated in Figure 2.4, see
Subsection 2.2 for more details.
Prefix filters. Such policies to filter incoming and outgoing BGP announcements
are enforced on a router using prefix filters. None of these are bullet-proof concepts
and rather try to lower the risk of BGP threats with the limited tool-set available
to operators. We will highlight the most common filtering techniques and explain
their limitations:

Prefix filters are regularly built based on Internet Routing Registry (IRR) data.
AnAS should only accept routes if a matching route object could be found in the IRR.
The IRR is known to be insecure and can therefore not be used tomitigate intentional
hijacks since the attacker could possibly inject arbitrary route objects, but it does
help to avoid accidental hijacks. We explain the IRR in detail in Subsection 2.4.2. It
is common to set a threshold for the expected amount of prefixes for each neighbour,
called Maximum-Prefix. Should some routes suddenly be deaggregated resulting in
a flood of more specific BGP announcements, the mechanism kicks in to terminate
the peering session or raise a warning. Also massive route leaks can be prevented
with this feature. The peer lockmechanism describes the acceptance of prefixes only
for specific upstreams of a protected AS. For example, AS1 would like to participate
in a peer lock mechanism, it would communicate the allowed upstream(s) to the
peer locking AS. From now on, the peer locking AS would not accept any routes of
the protected AS via another upstream than the legitimated one. This mechanism
requires knowledge of the allowed upstreams of a peering AS and is deployed in
collaboration with the peering AS. The "bignetworks filter" describes filtering of tier-
1 providers in received BGP announcements. There are only a few ASes that are
considered as tier-1 providers. These global networks would usually not buy transit
from a peer, especially not from a smaller customer. Therefore, if a route is received
via a peer or a customer and it contains a tier-1 provider, it should be discarded.
Listing 2.2 displays the tier-1 providers [54].
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Listing 2.2: Tier-1 ASNs
174 # Cogent Communications 3491 # PCCW Globa l
209 # CenturyLink Communications 5511 # Orange
286 / 3 257 # GTT Communications 6453 # Tata Communications
701 / 2 828 # Ver i zon 6461 # Zayo Group
1239 # S p r i n t 6762 # Telecom I t a l i a S p a r k l e
1299 # Are l i on ( f o rme r l y T e l i a ) 6830 # L i b e r t y G loba l
2914 # NTT Communications 7018 # AT&T
3320 # Deutsche Telekom 12956 # T e l x i u s
3356 # Lumen Techno l og i e s

Bogon ASNs should be filtered. They are ASNs that carry specific meaning and
should not appear in public BGP routes. Listing 2.3 displays the specific num-
bers, from [55]. If any of these ASNs appear in an AS path, a configuration lapse
happened.

Listing 2.3: Bogon ASN List
AS0 # RFC 7607
AS23456 # RFC 7607
AS [ 6 4 4 9 6 . . 6 4 5 1 1 ] # RFC 5398
AS [ 6 5 5 3 6 . . 6 5 5 5 1 ] # RFC 5398
AS [ 6 4 5 1 2 . . 6 5 5 3 4 ] # RFC 6996
AS [ 4 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . . 4 2 9 4 9 6 7 2 9 4 ] # RFC 6996
AS65535 # RFC 7300
AS4294967295 # RFC 7300
AS [ 6 5 5 5 2 . . 1 3 1 0 7 1 ] # IANA r e s e r v e d

Bogon prefix filtering is similar to bogon ASN filtering. The IETF has also spe-
cified several prefix ranges for private or experimental use. These should not be
announced within the public domain and can be safely filtered. Listing 2.4 displays
the specific numbers, from [55]:

Listing 2.4: Bogon Prefix List
0 . 0 . 0 . 0 / 8 + # RFC 1122 ' t h i s ' network
1 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 / 8 + # RFC 1918 p r i v a t e space
1 0 0 . 6 4 . 0 . 0 / 1 0 + # RFC 6598 C a r r i e r grade na t space
1 2 7 . 0 . 0 . 0 / 8 + # RFC 1122 l o c a l h o s t
1 6 9 . 2 5 4 . 0 . 0 / 1 6 + # RFC 3927 l i n k l o c a l
1 7 2 . 1 6 . 0 . 0 / 1 2 + # RFC 1918 p r i v a t e space
1 9 2 . 0 . 2 . 0 / 2 4 + # RFC 5737 TEST−NET−1
1 9 2 . 8 8 . 9 9 . 0 / 2 4 + # RFC 7526 6 to4 anyca s t r e l a y
1 9 2 . 1 6 8 . 0 . 0 / 1 6 + # RFC 1918 p r i v a t e space
1 9 8 . 1 8 . 0 . 0 / 1 5 + # RFC 2544 benchmarking
1 9 8 . 5 1 . 1 0 0 . 0 / 2 4 + # RFC 5737 TEST−NET−2
2 0 3 . 0 . 1 1 3 . 0 / 2 4 + # RFC 5737 TEST−NET−3
2 2 4 . 0 . 0 . 0 / 4 + # mu l t i c a s t
2 4 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 / 4 + # r e s e r v e d

LongASN paths are createdwhen excessive path prepending is used. Section 2.5.1
details the problem. To mitigate such problems, long AS paths should be filtered.
The operator is free to set a threshold of choice, but 50 is commonly considered
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a sufficient length, while the average AS path length observed on the Internet is
4.4 [56]. Small prefixes should be rejected. The RIPE Routing Working Group re-
commends the smallest commonly routed prefix sizes to be /24 and /48 for IPv4 [57]
and IPv6 [58], respectively. Prefix filters should be designed to reject anything that is
more specific. Default routes & own prefixes should also be rejected, unless a default
route was specifically requested. Moreover, one should reject any announcements
for their own prefix ranges as such present an obvious routing error.

2.4 ORIGIN VALIDATION

Within the inter-domain routing system ASes obtain resources, i.e., ASNs, IPv4 and
IPv6 prefixes, through the IANA. Since BGP does not provide any security mechan-
isms, it is assumed that the legitimate AS announces its BGP prefix to its peers. How-
ever, intentionally or unintentionally, operators sometimes announce prefix space
that was assigned to other ASes and is not owned by themselves. Such behavior is
called a BGP prefix hijack.

2.4.1 BGP Prefix Hijacking
Because of the lack of proof of address ownership, prefix hijacking is possible. We
differentiate between exact prefix hijacks and more specific prefix hijacks. Another
attack, in which unassigned address space is used for malicious purposes, is called
prefix squatting.
Exact prefix hijack. An exact prefix hijack describes the announcement of the
exact same resource into the BGP routing system. Figure 2.7a illustrates 𝐴𝑆1 as
the legitimate origin of IP prefix 1.2.2.0/23. The regular propagation is shown in
Figure 2.2. In our hijacking example, an additional 𝐴𝑆5 and an attacker 𝐴𝑆666 are
added. 𝐴𝑆666 announces the exact same prefix as the legitimate origin 𝐴𝑆1. Since
peers cannot differentiate between legitimate and illegitimate announcements, they
accept and propagate the best path, according to local policy. This usually means
that the announcement with the shorter path wins for otherwise equal parameters.

In an exact prefix hijack, the origin that is closer to the targeted ASes will usually
receive the traffic. It is therefore possible that only parts of the BGP ecosystem will
send traffic to the hijacker, while other parts will remain to send traffic towards the
legitimate origin. In our particular example in Figure 2.7a, 𝐴𝑆2 is closer to𝐴𝑆1. The
AS path is therefore shorter and only contains a single hop. 𝐴𝑆2would therefore side
with the announcement of𝐴𝑆1. 𝐴𝑆5which sits ’behind’𝐴𝑆2, receives the legitimate
announcement. 𝐴𝑆3 receives the illegitimate announcement of𝐴𝑆666. 𝐴𝑆3 is closer
to𝐴𝑆666 and would therefore choose the announcement of𝐴𝑆666. 𝐴𝑆4 sits ’behind’
𝐴𝑆3 and only sees whatever is forwarded from 𝐴𝑆3 towards 𝐴𝑆4. In this case, the
announcement forward would be irrelevant, as the traffic for the prefix 1.2.2.0/23
is sent to𝐴𝑆3 in any case, with𝐴𝑆3 preferring the attacker instead of the legitimate
origin.
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(b) More specific prefix hijack: 𝐴𝑆1 is the
legitimate origin, 𝐴𝑆666 announces a more
specific IP prefix. All ASes that receive
the more specific announcement will choose
𝐴𝑆666 as destination for traffic. The an-
nouncement travels further compared to the
exact prefix hijack.

Figure 2.7: BGP prefix hijack types

More specific prefix hijack. A more dangerous variant of prefix hijacks are more
specific prefix hijacks. BGP is built on a mechanism called longest prefix matching,
see Section 2.2. Traffic will always be sent to the most specific prefix found in the
routing table.

We illustrate such a scenario in Figure 2.7b. 𝐴𝑆1 remains to announce 1.2.2.0/23
as the legitimate origin. The attacker, 𝐴𝑆666, announces a more specific prefix
1.2.2.0/24. Since the announcement is more specific, it is forwarded within the
whole inter-domain routing infrastructure. From now on, every AS within the illus-
trated topology picks the attacker’s route for the prefix 1.2.3.0/24 and all traffic
towards that prefix range is forwarded to the attacker. 𝐴𝑆1 also receives the more
specific prefix, but should not accept it, as it is common understanding that one’s
own prefixes should not be accepted when received from external peers.

It is within the nature of amore specific prefix that it does not cover the full range
of the covering prefix. The legitimate less specific prefix continues to propagate (not
shown in Figure 2.7b for simplicity), but packets on the data-plane will be routed via
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the more specific route announcement. To attract all traffic of the covering prefix,
the attacker would need to announce a second more specific prefix 1.2.3.0/24.
If the upstream, in our case 𝐴𝑆3, would perform prefix aggregation, both prefixes
1.2.2.0/24 and 1.2.3.0/24 would be forwarded as 1.2.2.0/23, leading to the
previously introduced scenario of an exact prefix hijack.

More specific prefix hijacks are used as a common countermeasure against DoS
attacks. The anti-DDoS service providers, such as Akamai or Cloudflare, use such
announcements to divert traffic to prefix ranges under attack to their scrubbing cen-
ters, before forwarding legitimate traffic to the origin AS. In this case, anti-DDoS
service providers are authorized to perform such more specific prefix hijacking.

There are also limits to more specific prefix hijacks. Since there is common un-
derstanding that subnets smaller than /24 and /48 in IPv4 and IPv6, respectively,
should not be routed on the public inter-domain infrastructure, a /25 announcement
in IPv4 would very likely be filtered. This holds true for ill-intentioned announce-
ments and well-intentioned announcements from anti-DDoS service providers.
Prefix squatting. A prefix space can be unassigned, as well as assigned but cur-
rently unused by the owning AS. Prefix squatting describes an attack in which an
unauthorized AS announces such unassigned or dormant prefix space [59]. In con-
trast to prefix hijacking, in a prefix squatting attack the prefix is currently not an-
nounced by the legitimate owner. It is mostly used for spamming purposes or other
illegal activities which require a frequent change of IP addresses [60]. IP addresses
(or blocks) are rankedwith a reputation by companies such as Spamhouse, etc. These
blacklist providers quickly pick up squatted IP address blocks and add the respective
blocks to the blacklists. Once they are added to the blacklist, the IP ranges become
worthless since traffic that originates from there will be rejected by the destination.
For example, an email that is sent from an IP range on a blocklist will be rejected by
the receiving email provider.

2.4.2 Internet Routing Registry
In order to mitigate the aforementioned BGP prefix hijacking and squatting attacks,
prefix ownership information is required. An operator needs to be able to check
which AS is allowed to announce which resource. The Internet Routing Registry
(IRR) provides such information. The IRR is a distributed database, intended to "help
debug, configure, and engineer Internet routing and addressing" [61]. It currently
comprises 18 geographically distinct databases, each run by a different entity. The
information contained is helping network operators to easily find who to contact
in case of routing problems. It also allows for building prefix filters and therefore
making routing more secure, which is why many networks require IRR objects in
their peering agreements.

There aremany object typeswithin the IRR.We highlight the threemost relevant
ones for this work in the following paragraphs:

as-set An as-set has a name and a list of members. It can be used instead of listing
each of the members individually. For example, an AS could create an as-set for a
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customer-cone in a specific region. Instead of iterating over each and every single
customer AS in its filters, the as-set can be used as a reference. To apply a rule
to multiple regions, the respective as-sets can be entered into the filter. Instead of
changing rules in prefix filters when customers are added or removed, the AS simply
edits the as-set object. This feature significantly reduces complexity of prefix filter
maintenance.

Listing 2.5: as-set
as − s e t : as − cus t −cone − europe
members : AS1 , AS2 , . . .

aut-num An aut-numobject binds anAS number, e.g.,AS47065, to a symbolic name
of the AS, e.g., PEERING-TESTBED-AS47065. Moreover, the object provides valuable
contact information as well as information about import and export policies. Such
public display allows other operators to see peering policies and make adjustments
to their announcements, if necessary. Listing 2.6 shows an excerpt. aut-num objects
are usually much longer and contain a multitude of additional data.

Listing 2.6: Excerpt of AS47065 aut-num object
aut −num : AS47065
as −name : PEERING−TESTBED−AS47065
mp− impor t : a f i i pv4 . u n i c a s t from AS−ANY ac c ep t ANY
mp− expo r t : a f i i pv4 . u n i c a s t t o AS−PEERING−TESTBED announce ANY
tech −c : DUMY−RIPE
admin−c : DUMY−RIPE
n o t i f y : noc@peering . ee . co lumbia . edu

route A route object links an IP prefix to an AS number. If an announcement is
received, the router can check whether an IRR route object exists that would allow
the origin AS to make such an announcement. This is very similar to the idea of
RPKI, except that IRR information is insecure and is not backed up by a certificate
hierarchy that would be able to certify that the information is correct.

Listing 2.7: route object
r ou t e : 1 4 7 . 2 2 . 0 . 0 / 1 6
o r i g i n : AS47065

The IRR is used to extract peering information [62], detect BGP hijacks [63],
[64], and infer AS relationships from IRR routing policies [65]. Each object can be
accessed via a web interface or an Application Programming Interface (API). There-
fore, objects can be automatically fetched and used to build prefix filters to mitigate
hijacks and route leaks and increase the security of inter-domain routing. Unfortu-
nately, the data contained in the IRR is not cryptographically secured and is known
to contain a lot of bogus information [66]. Moreover, some ISPs do not like to add in-
formation to IRR in order not to not leak sensitive information [67]. There are repos-
itories where attackers can add objects without authorization and hence comprom-
ise the integrity of the data. An as-set also used within prefix filters might be altered
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Figure 2.8: IRR filtering

by the original creator at a later stage. The operator relying on the as-set is not likely
to notice such a change as it is the nature of as-sets to be dynamic and adjustable to
change. as-sets are known to contain outdated information, as old customers are not
removed. An intentional attack that is planned and carefully executed, including the
manipulation of IRR data, would therefore still succeed. However, the vast majority
of irregularities in inter-domain routing stem from misconfigurations. The IRR is a
very useful tool in filtering these misconfigured announcements.

Figure 2.8a shows how an IRR filter prevents the installation of a route into the
local RIB of 𝐴𝑆3. If 𝐴𝑆666 creates an IRR route object legitimizing its own AS to
announce the prefix 1.2.3.0/24, as displayed in Figure 2.8b, the announcement would
be accepted by𝐴𝑆3 and the filtering can be circumvented. This is possible since IRR
objects can be added without authorization of the legitimate owner.

2.4.3 Resource Public Key Infrastructure
To work around this problem and bind ASes to prefixes in a cryptographically se-
cure manner, several approaches have been proposed [68], [69], and ultimately the
Resource Public Key Infrastructure (RPKI) emerged. Development of the RPKI star-
ted in April 2008 within the Secure Inter-Domain Routing (SIDR) working group,
while RPKI was standardized as RFC 6480 [70] in 2012. Four of the five RIRs started
to deploy RPKI in January 2011, and the American Registry for Internet Numbers
(ARIN) in September 2012 [71]. It describes an architecture in which authorities
attest to objects containing security-relevant information, similar to Secure Sock-
ets Layer (SSL)/Transport Layer Security (TLS) and DNS/DNS Security Extensions
(DNSSEC). An Internet draft detailing a RPKI repository analysis and requirements
can be found in [72]. Sizing estimates for a fully deployed RPKI were made in [73].

We explain the components of the RPKI using Figure 2.9. The IANA holds the
whole IPv4 & IPv6 address space and assigns subnets to the five RIRs. Each RIR
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acts within the RPKI as a trust anchor via a self-signed root certificate. This has
been a controversy from the beginning, as the Internet Architecture Board (IAB)
originally recommended a single trust anchor [74], but later revisited its statement
saying proven by operational practise five Trust Anchors (TAs) also work well [75].
It is therefore possible for each RIR to attest to prefix space managed by another
RIR. The same argument led to proposals suggesting to use a Dalskov protocol [76]
as a distributed threshold signature model instead, in which only a set of RIRs could
jointly sign End-Entity (EE) certificates and delegate address space. Unfortunately,
due to the introduced complexity of such proposals, they have never been considered
for deployment.
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Figure 2.9: RPKI architecture. The IANA assigns resources to the five RIRs which
act as trust anchors via self-signed root certificates. They delegate address space to
ASes who publish ROAs. ROAs are stored in publication points and will be fetched
& validated by RPKI validators. The result is provided to BGP routers.
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Smaller subnets are delegated by each RIR via EE certificates and within its geo-
graphic region to a LIR or NIR. From there the process is repeated until typically
an ISP or another AS of some sort that would like to actively use the address space
is reached. The AS in the end of the chain uses the EE certificate to create a Route
Origin Authorization (ROA) object to publicly announce their control over a prefix
range. ROAs are published in RPKI publication points. A ROA contains, amongst
other things, the following information:

Listing 2.8: Route Origin Authorization object
ROA : P r e f i x /Max−Length , ASN

For example :
ROA : 1 4 7 . 2 2 . 0 . 0 / 1 6 − 2 4 , AS 47065

In the aforementioned example, AS47065 is authorized to announce any BGP
route for the prefix 147.22.0.0 with a length of /16 to /24. Such an announcement
would be rendered RPKI valid. Announcing 147.22.0.0/24 from AS1111 would
be RPKI invalid, since the origin AS is not legitimized in the ROA. Announcing
147.22.0.0/24 from AS47065 would render RPKI unknown, given that no other
covering ROA is issued. It should be noted, that the example ROA is non-minimal,
since itsmax-length attribute allows for different subnet sizes. To protect unassigned
or assigned, but unannounced address space, the RIRs and organizations can issue
AS0 ROAs [77]. If a prefix range is included in an AS0 ROA, it should not be routed
by any network.

The RPKI is based on a manual certification process. For each AS an operator
needs to manually select other ASes they want to delegate resources to and those
ASes need to publish ROAs. This process is implemented via digital X.509 certi-
ficates, called resource certificates [78]. It is complex, time-consuming and error-
prone. It was recently proposed by Gilad et al. [79], [80] to move from a manual
certification model to a de-facto ownership model. In de-facto ownership, an AS is
considered the owner if it used the address space consistently over a long period of
time. On the one hand, such change in semantics would significantly weaken the
security guarantees of RPKI, at least temporarily until proper RPKI-signed ROAs are
created. On the other hand, it would significantly speed up the process with which
ROAs are created. Adoption of RPKI would likely increase much faster. Due to the
described security drawbacks, the proposal has not been considered for adoption.
Hosted vs. delegated model. To meet the needs of different ASes, RIRs offer two
separate models for resource delegation. Firstly, the hosted model, which offers a
web portal in which RIR-members can easily log in to and manage their resources
and create ROAs. Secondly, the delegated model, which allows for much more flex-
ibility. However, the AS needs to run its own Certificate Authority (CA) and manage
all resources by itself. It may or may not create a publication point. If only the CA
is run, the RIR publication point can be used. This is called publish-in-parent and is
currently implemented for production by RIPE NCC [81].

On the one hand, the hosted model abstracts most of the complexity but private
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keys remain with the RIR. Moreover, an AS needs to log into the different portals
if it wants to manage resources issued by different RIRs. On the other hand, the
delegated model serves as a single point of control and allows for more flexibility.
Resources are managed within a single CA software, namely Krill [82] from NLNet-
Labs and RPKI Toolkit [83] from Dragon Research Labs. Private keys do not leave
the AS running the CA software. However, we should bear in mind that the RIR can
at any time revoke any key, no matter where such key is stored. The AS is depend-
ent on the RIR in any case. Considering these pros and cons, it might be worth the
effort for larger organizations to run their own CA and publication point, while for
smaller ASes the hosted solution seems to provide a better trade-off.
Relying party software. ROAs are fetched by so-called relying party software,
also called RPKI validators, from the RPKI publication points. Relying Party (RP)
software is available in multiple flavours: RPSTIR2 [84], OctoRPKI [85], Routin-
ator 3000 [86], FORT-Validator [87], rpki-client [88], and rpki-prover [89]. The RPKI-
Validator 3 [90] and Rcynic [91] have been discontinued. Some of these validators
provide a web-GUI to manually check objects in the RPKI. RPKImancer[92] is de-
signed to analyse RPKI objects on the command-line. RPKI data can be easily visu-
alized via tools like RPKI MIRO [93] and RPKIVIZ [94].

The RPKI validators use either rsync or RPKI Repository Delta Protocol (RRDP)
to pull the data from the repositories. rsync is an old protocol that is known to
have some drawbacks: It consumes quite a lot of memory and CPU. This is particu-
larly problematic as it makes rsync susceptible to DoS attacks. Additional problems
are the lack of library support and the difficulty of publishing objects atomically.
Therefore, the IETF pushes the replacement of rsync with RRDP in the future [95].
RRDP was designed to mitigate previously-mentioned shortcomings and supports
Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS) Content Delivery Network (CDN) in-
frastructure to increase resilience during content provisioning. It is a state-of-the-art
protocol standardized by the IETF in 2017 as RFC 8182 [96].

Within one AS, the operator usually deploys at least two RP software instances
for redundancy. The validation process is commenced in an out-of-band fashion. It
does not consume BGP router resources. Once validation has finished, an output
called Validated ROA Payload (VRP) is produced. This is a simple text file that con-
tains all ASNs to prefix combinations that were cryptographically validated. The
output can be easily digested by BGP routers. Transfer to BGP routers is performed
via the RPKI to Router (RTR) protocol [97]. Proprietary protocol implementations
as well as Open Source implementations, such as RTRlib [98], [99], StayRTR [100],
and RTRTR [101] are available. Once the VRP list has been received by BGP routers,
it can be used to perform BGP prefix origin validation [102], also called route origin
validation. Routes can be flagged RPKI valid, invalid, or unknown. Local policies
might de-preference RPKI invalid announcements or reject them. The problem with
de-preferencing is that a more specific prefix hijack will still work due to a lack of
alternative routes. Therefore, rejection of RPKI invalid prefixes is recommended.

A very important concern of operators is the stability of the routing infrastruc-
ture and that failure of components does not lead to outages. Outages would imply
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lost connectivity and as a result monetary loss and customer complaints. Therefore,
the RPKI follows a soft-fail paradigm. Should RPKI components fail and therefore
RPKI validation not be possible, routes always default to the unknown status. They
will be handled by the BGP route selection process as if RPKI was not implemented.
A short discussion about the soft-fail mechanism and the proposal of an alternative
can be found in the ROVER approach [103]–[105]. Further shortcomings have been
discussed by Geoff Huston [106].

RPKI-covered prefix space has been continuously increasing throughout the past
10 years. Du et al. [66] investigated data consistency between IRR and RPKI and
found datasets to be inconsistent in 27.4% and 61.4% of cases for Réseaux IP Européens
(RIPE) IRR and Routing Assets Database (RADB), respectively. The findings high-
light the need for the RPKI as a cryptographically proven database with accurate
information.

Du et al. [107] continued to investigate the level of conformity of participants
of the MANRS project. Participants of MANRS are requested to implement several
security mechanisms. One required activity is the registration of prefixes either
in the IRR or the RPKI. The Internet Health Report (IHR) of the Internet Initiative
Japan (IIJ) [108] was used as an underlying source of information. In May 2022,
small and medium ASes participating in MANRS are more likely to originate only
RPKI-valid announcements (60.1%) compared to non-MANRS participants (24.7%).
MANRS participants also originate much fewer RPKI-invalid prefixes (23.6%) com-
pared to non-MANRS participants (68.1%). For larger networks, the gap is much
smaller. Large ASes participating inMANRS also propagate RPKI-invalid announce-
ments at a lower rate.

2.5 PATH VALIDATION & PATH PLAUSIBILITY

2.5.1 Path Manipulations
Exact and more specific prefix hijacks can be mitigated by cryptographically sup-
ported origin validation. This is true for the previously-introduced scenarios when
an unauthorized AS announces an IP prefix. The attacker therefore appears as the
origin, which allows for origin validation algorithms to check if the origin is indeed
allowed to make such an announcement.
Artificial links. Path manipulations are attacks in which the announcing AS
changes parts of the AS path attribute. Such a change could be the insertion of an
artificial link in the inter-domain routing topology such that the attacker claims to
be directly connected to the legitimate origin. Figure 2.10 illustrates such a scenario.

Instead of announcing the prefix as the origin AS, 𝐴𝑆666 claims to be directly
connected to 𝐴𝑆1. Since there is no check on the path and there is no relationship
information available that can be used to properly identify whether 𝐴𝑆666 would
indeed have a peering link with𝐴𝑆1, the AS path is assumed to be correct. 𝐴𝑆1 is the
legitimate origin of the prefix 1.2.2.0/23, therefore origin validation algorithms
would render the announcement as RPKI valid. The path manipulation is successful.
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Figure 2.10: Path manipulation attack, also called forged-origin prefix hijack: 𝐴𝑆1 is
the legitimate origin, 𝐴𝑆666 announces the same IP prefix. Since origin validation
would filter the announcement of illegitimate 𝐴𝑆666, the attacker creates an artifi-
cial link to the origin 𝐴𝑆1 by manipulating the AS path attribute, in particular by
inserting 𝐴𝑆1 as the origin.

Depending on whether an exact prefix or a more specific prefix was used in the
announcement during the path manipulation, the propagation will be different. For
the exact prefix, propagation will be a result of the closeness of the targeted AS to
one of the announcing ASes in the topology. The shorter the link, the more likely it
is that an AS will fall victim to the attacker. Propagation of the more specific prefix
will be global, as BGP uses the longest prefix match principle.
Path prepending. Aforementioned methods looked at path manipulation from an
attacker perspective. It is, however, also used much more frequently as a legitimate
traffic engineering tool [109], [110]. The longer an AS path, the more likely it is
to receive a lower score by the receiving ASes. It will therefore be less likely to be
chosen as a preferred route. Suchmechanism is useful if an AS has multiple peerings
but would like to preference one over the other. It does not, however, want to lose
connectivity over the less preferred option. By prepending its ownASmultiple times
to the AS path, ASes can artificially increase the length of the AS path and achieve
such de-preferencing, given that all other factors remain the same.

Consider the example in Listing 2.9. AS1234 has AS5555 as an upstream and
AS1111 as a settlement-free peering relationship. In order to save money and attract
more traffic via the settlement-free peer, AS1234 prepends its own ASN many times
to the AS path to de-preference announcements sent over the upstream. At the
same time it would send the regular announcement to the settlement-free peer. Since
longer AS paths are usually less preferred, traffic would be shifted to the settlement-
free peer and the origin AS saves money.
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Listing 2.9: BGP path prepending
1 . 2 . 3 . 0 / 2 4 1111 1234 <−− Se t t l emen t − f r e e peer
1 . 2 . 3 . 0 / 2 4 5555 1234 1234 1234 1234 1234 . . . <−− Upstream

A problem with this traffic engineering approach is the strict memory limita-
tions of routers, since longer routes consume more memory. Moreover, if the AS
path length exceeds 255, routers could crash. A prepending bug caused a worldwide
outage in 2009 [111]. In this particular case, the operator inserted the ASN instead
of the count that the tool expected in order to generate the path prepending out-
put. Since the AS in question was AS47868, the count was a multiple of what was
possible for the routers to process. Internally, one Byte was used to represent the
expected count value and no boundary checks were in place. Entering 47868 led to a
modulo 256 operation, which resulted in 252 as a final number. Hence, AS47868 got
prepended 252 times to the AS path. Cisco IOS routers had a bug that caused a crash
when exceeding path lengths of 255, leading to an outage with a severe stability
impact on the inter-domain routing infrastructure. The IETF is currently working
on path prepending guidelines to avoid such problems in the future [112].
Path shortening. When path prepending is used excessively, it is easy for an
attacker to craft announcements that appear meaningful, using path shortening.
The shortened AS path would have a regular length compared to the much longer
legitimate path. Listing 2.10 provides an example of a path shortening attack.

Listing 2.10: BGP path shortening
1 . 2 . 3 . 0 / 2 4 1111 1234 1234 1234 1234 1234 1234 1234 1234 1234 1234 1234

1234 1234 1234 1234 1234 1234 9999 <−− Prepended rou t e
1 . 2 . 3 . 0 / 2 4 666 1111 1234 9999 <−− A r t i f i c i a l l y c r a f t e d r ou t e

AS9999 originates 1.2.3.0/24. AS1234 performs excessive path prepending to
de-preference the path for some reason. The attacker AS666 can easily craft an
announcement that would be preferred since it provides a much shorter path.

2.5.2 Path Validation
The RPKI provides origin validation and is designed to bind IP prefixes to AS num-
bers in a cryptographically secure manner. It allows operators to efficiently mitigate
exact and more specific prefix hijacks. However, any attack in which the announce-
ment carries the legitimate origin AS in the very beginning of the as path attribute
will validate properly within RPKI and go unnoticed. To be precise, an attacker
could arbitrarily change the AS path, i.e., inject or delete AS numbers, as long as the
origin remains the same. Recently, an attacker hijacked Amazon’s address space by
forging the AS path and claiming to be an upstream of an Amazon ASN [113], [114].
To detect and mitigate such path manipulation attacks, the AS path itself needs to
be validated on the receiving end. Figure 2.11 illustrates where origin validation and
path validation are yielding benefits.

Butler et al. surveyed BGP security issues andmitigationmethods in 2009 [1], fol-
lowed by Huston et al. in 2010 [2]. Both are very comprehensive survey papers that
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Figure 2.11: Origin validation binds resources to ASNs. Path validation ensures that
an announcement took the path contained in the BGP AS path attribute. Path val-
idation requires origin validation to work properly.

provide excellent summaries on the topic. We highlight the most relevant proposals
in the following sections and provide a comparison of BGP security technologies in
Section 2.6.

Secure BGP (S-BGP)

Secure BGP (S-BGP) was proposed by Kent et al. in 2000 [115]. It was never imple-
mented as proposed, but laid the foundation for the development of BGPsec, which
we explain later in great detail. It is therefore important to understand how S-BGP
was designed in order to understand the later standardized BGPsec. S-BGP provides
several security guarantees [2]. It ensures that

1. the integrity of all UPDATE messages in transit between BGP speakers is guar-
anteed.

2. the UPDATE message was indeed sent by the indicated peer.
3. the information sent is more up-to-date than earlier received versions.
4. the UPDATE message was intended for that particular receiver.
5. the BGP peer is authorized to send the UDPATE message on behalf of the peer

AS.

To achieve these security goals, it leverages IPSec to protect data integrity of
BGP sessions, is based on a central trust model in which two Public Key Infrastruc-
tures (PKIs) certify the ownership of IP prefixes and ASNs, and introduces a new
BGP attribute called attestations. Both PKIs are rooted at Internet Corporation for
Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN). The first PKI is used for address allocation,
which is now implemented in a different form by the RPKI. It testifies as to who is
allowed to use which prefix ranges [116]. A second PKI is used for ASN assignment.
Issuing certificates for ASNs is a two step procedure: Firstly, ASNs are assigned by
ICANN. Secondly, the organization that had the ASN assigned creates and signs a
certificate binding the ASN to a public key. The workflow has the disadvantage that
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if e.g., the name of an organization changes, a new certificate would have to be is-
sued [117]. Each BGP speaker relies on a distinct public key which is reflected in a
subordinate certificate.
Route attestations. X.509 certificates are used to prove ownership and are commu-
nicated to routers in an out-of-band fashion, while route attestations are done with
digital signatures in an in-band fashion within the new attestation attribute. Since
digital signatures of all nested route attestations within received UPDATE messages
have to be checked during the verification procedure, and outgoing BGP UPDATE
messages have to be signed, additional strain is put on routers to perform the cryp-
tographic operations. This is considered a significant drawback. Previously in the
year 2000 it was questionable whether the performance capabilities of routers were
sufficient to run S-BGP in production [2], [118]. Performance of devices has signi-
ficantly increased since then, however, but the discussions and arguments against
BGPsec putting additional load on routers using in-band processing, which we focus
on later in Section 2.5.2, have not changed.

The following items are required [115] to validate that the origin is authorized
to make such an announcement, which implements origin validation, and that each
subsequent AS on the as path is authorized to advertise the route received, which
represents the path validation part:

• 1 address attestation from each organization owning an IP prefix.
• 1 address allocation certificate from each organization owning an IP prefix.
• 1 route attestation from every S-BGP speaker (or its AS) along the path.
• 1 certificate for each S-BGP speaker along the path to check the signatures on the
route attestations.

Unsupported partial adoption. Other drawbacks of the design of S-BGP are
unsupported partial adoption scenarios. There will not be a flag day in which all
routers on the Internet suddenly support a new technology. Therefore, proposed
solutions need to take into consideration that partial adoption is a mandatory case
that needs to be supported. Since S-BGP is designed to provide strong cryptographic
proof that the whole AS path was not altered and therefore requires each hop within
the as path to provide a route attestation, it is incompatible by design with partial
adoption scenarios in which only a single router does not support the new techno-
logy.

Pretty Secure BGP (psBGP)

Pretty Secure BGP (psBGP) was proposed by van Oorshot et al. in 2005 [117]. Just
like its predecessor S-BGP, it uses IPSec to protect the integrity of BGP sessions. It
also uses a centralized trust model, in particular a single-level PKI, for ASN authen-
tication. However, CAs at the top of the hierarchy are the RIRs, not ICANN. The RIRs
are expected to cross-sign their public keys. Each AS creates and signs a Speaker-
Cert, SessionCert, and a prefix assertion list. They are independent of the name of
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an organization and as long as the ASN remains the same, there is no need to reissue
a certificate. Also, BGP speakers share a single public key. As a consequence, psBGP
has less of a certificate management overhead compared to S-BGP.

The prefix assertion list is an ordered list and contains prefix assertions for theAS
itself, as well as endorsements of IP prefixes for neighbours. In contrast to previously
published BGP security proposals, i.e., S-BGP and Secure Origin BGP (soBGP), a de-
centralized model for verifying IP prefixes is deployed based on the prefix assertions
that are received by neighbours. To validate prefix assertions, a rating mechanism
is proposed. Each AS rates every other with a value between 0-1. RIRs are expected
to be trusted, therefore receive a rating of 1, most ASes should be neutrally trusted
with 0.5. The summary of resulting values provides heuristics as to what degree
an announcement can be trusted. psBGP is offering a possibly simpler operation
regarding prefix ownership attestation at the expense of security guarantees. With
RPKI currently being deployed it is more than questionable whether a decentralized
approach would indeed have been simpler.

psBGP uses the same approach as S-BGP for AS path verification, except that
the bit-vector method by Nicol et al. [119] is deployed. It therefore also inherits
the biggest drawback, namely the increased in-band processing capacities needed
on routers.

An important element that was a driving factor for its development was the need
to support incremental (partial) deployment. psBGP supports such partial deploy-
ment, but is described by Huston et al. as "needlessly complex and bears much of the
characteristics of making a particular solution fit the problem, rather than attempt-
ing to craft a solution within the bounds of the problem space" [2].

Border Gateway Protocol Security (BGPSec)

The first Border Gateway Protocol Security (BGPsec) specification was published in
2011 [120] by Matt Lepinski and underwent further development during the follow-
ing years. It was finally standardized in 2017 as RFC 8205 [11]. Many people contrib-
uted to the standardized design. There are several other associated RFCs i.e., RFC
8206–RFC 8209 and RFC 8654, which detail parts of the algorithm and necessary
components [38], [121]–[124].

BGPSec was created based on the learning from prior work in the field of path-
validation i.e., S-BGP [115], soBGP [125], and psBGP [117], [126], amongst other
work. In contrast to previously-mentioned methods, BGPSec no longer needed
to solve the problem of origin validation. It was standardized after the RPKI was
already deployed and is designed to work in conjunction with it. The RPKI provides
a rich infrastructure and thoroughly-designed architecture which has proven its sta-
bility and advantages in practice. Developing a security solution on such a basis
seems to yield more fruitful results as complexity is reduced by not trying to solve
all problems at once.
Design goals. BGPSec aims at providing strong cryptographic proof that every AS
within the AS path of an UPDATE message has explicitly authorized the route to
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the subsequent AS in the path. An AS can therefore be sure that the announcement
traveled exactly the way it is described in the UPDATE message. To provide such
strong security guarantees, verification of incoming announcements and forward-
signing of outgoing announcements is required. A threat model for BGP is presented
in RFC 7132 [127]. It details threats such as man-in-the-middle attacks, path manip-
ulations, and compromised router private keys, amongst other things. BGPSec is
about formal verification, not routing policy violations, hence it is not capable in its
original version to detect route leaks.
Prerequisites. It is assumed that the BGPSec capability was negotiated between
two peers. Amongst other things, it involves increasing the 4,096 octets Protocol
Data Unit (PDU) limit for updates to 65,535 octets [38]. The AS path attribute is
replaced by the potentially much larger BGPsec_Path attribute [11].
Forward Signing. In our example in Figure 2.12, AS1 wants to propagate a BG-
PSec update message to AS2. Firstly, the eBGP router within AS1 creates a hash
over {1.2.3.0/24, AS1, AS2} to obtain a hash value. SHA-256 [129] can be used for
that purpose. Secondly, the router uses its private key to create a cryptographic
signature Sig12 over the previously-obtained hash value via the ECDSA-P256 al-
gorithm. If key management within the AS seems too complicated to provide for
dedicated private keys per eBGP router, the same private key (AS key) can be used.
Thirdly, the update is propagated including the following information: 1.2.3.0/24,
{AS1, SKI1},{SIG12}. The first item in the list is the prefix itself. The second item is
the list is the AS path, which also includes a Subject Key Identifier (SKI) for each
AS. The SKI points to the public key which is later required for verification of the
submitted signature. The third item is the signature section. Each AS that signs and
forwards the announcement attaches its own signature to the existing ones. Sriram
and Montgomery formally describe the process as [128]:

𝑃, [𝐴𝑆1, 𝑆𝐾𝐼1, 𝐴𝑆2, 𝑆𝐾𝐼2, ..., 𝐴𝑆𝑛−1, 𝑆𝐾𝐼𝑛−1,
𝐴𝑆𝑛, 𝑆𝐾𝐼𝑛, 𝐴𝑆𝑛+1], [𝑆𝑖𝑔12, 𝑆𝑖𝑔23, ..., 𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛−1,𝑛]

(2.1)

𝐴𝑆1 𝐴𝑆2 𝐴𝑆3 𝐴𝑆4

BGPSec Updates:
1.2.3.0/24, {AS1, SKI1, AS2*}, {SIG12}
1.2.3.0/24, {AS1, SKI1, AS2, SKI2, AS3*}, {SIG12, SIG23}
1.2.3.0/24, {AS1, SKI1, AS2, SKI2, AS3, SKI3, AS4*}, {SIG12, SIG23, SIG34}
* Next hop AS is signed over but not included in the forwarded BGPSEC update

Figure 2.12: Forward Signing in BGPSec, modelled after [128]
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It is important to point out that the information that𝐴𝑆𝑛 signs over includes the
next AS hop, i.e., 𝐴𝑆𝑛+1, hence the term forward signing. But the next hop AS is not
included in the forwarded AS path:

𝑃, [𝐴𝑆1, 𝑆𝐾𝐼1, 𝐴𝑆2, 𝑆𝐾𝐼2, ..., 𝐴𝑆𝑛, 𝑆𝐾𝐼𝑛],
[𝑆𝑖𝑔12, 𝑆𝑖𝑔23, ..., 𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛,𝑛+1]

(2.2)

Signature verification. Once an AS receives a BGPSec message, the validation
procedure starts. It terminates either with valid or invalid. The procedure contains
many checks of the BGPsec_PATH that can be found in detail in RFC 8205 [11]. We
limit ourselves here highlighting the workings of the verification of the signature
block. Each signature in the signature block is validated via the public key of the
signing AS, found under the location included in the SKI. The validation procedure
starts with the most recently-added segment and concludes with the least recently-
added segment. If no algorithm suite is found to match the one supported by the
validating BGP speaker, the unsecured AS path is reconstructed from the secure AS
path, the transmission is stripped of any BGPsec content, and the update treated as
if it were a legacy BGP transmission.
Drawbacks. BGPsec mitigates path manipulation problems introduced in the be-
ginning. The operation of BGPsec, however, comes with some drawbacks that need
to be taken into consideration when deployment of this security solution is evalu-
ated. In contrast to RPKI, BGPsec works in an in-band fashion. The eBGP router is
required to validate the chain of signatures of incoming BGPsec updates and needs to
forward sign the outgoing update message. This requirement introduces significant
processing overhead that impacts howmany updates can be processed by currently-
deployed routers in a given amount of time. Sriram and Montgomery [128] worked
on minimizing the cryptographic processing overhead of BGPsec, while Bagdo-
nas [130] further improved BGPsec performance. However, in-band processing is
conceptually required and therefore remains a problem.

BGPsec also only works if each router along the way supports the security ex-
tension. If only a single eBGP speaker is not capable of conducting the verification
and signing procedures, the whole chain becomes broken. As a result, BGPsec is
downgraded to regular BGP communication. Therefore, it is not really applicable
in a partial deployment scenario. There will not be a flag day during which every-
one switches their BGP security extension on. However, incremental deployment is
possible. The more eBGP speakers support BGPsec, the higher the likelihood that a
short path lies only within the protected range of eBGP speakers. Such routes would
be fully protected. Since large transits are present in a very high percentage of BGP
paths, transits would need to support BGPsec deployment first to enable smaller
stub ASes to participate. Lychev et al. [131] pointed out that precisely because of
this, BGPsec and S-BGP have limited security benefits over the RPKI.
Outlook. According to Ignas Bagdonas, global end to end deployment is not real-
istic but we are likely to see limited domain deployments [132]. This is a very optim-
istic view, given the drawbacks that have been detailed before. Huston et al. state
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that: "In practical terms this is an unlikely scenario, and the current experience
with the uptake of a revised version of BGP that supports 32-bit AS number val-
ues suggests that the public Internet has considerable inertia and is very resistant
to adopting changes to BGP" [2]. Firstly, hardware would have to be developed and
optimized for BGPsec deployment. Secondly, an AS would need to manage the com-
plexity of key management and BGPsec configuration. Thirdly, at least two peers
need to agree to deploy BGPsec or possibly more when longer paths are intended to
be protected. We therefore believe that our focus of attention should lie on out-of-
band solutions instead.

2.5.3 Route Leaks
Routing within the inter-domain infrastructure commonly follows the Gao-Rexford
model [44], also known as valley-free routing, see Section 2.2, in particular Fig-
ure 2.4. A route received by a customer is forwarded to all peers regardless of re-
lationship, a route learned from a peer is only forwarded to customers, and a route
learned from a provider is only forwarded to customers.

Such a rule set is summarized as routing policy. Previously-introduced attacks
focused on illegitimate announcements and path manipulations, hence they used
BGP actively in an unintended way. In contrast to these attacks, route leaks [133]
occur unintentionally as they usually cause a monetary loss for the offending party.
ASes do not announce prefixes to specific peers, as theywould otherwise have to pay
for traffic that does not serve their own customers. Figure 2.13a illustrates proper
routing behavior, while Figure 2.13b illustrates a routing valley. 𝐴𝑆666 is paying
both upstreams, 𝐴𝑆3 and 𝐴𝑆4, for forwarding their traffic. The upstreams would
always prefer a customer route as it yields monetary reward. However, 𝐴𝑆666 does
not gain any benefit in this scenario and pays for forwarding the traffic between
both upstreams. This is a very unfortunate scenario that𝐴𝑆666 seeks to avoid. Such
a scenario is called a route leak.

𝐴𝑆1

𝐴𝑆2

𝐴𝑆3 𝐴𝑆4

𝐴𝑆5

𝐴𝑆6
Benign flow
Harmful flow

(a) Valley-free routing

𝐴𝑆1

𝐴𝑆2

𝐴𝑆3

𝐴𝑆666

𝐴𝑆4

𝐴𝑆5

𝐴𝑆6

(b) Routing valley

Figure 2.13: Routing behavior according to the Gao-Rexfordmodel. Valley-free rout-
ing represents proper behavior, while a routing valley constitutes a policy violation
and results in monetary loss for the leaking AS.

Based on the previously introduced rules in Section 2.2, in particular Figure 2.4,
we are able to determine four possible scenarios in which anomalies happen. We
illustrate them in Figure 2.14.
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𝐴𝑆1

𝐴𝑆2 𝐴𝑆3 𝐴𝑆4

(a) AS3 leaks route from peer to peer

𝐴𝑆1

𝐴𝑆2 𝐴𝑆3

𝐴𝑆4

(b) AS3 leaks route from peer to provider

𝐴𝑆1 𝐴𝑆3

𝐴𝑆2 𝐴𝑆4

(c) AS3 leaks route from prov. to provider

𝐴𝑆1 𝐴𝑆3

𝐴𝑆2

𝐴𝑆4

(d) AS3 leaks route from provider to peer

Figure 2.14: Route leak scenarios

1. A route received from a peer is forwarded to another lateral peer (a).

2. A route received from a peer is forwarded to a provider (b).

3. A route received from a provider is forwarded to another provider (c).

4. A route received from a provider is forwarded to a lateral peer (d).

More details regarding the different route leak classifications can be found in
RFC 7908 [133].

2.5.4 Path Plausibility
Path plausibility algorithms provide slightly fewer security guarantees compared to
path validation algorithms. This is because in path validation the AS path is valid-
ated to be exactly the way it is specified in the AS path attribute, e.g., BGPSec. In
path plausibility, a graph of allowed paths is constructed via external relationship
information. The AS path is then checked as to whether it lies on an allowed path
or not. There is no cryptographic proof that the announcement traversed the spe-
cified ASes in the AS path. However, if the presented path lies on an allowed path,
it is fine to parse the announcement as each neighbour has been authorized by its
peers. Using this principle, path plausibility algorithms are able to spot forwarding
paths in announcements that have not been cleared by the respective neighbours
and cannot therefore be verified. Since path plausibility algorithms rely on rela-
tionship information, they can also be used to mitigate policy violations, i.e., route
leaks. A known drawback that applies to all path plausibility algorithms is requiring
ASes to publish relationship information. This information is sometimes perceived
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𝐴𝑆𝐴 𝐴𝑆𝐵 𝐴𝑆𝐶 𝐴𝑆𝐷

𝐴𝑆𝐸 𝐴𝑆𝐹 𝐴𝑆𝐺

𝐴𝑆𝐻 𝐴𝑆𝐼

𝐴𝑆 𝐽

(a) ASPA

𝐴𝑆𝐴 𝐴𝑆𝐵 𝐴𝑆𝐶 𝐴𝑆𝐷

𝐴𝑆𝐸 𝐴𝑆𝐹 𝐴𝑆𝐺

𝐴𝑆𝐻 𝐴𝑆𝐼

𝐴𝑆 𝐽

(b) AS-Cones

Figure 2.15: Comparison of ASPA and AS-Cones object creation

as business critical information and an AS might not want to publicly share this in-
formation. Precisely this sharing is required for the algorithms to work. Therefore,
not only technical, but also marketing efforts are required to convince operators to
participate in such new security proposals.

Secure Origin BGP

soBGP was proposed by White et al. within the IETF in 2003 [134] and is the first
proposal in the path plausibility domain. Just like S-BGP it uses IPSec to protect
BGP session integrity. Moreover, a PKI is used for verifying IP prefix ownership.
The concept for ASN authorization is, however, different. soBGP makes use of a
web-of-trust model for authenticating AS public keys. The level of trust is defined
via a metric calculated per AS adjacency. Each AS publishes a list of its AS neigh-
bours, signed by the local AS. The local AS only uses a single public key for all BGP
speakers. Since a BGP peering session consists of two participants we observe the
following cases: If there are both, (X,Y) && (Y,X) then the pair is trustable. If there
is only one pair (X,Y) || (Y,X) it is less trustable.

IXPs were considered a significant problem for soBGP as they are transparent
on the network layer and there is no information published on adjacencies between
the IXP clients. Therefore an announcement received via an IXP peer would be less
trustable. This is a disadvantage.

soBGP can be used to filter bogon routes, but cannot be used to filter route leaks
as there is no policy component integrated. The algorithm allows out-of-band pro-
cessing and detached filter management. Moreover, partial adoption scenarios are
supported.

Autonomous System Provider Authorization (ASPA)

A recent variant is called Autonomous System Provider Authorization (ASPA). ASPA
is currently heavily discussed within the IETF [135], [136]. It is designed to prevent
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path manipulation attacks and mitigate route leaks. Additionally, it is able to mitig-
ate the forged-origin prefix hijack. The first IETF draft was proposed in 2019, with
lively discussions on mailing lists and during RIPE & IETF meetings since then. The
need to find a security solution that solves the problems introduced in the previous
sections, without relying on in-band processing and being partially deployable is
apparent.

ASPA requires relationship information towork properly. ACustomerAutonom-
ous System (CAS) signs and publishes a single ASPA object containing information
about its upstream providers, called Provider Autonomous System (PAS), and non-
transparent route servers at IXPs it peers with. If no upstream provider exists, the
ASPA object would contain AS0 instead. Only mutual transits, but not lateral peers,
are included in the objects. ASPA objects are published within the RPKI repositories
and conform to the template for signed RPKI objects [137]. Using the RPKI with
its existing infrastructure seems to be a very reasonable solution, since adoption of
ASPA will be much easier and quicker.

Listing 2.11: Autonomous System Provider Authorization object
ASPA : CustomerASID , P rov i de rASSe t

For example :
ASPA : AS47065 , { { AS3130 , IPv4 } , { AS20940 } , { AS714 } }

We illustrate the (artificially crafted) content of an ASPA object in Listing 2.11.
We removed components such as version and object identifier, amongst other things,
for clarity. Essentially, it carries the CAS number followed by a sequence of PAS
numbers. Optionally, an IP version can be specified per PAS to limit authorizations
to a certain address family. Our example shows three legitimized PASs, with AS3130
only being allowed to forward IPv4 prefixes. Instead of inserting each and every AS
manually by hand, AS-Sets can be used, see Section 2.4.2.

Since the RPKI infrastructure is used to hold and distribute ASPA object, RPKI
validators are expected to be extended to also validate ASPA objects. The CA-
software Krill [82] already supports ASPA object creation, while the latest version
of the RP-software Routinator [138] supports ASPA validation. Moreover, several
prototype implementations already exist. The process is equivalent to RPKI objects.
First of all, the cryptographic validity of all objects themselves needs to be checked.
To guard against a maliciously-acting neighbour that might remove their own ASN
from the AS path, the receiving AS needs to check that the last AS in the AS path
contains the relevant neighbour. Once these checks have passed, the content of the
AS path is validated on a logical level. The outcome of the validation procedure is
RPKI-like: valid, invalid, or unknown. The procedures themselves for upstream and
downstream paths are precisely described in [136].

The ASPA objects are accumulated and their content is represented as a tree in
Figure 2.15a. For each link between two ASes in the AS path, the described relation-
ship in the constructed tree is checked. If a hop is unauthorized, i.e., an ASPA object
exists but the provider is not listed, the procedure halts with invalid. If a hop could
not be found since an ASPA object is missing, the outcome is unknown. If all hops
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could be found and their order respects the Gao-Rexford model, the outcome of the
procedure is valid. It is recommended that invalid routes are rejected. Valid paths
should be preferred over unknown.

ASPA is not able to protect against prefix hijacking of their own upstream, since
the upstream is legitimized by the customer and origin validation would also val-
idate when the prefix matches the legitimized origin. However, such an attack is
highly unlikely as there is a business relationship that the upstream benefits from
and does not want to endanger. An accidental hijack, however, would remain a
possible threat.

AS-Cones / ASGroups

Another recent proposal is AS-Cones [139]. It was originally proposed to provide a
secure alternative to the insecure ASSET objects but was quickly reused as the con-
tained relationship information are designed for use as a path plausibility algorithm.
The problem with ASPA is that it requires each and every leaf AS to issue an ASPA
object. RPKI has the same requirement and continues to get deployed, but efforts
to deploy the technology have been under way for more than a decade. In order
to speed up deployment of path plausibility algorithms, AS-Cones takes an oppos-
ite approach regarding the issuance of attestations. It requires providers to create
AS-Cone objects, containing the customers, see Listing 2.12.

Listing 2.12: AS-Cones object
AS−Cone : ProviderASID , CustomerASSet

For example :
AS−Cone : AS47065 , { AS1234 , AS20940 , AS714 }

Considering a BGP dump from all RouteViews [140] collectors for 24 hours on
October 1, 2022, we obtain a graph with 74.110 ASes and classify each link using
the CAIDA AS relationship dataset (as-rel2) [141]. We observe that the vast ma-
jority of ASes (62768) are stubs, without peering or customer relationships. While
ASPA requires involvement from each of these ASes, AS-Cones does not have such a
requirement. Instead, only the providers would be involved in the issuance of cryp-
tographic objects. Since larger ASes are more likely to have a greater workforce, a
24/7 Network Operation Center (NOC), and more specialized security personnel, a
quicker adoption is assumed.

Quicker adoption is realized at the expense of security. AS-Cones relies on rela-
tionship information and is capable of performing the same detection tasks as ASPA.
It detects accidental prefix hijacks and route leaks. However, due to its inversion of
cryptographic attestations, a significant security drawback is introduced: AS-Cones
is not capable of providing security against the BGP forged-origin hijack attack in-
troduced in Figure 2.10. At first, the attack itself would be detected. But any provider
could add artificial customers in their AS-Cone, therefore rendering such an attack
as valid. Since the provider signs and publishes the AS-Cone object, it is the only
one in control regarding the content. Also, in contrast to ASPA, there is no business
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relationship between the misbehaving provider and the victim. The victim would
be a random AS that is not a customer of the provider.

Because of this security drawback, we consider AS-Cones as an intermediate step
towards the deployment of ASPA. Deployment of AS-Cones can be much quicker
and help to provide greater security compared to RPKI in a short time frame. In
the long run, however, ASPA would need to be deployed in order to mitigate the
forged-origin prefix hijack attack.

A very recent proposal, calledASGroups, modifies theAS-Cones concept slightly
by improving upon the ASN.1 formal notations, simplifying the validation concept,
and changing the opt-out behavior [142]. One thing to consider is that operators are
sometimes hesitant to share too many details about their customer cone since this is
business-critical information. This might be a disadvantage in the adoption process
for algorithms relying on such information.

2.6 COMPARISON OF SECURITY SOLUTIONS

In this section we provide a comparison of previously-introduced security mechan-
isms.

Table 2.1: Comparison of BGP security extensions

Origin validation Path validation Path plausibility
Characteristic IRR RPKI S-BGP psBGP BGPSec soBGP ASPA AS-Cones

Incidental hijacks ✓ ✓ ✘ ✘ ✘ ✓ ✘ ✘
Intentional hijacks ✘ ✓ ✘ ✘ ✘ ✓ ✘ ✘
Path manipulations

(except origin manipulation) ✘ ✘ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Path manipulations

(including origin manipulation) ✘ ✘ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✘
Route leaks ✓ ✘ ✘ ✘ ✘ ? ✓ ✓

Partial deployment ✓ ✓ ✘ ✘ ✘ ✓ ✓ ✓
Out-of-band processing ✓ ✓ ✘ ✘ ✘ ? ✓ ✓

Complexity ↓ → ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ → →
Adoption likelihood ↑ ↗ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↗ ↘

Incidental hijacks carrying the wrong origin ASN are fairly easy to detect. The
IRR provides prefix to ASN information in a cryptographically insecure manner, the
RPKI provides the same set of information in a cryptographically secure way. soBGP
would also have been capable of detecting incidental hijacks as it was also intended
to provide a secure prefix to ASN mapping. Intentional hijacks are harder to mitig-
ate as the IRR is insecure and a sophisticated attacker could simply add an entry to
an IRR database that legitimizes the invalid origin. Cryptographic proofs within the
RPKI eliminate such a possibility. Path manipulation attacks need more advanced
path validation or path plausibility algorithms in order to be mitigated. Path val-
idation offers a higher level of security since an announcement traveled the exact
same way as shown in the AS path. Within path plausibility it is sufficient to cre-
ate a tree of adjacencies that legitimizes the path an announcement took. However,
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Figure 2.16: DFN Looking Glass

there is no cryptographic proof that the information is correct. For path validation,
each AS needs to participate, and for path plausibility AS relationship information
is required. The only difference here is that ASPA is capable of preventing AS origin
forgery, while AS-Cones is not capable of preventing such attack. Route leaks can be
detected and mitigated by either IRR filters (not cryptographically secured) or path
plausibility algorithms (cryptographically secured), both relying on AS relationship
information.

Partial deployment is not possible with path validation algorithms, as paths only
get secured once each and every eBGP speaker along the path participates in the
verification and signing process. Out-of-band processing is implemented by most
modern algorithms and is expected to significantly increase the likelihood of adop-
tion.

2.7 MEASUREMENT TOOLS AND PLATFORMS

Within this chapter, we usemanymeasurement tools and frameworks on the control
plane as well as data plane. On the control plane we use Looking Glasses, Route
Collectors, and the Peering Testbed, while on the data plane we make use of RIPE
Atlas. These require an introduction to fully understand the methodology explained
at a later stage.
Looking Glasses. Whenever changes on the control plane, namely within BGP,
are made, we want to understand whether such changes were deployed as intended
or if unforeseen behavior occurred. If the changes had not been deployed as inten-
ded, measurement results would be impacted or possibly invalidated. It is therefore
crucial to be able to check control plane information in ASes under test or at up-
stream to know whether announcements propagate properly. This is challenging,
since the majority of ASes do not offer public access to their internal systems. Some
ASes, especially upstreams and larger transits, thankfully offer such services. They
are called Looking Glasses. It is public access to an internal BGP router that allows
queries to the RIB. Using that access it is possible to see if an announced route is
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Figure 2.17: Route Collector Architecture

received at all, preferred by the router, or discarded. Unfortunately, the access is
manual via a web interface, as shown in Figure 2.16a. In addition, the output in
the form of RIB entries cannot be retrieved in an automated manner and requires
manual analysis, see Figure 2.16b. The queried prefix range 137.193.0.0/16 be-
longs to the Universität der Bundeswehr München, but it does not have its own AS
registered with IANA and is instead represented towards the inter-domain routing
infrastructure by Deutsches Forschungsnetz (DFN). We observe only one path to-
wards that range announced by AS65208 within the DFN looking glass. AS65208 is
a private ASN, according to RFC 6996 [143].

There are many looking glasses available [144]. Some major router manufac-
turer such as Cisco, Juniper, etc., provide a looking glass feature, but the interfaces
are different and there is no standardized means of accessing these looking glasses
altogether. The Center for Applied Internet Data Analysis (CAIDA) has developed a
wrapper project that allows to access a multitude of looking glasses provided by dif-
ferent ASes via a single interface. Periscope [145] provides an API to retrieve meas-
urements status, search by type of measurement, and create newmeasurements. It is
a powerful tool that has saved many hours of manual debugging work for operators.
Route Collectors. Since looking glasses are a very limited way of gaining access
to routing information and require many hours of manual debugging, they are not
suited for automated measurement campaigns. Instead, many researchers rely on
Route Collector projects.

Route collector projects are geographically-distributed BGP peers that collect
and store BGP RIB dumps and BGP update messages. The route collector projects
require the collaboration of operators as the data that is fed into the route collectors
needs to come from ASes in the wild. Since debugging and monitoring becomes
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much easier when automated, several ASes participate. The first collector service
is called RIPE Routing Information Service (RIS) [146] and was established in 1999.
It provides access to the data either via RIS live, a real time BGP streaming API,
RIS Raw data that allows fetching of data dumps in Multi-Threaded Routing Toolkit
(MRT) format, and RISwhois. The University of Oregon Route Views Project [140],
founded in 1997, has 35 BGP collectors peering with 342 ASes which held a total
of 321.163.844 routes, as of March 2022. The Packet Clearing House (PCH) [147]
collects BGP data from 239 IXPs around the world, as of March 2022. The service
has been operational since 2011 and allows the downloading of BGP data in MRT
format. They also provide daily snapshots of the ’show ip bgp’ command for each
route collector. Isolario [148] appears to have been discontinued as neither website
nor BGP repositories work anymore. Running such a collector project is a time
consuming and money intensive undertaking.

Each collector project maintains its own infrastructure and relies on ASes to
export their BGP RIB to the collectors. The number of peers that export routing
information is key. The more data is collected by a certain collector instance, the
more valuable the data becomes as the view of the Internet becomes less biased.
Based on that information, snapshots are provided via web portals.

A user is (in most cases) able to access the collector data for free. Since there are
multiple collector projects, each with its own benefits, a researcher would have to
connect manually to each of them (and there are hundreds) to fetch required data for
analysis. Most provide telnet access for live debugging and an archive to download
MRT files. This procedure is usually automated by every researcher on their own.
Scripts for scraping data might be shared together with publications but are mostly
tailored towards the researchers’ need. Therefore, a project called BGPStream was
initiated by CAIDA based at the University of California’s San Diego Supercomputer
Center [149].

It provides several interfaces to the data from RIPE RIS and Routeviews: a com-
mand line tool; BGPReader [150]; a Python library PyBGPStream [151]; and a C-
library libBGPStream that allow users to automate measurement processes. To ob-
tain BGP data via BGPReader for the prefix 137.193.0.0/16 between start and stop
is as easy as:

Listing 2.13: BGP Reader command
bgpreade r −m −k ' 1 3 7 . 1 9 3 . 0 . 0 / 1 6 ' −w 1621468800 , 1 621476000

The PEERING Testbed. The PEERING testbed [152], which is run by parti-
cipants from the Columbia University, University of Southern California, and Uni-
versidade Federal de Minas Gerais, provides a platform for researchers to parti-
cipate in the inter-domain routing infrastructure. Instead of performing measure-
ments on historic data that cannot be controlled by the measuring party, the PEER-
ING testbed allows the announcement of BGP prefixes. It therefore enables for
active experiments. It has several IP ranges reserved for use within experiments
(184.164.224.0/19, 138.185.228.0/22, 204.9.168.0/22, and 2804:269c::/32) and owns sev-
eral ASNs (47065, 61574, 61575, 61576, 263842, 263843, 263844, 33207). All peering
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Figure 2.18: PEERING Testbed Architecture

sessions are established via AS47065. However, traffic forwarding capacities are
quite limited and project proposals including things such as Internet-wide scans
have to be discussed with the maintainers before performing such measurements.

Once an experiment is approved by the maintainers, the experimenter is as-
signed resources and is able to connect to the testbed via OpenVPN. Connectivity
to the PEERING testbed is provided by OpenVPN tunnels from the controlling host
to each Point of Presence (PoP), see Figure 2.18. Bird is used as a BGP routing dae-
mon to exchange BGP traffic between nodes. The announcement is depicted inside
the OpenVPN tunnel via a green arrow. Each PEERING PoP provides connectivity
to a different set of ASes, which might be interconnected themselves via additional
peering agreements or IXPs.

Several safety nets are built into the PEERING testbed to avoid accidental hijacks
and unwanted interruptions of the routing infrastructure. For each client, a filter list
containing the allowed prefix ranges has to be created. The measurements cannot
announce any range which is not present in this client-side filter list, but also on
the server-side measures are in place that limit the abilities of experimenters. Since
the PEERING testbed relies on the goodwill of its peering partners to forward an-
nouncements without payment, it tries to reduce the risk as much as possible.

AS47065 is currently present at 5 different IXPs around the world (Amsterdam
Internet Exchange, Phoenix-IX , SIX Seattle, IX.br São Paulo, IX.br Belo Horizonte).
It has 457 active peering sessions at different 9 PoPs [153]. However, not all of
the PEERING PoPs are stable and able to be used throughout large scale measure-
ments. The most stable PoPs, which also provide the richest connectivity as well as
bandwidth, are Amsterdam and Seattle. Some other PoPs might only have a single
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Figure 2.19: RIPE Atlas coverage [155]

upstream peering session and have very limited capacities.
RIPE Atlas. RIPE Atlas is a global Internet measurement platform that currently
covers 3,775 ASes in IPv4 and 1,789 ASes in IPv6 in 172 countries. In contrast to the
previously-introduced frameworks, it works on the data plane. Within these ASes,
12,775 probes are deployed, each connected to a home router, data center switch,
or similar. The distribution of probes is shown in Figure 2.19. Probes are either
more powerful anchor nodes (804) or small Internet of Things (IoT) devices based
on NanoPI NEO Plus2 boards (11.971) that are cheap but fairly reliable [154]. All
of them are remotely managed by RIPE Network Coordination Centre (NCC) and
allow the issuing a vast variety of data plane packets, such as TCP, User Datagram
Protocol (UDP), and Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP).

RIPE Atlas measurements are paid for in credits. On the one hand, each parti-
cipant receives credits for hosting probes. Anchor nodes create many more credits
compared to IoT probes. The more measurements executed via a certain probe, the
more credits are generated. On the other hand, participants pay with credits for
running their measurements on other probes. During the time of this thesis, we
hosted two RIPE Atlas IoT probes in different locations to support the community
and become acquainted with the technology.

RIPE Atlas has a very active community. Since the gathered credits from our
own probes were not nearly enough to support our large-scale measurements, we
asked for support on the mailing list. Within a matter of minutes, several people
transferred hundreds of millions of credits into our research account.

Since RIPE Atlas provides probes for self-installation, many probes are present
at the edge of the Internet topology, also called eye-ball networks.1 The existing
coverage is not evenly distributed and not every AS is covered by RIPE Atlas (only
about 5% of ASes). RIPE NCC initiated a software probe alternative that aims to
mitigate these shortcomings.

1https://atlas.ripe.net/results/maps/network-coverage/

https://atlas.ripe.net/results/maps/network-coverage/
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RIPE Atlas provides a web interface to manually configure and run measure-
ments. To automate measurements, an API can also be used. Python libraries to
create measurements and fetch measurement data are also available.
NLnog. The Netherlands Network Operator Group (NLnog) is a non-profit organ-
ization to help improve operational experience of large-scale networks. One partic-
ular interesting project in the realm of this dissertation is the NLnog Ring. Similar
to RIPE Atlas, the operators of the NLnog Ring support each other by granting ac-
cess to their own machines within their infrastructure in exchange for access to all
other machines participating in the project. By simply contributing one ring node,
an operator gains access to quite powerful machines in many other networks that
can be used for debugging and trouble-shooting. Since this is a project that is run
by rather large-scale networks, most ring nodes are present within the core of the
Internet. It is a requirement that the contributed node is also present in the DFZ,
which does not, however, always seem to be the case.
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The previous chapter introduced the basic concepts and focused on the looming
BGP problems as well as proposed solutions. We have seen that many propos-
als for security solutions have been made, but problems remain largely unsolved.
This chapter looks further into the details of existing research and introduces a
system-of-knowledge that will allow us to classify existing work. In more detail,
we identify three major categories, which we further split into more fine-grained
compartments. Furthermore, we deepen our understanding as to why many secur-
ity proposals have never been considered for adoption and what the main obstacles
are. We published the study on which this chapter is based in a journal [12].
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3.1 SYSTEM-OF-KNOWLEDGE

In order to categorize related work, we introduce a system-of-knowledge that allows
us to classify existing research contributions. We identify threemajor domains: ROA
measurements, ROV measurements, and RPKI resiliency. ROA measurements deal
with research that started very early on with the deployment of RPKI. It contains
methods on how to measure coverage of IP prefix space by ROAs. Moreover, the
design of ROAs themselves raises some security weaknesses that we address. Re-
search on ROV measurements started a bit later. It contains methodologies on how
to identify ASes that use RPKI data to filter BGP announcements. Lastly, we discuss
research dealing with RPKI resilience. In detail, we focus on problems dealing with
the centrality of the RPKI infrastructure, inconsistencies in RP software, circular de-
pendencies between BGP and RPKI, and very recent attacks on the RPKI infrastruc-
ture. Understanding the existing body of literature surrounding RPKI deployment
helps us to define the shortcomings of existing methodologies and improve upon
them in our own methodologies in the following chapters. We show the classific-
ation of more than 40 scientific publications in Figure 3.1. Moreover, we support
claims and findings with a multitude of additional resources.

3.2 ROA MEASUREMENTS

The first domain we identified during our study is ROA measurements. Table 3.1
shows all relevant publications within this domain. According to the deployment
identified in each scientific contribution, we observe the increasing coverage of IPv4
prefix space by ROAs throughout the past years. To further partition existing re-
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Figure 3.1: Publications per category.
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Table 3.1: Comparison of ROA measurement methodologies sorted by year

Reference Measurement-
Period Longitudinal Deployment [%]

Wählisch et al. [157], 2012 April 1 - 30, 2012 ✘ 2.00
Iamartino et al. [174], 2015 March 2012 - August 2014 ✓ 5.41
Wählisch et al. [158], 2015 Several weeks in 2014/2015 ✘ 6.00
Gilad et al. [156], 2017 July 2016 ✘ 6.50
Gilad et al. [159], 2017 June 1, 2017 ✘ 7.60
Chung et al. [160], 2019 2011 - 2019 ✓ 12.10
Hlavacek et al. [161], 2021 February 26, 2019 ✘ 14.16
Li et al. [162], 2022 January 1, 2022 ✘ 35.00
Oliver et al. [163], 2022 June 2019 - March 2022 ✓ 35.00

search, we identified the following fields: (i) how to measure ROA coverage; (ii) the
problem of the max-length attribute (loose, minimal and hanging ROAs); and (iii)
the use of AS0 ROAs.

3.2.1 ROA Coverage

In 2012, Wählisch et al. [157] published the first scientific publication dealing with
measuring the RPKI. They compared the BGP updates for April 2012 with all avail-
able ROAs, which covered roughly 2% of address space at the time. It turned out
that 20% of the verifiable routing table was invalid. Since operators were not very
familiar with the technology yet, a more detailed analysis revealed that most of these
invalids could be attributed to misconfigurations of the ROAs. It was still very early
on in the roll-out of the RPKI and the default policy for handling RPKI invalids was
not yet to drop them. Hence, not much harm was done during operation. However,
the content of the RPKI was perceived as inaccurate and operators were hesitant to
deploy the RPKI and rely on its information to filter routes.

FromMarch 2012 to August 2014, Iamartino et al. [174] conducted a comprehens-
ive study on RPKI ROA measurements. For a measurement window of two years,
the authors used every two-hour snapshots of historical BGP data and hourly snap-
shots of RPKI ROA data and performed the RPKI validation procedure on each data
point in time. While at the beginning of the measurements RPKI ROA coverage was
determined to be at 2.05%, it rose to 5.41% in the end. The finding confirmed ROA
creation amongst operators. Another finding was that 80% of prefix space that val-
idated to RPKI invalid was still reachable. These RPKI invalid ranges were covered
by RPKI valid or not-found prefix ranges. The finding implied that RPKI ROV fil-
tering was not widely deployed and therefore did not have a great impact yet. A
central outcome of the study was the recommendation to turn on dropping of RPKI
invalids. The results were consistent with [187], [188]. Kloots [188] studied how
much traffic would be lost by enabling RPKI ROV when RPKI invalid prefixes would
be discarded.
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In 2015, a subsequent study was released by Wählisch et al. [158], [189] ana-
lysing the percentage of the Alexa top 1M domains protected by RPKI. The results
showed that 94% of webserver prefixes were uncovered by RPKI while only 6% were
covered. From the covered ones, only 0.09% were RPKI invalids. The authors attrib-
uted the invalids to misconfigurations. Interestingly, more popular websites were
less protected by RPKI compared to less popular ones. Popular websites are com-
monly hostedwithin CDNs and those did not yet support RPKI features. The authors
analysed and classified 199 ASes as CDNs, but only a single CDN using two ASNs
used prefixes covered by the RPKI.

At the beginning of usage of the RPKI, automated monitoring systems were not
in place. The previous studies highlighted the need for such monitoring systems to
observe ROA creation continuously and provided the methodologies to implement
monitors. Much work has been done since then and we are now able to rely on
the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) RPKI deployment mon-
itor [190], the MANRS ROA Stats Tool [191], or the Cloudflare RPKI monitoring
tool [192] to continuously monitor ROA prefix coverage.

In 2019, Chung et al. [160] published a longitudinal analysis of the development
of the RPKI. Similar to Iamartino et al. [174] in 2015, they looked at longitudinal
RPKI and BGP data. They correlated eight years of RPKI data, containing all pub-
lished ROAs, with BGP data from public collectors throughout the measurement
window. The code and results of the analysis are available online [193]. In addi-
tion to the public datasets, they also used a private dataset from the Akamai CDN,
a large Anti-DDoS provider. The Akamai data was stripped of all private BGP an-
nouncements, to avoid a biased view of routing [194], and merged into the overall
dataset. Overall, 12.1% of IP address space was covered by ROAs in 2019, which has
greatly increased since then. Instead of only comparing ROA coverage, the authors
also looked at VRP, the output of the RPKI relying party software after RPKI objects
have been cryptographically validated. On February 20, 2019, they found RIPE NCC
(16.04%) to have the highest percent of ASes that have VRPs published, followed by
LACNIC (9.33%), APNIC (8.14%), AFRINIC (3.30%), and ARIN (1.47%). Overall, RPKI
ROA coverage of prefix space was increasing throughout all five RIRs. However, the
uptake differs quite significantly when comparing RIRs amongst each other.

3.2.2 Loose, Minimal, and Hanging ROAs

In addition to working on ROA coverage, Iamartino et al. [174] also looked into the
reasons behind the RPKI invalids they found in their study. As suggested by others
before, misconfigurations were expected to be the underlying issue since operators
were not yet fully acquainted with the workings of the RPKI. The percentage of
invalids due to invalid max-length dropped from 61% to 54% between March 2012
andAugust 2014. Moreover, invalids due to an invalid ASN dropped from 24% to 18%.
On the flip side, invalids due to incorrect max-length and incorrect ASN rose from
15% to 27%. It was clear that further development of RPKI tooling was necessary
and training of operators needed more time to bear fruit.
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Gilad et al. [156] introduced in 2017 the concept of loose ROAs. They found
roughly 30% of prefixes covered by such insecure ROAs, with the organizations is-
suing such ROAs remaining vulnerable to prefix hijacking. A loose ROA describes a
ROA that is not strict enough and includes more specific prefixes compared to the
ones currently announced in BGP. E.g. AS1 makes the following BGP announce-
ment:

1 . 2 . 3 . 0 / 1 6 , AS PATH : AS1

The ROA that is present in the RPKI allows for more specific prefixes to be an-
nounced in BGP. This is, because the max-length attribute (/16–24) is too widely
defined:

ROA : 1 . 2 . 3 . 0 / 1 6 − 2 4 , AS1

The RPKI only performs origin validation. Therefore, a more specific prefix hi-
jack in combination with a path prepending attack, as introduced in Section 2.5,
would render the announcement RPKI valid and propagate throughout the whole
inter-domain infrastructure. The attacker AS666 could announce the followingmore
specific prefix in BGP:

1 . 2 . 3 . 0 / 2 4 , AS PATH : AS666 AS1

The displayed AS path carries the origin on the very right side. That origin is
legitimated by the previously introduced ROA to announce the prefix 1.2.3.0/24.
The attacker AS666 creates an artificial link and claims to have received the route
from AS1. Since the announcement is valid and also more specific, it would be
chosen by all ASes. The RIPE NCC team published a blog post back in 2011 detail-
ing problems of the max-length attribute [159]. However, the creation of loose ROAs
makes sense in certain scenarios. In order to be able to react quickly to Distributed
Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks, ROAs are already created for DDoS providers, al-
though not yet used operationally on a BGP level. A ROA creation in the event of an
attack would simply take too long, since the RPKI is working in an out-of-band fash-
ion and would require each RP software to download, validate and push new ROAs
to edge routers. Traffic engineering is also another valid reason. Operators need
to be able to quickly shift traffic for a multitude of reasons and use smaller prefix
ranges to achieve this goal. To reduce the amount of misconfigured ROAs and make
operators aware of their mistakes, the authors released ROAlert. The tool is not
available anymore. It used WhoIs data to inform operators via email of their loose
ROAs. Other problems that hinder RPKI adoption are upwards and downwards de-
pendencies. Smaller prefix ranges of a larger subnet are typically given to customers
by a larger organization. If the larger prefix would have a ROA, but the smaller cus-
tomer prefix ranges within that larger range would not, customer prefixes would be
rendered RPKI invalid. Therefore, larger organizations must coordinate with their
customers and convince them to issue ROAs first. Such a manual process is labour
intensive and takes time. As a solution to solve such blocking issues they propose
to use wildcard ROAs. These are designed to ’punch holes’ in a larger prefix range
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by allowing any other AS to announce predefined subprefixes. The idea was never
considered for adoption.

In 2017, Gilad et al. [195] continued to study problems surrounding the max-
length attribute in a follow-up paper. The authors suggested the use of minimal
ROAs, which are defined as only covering the prefix ranges that are announced
in BGP. Minimal ROAs have been defined in RFC 7115 [196]. In order to provide
guidelines for operators, the IETF also released RFC 6907 [197], detailing how ROAs
should be created. Moreover, in 2011 the RIPE NCC [159] had also published advice
on using the max-length option. Despite the aforementioned standards and advice,
many ROAs are notminimal in practice. Tomitigate this issue, the authors published
a Python script that fetches RPKI and BGP data for a certain point in time, iterates
over all ROAs and outputs them as minimal, such that they meet the announced
BGP prefixes. The tool has been released in [198]. Another recommendation they
provide is to change the design of user interfaces of RIR portals. Only experienced
users should be given the option to actually change the max-length attribute, while
for others it is recommended to only create minimal ROAs. If all ROAswere adjusted
to be minimal, the amount of RPKI data in repositories would increase by 23%. To
carry this discussion into the IETF, a draft was published [199].

Chung et al. [160] use VRPs instead of ROAs as a metric for their study. When
ROAs are validated in RP software, VRPs are created. It is important to highlight
that the counts of ROAs and VRPs do not necessarily match. A ROA might contain
multiple prefixes, while there can only be a single VRP per prefix. Therefore, the
count of VRPs is usually higher compared to the amount of ROAs. In their study,
an instance of ROA deaggregation is clearly visible, shown in Figure 3.2. The blue
line represents the VRP count of Asia-Pacific Network Information Centre (APNIC).
The spike was caused by an introduction of an erroneous new management system
at APNIC that caused a temporary increase by 13,000 VRP entries, more than doub-
ling the previously present amount of VRPs. Similar results would be expected if
the suggestion by Gilad et al. [195] to only produce minimal ROAs would be imple-
mented. During their longitudinal study, Chung et al. found in the early days of the
RPKI roughly 20.76% of RPKI covered BGP announcements to be invalid, confirming
earlier research. Many years later, in 2019, only 2.25% - 5.39% of RPKI covered BGP
announcements remained invalid. The authors attributed the steady decrease over
time to training and monitoring services that were deployed by RIRs. They repor-
ted another drop in RPKI invalids in 2018, most likely caused by IXPs that adopted
RPKI filtering and forced their customers to fix their RPKI invalids to avoid filter-
ing of their announced BGP prefixes. Chung et al. confirmed the results of previous
research regarding the reasons for invalid announcements: In 48% - 51.5% BGP an-
nouncements were too specific and hence not covered by the issued ROAs. Another
reason was the use of a different ASN for the origin of the announcement compared
to the one authorized in the RPKI. The authors offered a few likely causes. Firstly,
although the same business manages both ASNs, the ASN in the ROA has not been
changed. Secondly, a prefix was lent to a customer, but the ROA was not updated.
Thirdly, ASes tried to protect against DDoS attacks and forgot to issue the correct
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Figure 3.2: Validated ROA Payload throughout the years. [160]

ROAs for the DDoS protection service provider, which they point out is rarely hap-
pening. Fourthly, other reasons are responsible for the invalid announcements - this
includes possible hijacks. Only 11.2% of prefixes in VRPs use the max-length attrib-
ute, which is a decreased use compared to the beginning of the RPKI. The possible
causes for RPKI invalid BGP announcements are mostly attributed to misconfigura-
tions, not to actual hijacks. Also, misconfigurations typically last much longer com-
pared to hijacks. Earlier research called for the removal of the max-length attribute,
but Chung et al. argued that a trade-off needed to be considered. Non-minimal ROAs
with a longer max-length still protect against misconfigurations, albeit they do not
protect against intentional hijacks. However, the presented methodology has short-
comings and is not capable of making the distinction between misconfigurations
and intentional hijacks. They concluded that further research is required.

Hlavacek et al. [161] worked in 2021 and in an extended version in 2022 [200]
on a more detailed differentiation between misconfigurations of ROAs and actual
traffic hijacks. Their research was motivated by the suspicion that invalid ROAs are
a root cause to prevent wider ROV adoption on the Internet. During a comparison
of RPKI ROAs and BGP announcements they found inconsistencies and attributed
the majority of conflicts to misconfigurations instead of actual hijacks. By looking
at historic BGP events they found BGP hijacks to be usually short-lived. Similar
to Gilad et al. in ROAlert [156], they notified the responsible operators via WhoIs
contact data of their findings. At first, 760 emails were sent, with a follow-up cam-
paign containing 180 additional emails. In addition to informing the operators of
their findings, a questionnaire was attached, asking for possible causes. Most op-
erators replied that the detected errors were simply because of misconfigurations,
while others acknowledged the findings but did not see the need for change. The
tool was publicly released [201].

Li et al. [162] continued to work on the max-length attribute in 2022 by propos-
ing so-called Hanging ROAs. Their proposal aims at increasing the performance of
compression in RPKI objects. Compared to the previously introducedminimal ROA
proposal in [195], their proposal applies a bitmap-based encoding scheme which
compresses the total size of ROA payloads in RRDP by 26.6%. It also significantly
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reduces the synchronization cost of RP software. Since objects are smaller, a trans-
fer on a 10 Mbps link would improve the performance (measured in time) of the
currently used max-length and the minimal ROA approach by 41.3% and 50.4%, re-
spectively. A disadvantage is that the proposed changes would require adoption
from RIRs, RP software developers, and CA-software developers. Considering the
small amount of RPKI data that needs to be transferred during an update process,
it is questionable whether the additional effort made by a change of the compres-
sion algorithm within the RPKI infrastructure is worth the benefit of saving some
seconds during transmission. Obviously, it is always good to improve, but a change
in infrastructure requires a complex plan to transition from one version to another.
Unfortunately, the authors failed to provided additional information on a possible
transition period from the currently-used approach to the proposed hanging ROA
approach.

3.2.3 AS0 ROAs

Oliver et al. [163] used the Spamhaus’ Don’t Route or Peer (DROP) list [202] to in-
vestigate the usage patterns of 712 BGP prefixes. The DROP list is regularly used
to identify malicious address space and to drop traffic from the blacklisted ranges.
Firstly, they found that 32% of prefixes were added to the IRR only a month before
they appeared on the blacklist. Once again, it was confirmed that the IRR is unre-
liable and easy to tamper with. Secondly, they found that attackers usually prefer
unallocated or unannounced prefix space and refrain from targeting RPKI-protected
address space. To further increase the protection of unallocated or unannounced
address space, the authors suggested using AS0 ROAs. This type of ROAs has been
specifically designed by the IETF for such a purpose and carries special meaning.
A RIR is able to flag unallocated address space and organizations are able to flag
assigned but currently unused address space in the RPKI. If an AS receives a route
that is covered by an AS0 ROA, it should not install or propagate the route any fur-
ther, otherwise the RPKI would render announcements as RPKI unknown, allowing
the operator no judgement on the legitimacy of the announcement. 70.1% of the
unrouted prefix space that is covered by non-AS0 ROAs is owned by only three or-
ganizations. The creation of AS0 ROAs would therefore be a fairly small effort by
three organizations to improve the overall inter-domain routing security. The au-
thors suggested that RIRs and operators reconsider the use of AS0 ROAswithin their
domains.

We conclude that in the beginnings of the RPKI, research had focused on propos-
ing measurement methodologies to measure IP prefix coverage of the RPKI. These
methodologies are currently implemented in automated monitoring tools such that
operators are always able to tell the current state of RPKI coverage. Additionally,
loose ROAs have been identified and new variants, such as minimal and hanging
ROAs proposed. Finally, AS0 ROAs allow the protection of unallocated or unan-
nounced prefix space and should be deployed by RIRs and ASes.
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Table 3.2: Comparison of ROV measurements sorted by year

Plane Experiment Type

Reference Measurement Period Control Data Controlled Uncontrolled Approach Longitudinal

Gilad et al. [156], 2017 July 2016 ✓ ✘ ✘ ✓ BGP dump analysis ✘

Reuter et al. [165], 2018
February 20–27, 2017

May 11–17, 2017
August 1–7, 2017

✓ ✘ ✓ ✘
BGP dump analysis
with route injection ✘

Hlavacek et al. [166], 2018 February 2017–June 2017 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✘ Traceroute & TCP SYN ✘

Cartwright-Cox [167], 2019 N/A ✘ ✓ ✓ ✘ ICMP scans ✘

RPKI WebTest [170], 2019 on-demand, discontinued ✘ ✓ ✓ ✘ HTTP ✘

Rodday et al. [15], 2019 August 22–29, 2019 ✓ ✘ ✓ ✘ Control plane extensions ✘

Cloudflare [173], 2020 on demand ✘ ✓ ✓ ✘ HTTP ✘

Testart et al. [171], 2020 April 1, 2017–January, 22 2020 ✓ ✘ ✘ ✓ Statistical approach ✓

Huston et al. [168], 2020 June 1–20, 2020 ✘ ✓ ✘ ✓ HTTP ✘

Rodday et al. [14], 2021 July 2–19, 2021 ✘ ✓ ✓ ✘ HTTP & Traceroute ✘

Chen et al. [169], 2022 May 1-31, 2021 ✘ ✓ ✘ ✓ Traceroute ✘

Hlavacek et al. [172], 2023 June 8 and 10, 2022 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✘ BGP dump + Traceroute ✘

RoVista [203], 2023 December 24, 2021–September 12, 2023 ✘ ✓ ✘ ✓ IP-ID side-channel technique ✓

3.3 ROV MEASUREMENTS

The previous section focused on methodologies to determine the amount of prefix
space that is currently protected by ROAs. These methodologies allow us to draw
conclusions on how useful the RPKI could potentially be. However, protecting prefix
space alone will not change the level of routing security. ASes also have to deploy
RPKI filtering in order to make an impact on the routing infrastructure. They need
to filter or depreference RPKI invalid announcements. Such process is called BGP
prefix origin validation, or Route Origin Validation (ROV). The following section
focuses on methodologies to measure RPKI filtering in the wild. They aim at an-
swering which ASes perform RPKI filtering.

Two major areas in RPKI ROV measurement methodologies exist: control plane
and data plane measurements. Measurements can be active or passive, controlled
or uncontrolled. Active measurements describe the injection of artificial traffic into
a system in order to observe a result, while passive measurements rely on exist-
ing information without the need to interfere with ongoing processes. Controlled
measurements describe a measurement setup in which the measurement variables
are controlled by the experimenter, while measurement variables lie outside of such
control for uncontrolled measurements. Table 3.2 summarizes prior work.

3.3.1 Control Plane Measurements

Gilad et al. [156] published a ROV measurement methodology in 2017 using passive
control plane measurements. Within RouteViews BGP collector dumps, they filter
for an AS that originates an RPKI invalid and a non-invalid (i.e., not found or valid)
BGP announcement. The obtained data is further filtered for routes that have ex-
actly one transit AS inbetween the origin and the BGP collector. The transit AS is
flagged as ROV-enforcing if two conditions are met: Firstly, the AS is dropping the
RPKI invalid announcements, but continues to forward the RPKI non-invalid ones;
Secondly, the action is performed by the AS for three different destination ASes.
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Their results show that three out of the top 100 ASes deploy ROV-filtering. In addi-
tion to themeasurement study, they performed a survey amongst network operators
asking how relevant of a topic ROV is within their AS. 84.09% respond that they are
not using ROV at all, while 10.23% are de-preferencing RPKI invalid announcements.
Only 5.68% are using the RPKI to drop invalid routes. They also present the concept
of collateral benefit and collateral damage. Collateral benefit refers to an AS sit-
ting behind another AS that performs ROV-filtering. The AS in question does not
perform the ROV-filtering itself, but it benefits from the upstream or peer that is
only forwarding RPKI-valid and RPKI-unkown prefix ranges. Therefore, it does not
receive RPKI-invalids via the peering link in question in the first place. Precisely
this action can also have negative consequences for the downstream AS, which is
called Collateral damage. If the upstream filters and removes RPKI-invalid BGP an-
nouncements, a downstream peer might not receive certain routes and is therefore
disconnected from parts of the inter-domain routing infrastructure. In another scen-
ario, two routes, a covering prefix and a hijacked more specific prefix are forwarded
to a downstream peer. The covering prefix is originated by the legitimate origin and
either RPKI-valid or RPKI-unknown. The hijacked prefix is RPKI-invalid. The up-
stream itself does not perform ROV and therefore forwards both announcements to
the downstream peer. Assuming that the downstream peer filters the RPKI-invalid
announcement, it would still send the traffic for the filtered prefix towards the up-
stream since the covering prefix exhibits the same path. The upstream, however,
does not perform RPKI-filtering and therefore forwards the traffic for the filtered
subnet to the RPKI-invalid origin. In this particular case, RPKI filtering at the down-
stream is without any effect.

Reuter et al. [165] revisited earlier work by Gilad et al. [156] and showed that
the obtained results were heavily based on the chosen set of BGP collectors. The
previously-introduced concept of collateral benefit caused measurement errors that
resulted in an incorrect attribution of ROV filtering. Instead of relying on uncon-
trolled measurements, they argued for controlled measurements. This change was
intended to reduce the amount of independent variables present in the measure-
ment setup and increase control over the experiments. Their study identified three
ASes that deployed ROV filtering. The positive identification of these three ASes
was confirmed by their operators. In order to allow for continuous monitoring of
ROV deployment, the measurements were installed as an ongoing study [204]. In
March 2021, they identified 118 ASes as deploying ROV. Since then the live monit-
oring system has no longer been available.

Testart et al. [171] introduced a statistical method to infer ROV-filtering from
control plane data. They used three datasets, one longitudinal BGP dataset from
04/2017–01/2020 every first day of a month; one BGP dataset that rebuilds RIBs in
five minute intervals for 09/2019; and accordingly a RPKI dataset containing val-
idated ROAs for each day in the same month. Their methodology first identifies
so-called full-feeders within the BGP collector data. A full-feeder is defined as an
AS that reports more than 75% of the globally-visible routing table to a collector.
Within that dataset, they looked for ASes that report significantly fewer (only up
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to 20%) RPKI-invalid prefixes compared to the set of full-feeders. They identify 21
ASes as ROV-filtering. By using publicly-available announcements, they confirmed
correctness for five of their inferences. A possible bias of the presented methodo-
logy is collateral benefit. Consider multiple ASes that are within the same customer
cone of a parent that performs RPKI-filtering. All of the downstreamASes will likely
report significantly fewer RPKI-invalid routes to the BGP collectors. Overall, the au-
thors clearly identified increasing RPKI usage on the Internet. Their methodology
worked, since the statistical difference between ASes that adopt and do not adopt
RPKI validation is significant. Only very few ASes deploy RPKI-filtering while the
vast majority do not. With the forthcoming RPKI deployment, statistical differences
will likely become smaller. Therefore, it will be hard to perform such a methodology
at a later stage of RPKI deployment.

Gray et al. [205] proposed BeCAUSe in 2020. The algorithmic framework is using
Bayesian computation to infer network properties for ASes. One of the use-cases for
validating their approach is to identify ROV-enforcing ASes.

3.3.2 Data Plane Measurements

Cartwright-Cox [167] proposed a methodology to measure RPKI adoption on the
data plane in 2018. Firstly, excessive ICMP scans coming from an RPKI-valid source
address target the whole IPv4 address space and identify responsive hosts. Secondly,
an additional ICMP probe is sent towards the previously responsive hosts, this time
from an RPKI-invalid address range. The number of replies received is recorded by
a control server. If a reply is observed from an RPKI-valid range, but not from an
RPKI-invalid range, ROV-filtering is assumed. The methodology has a significant
drawback. It does not allow the pinpointing of ROV-enforcing ASes. Filtering could
happen in any transit AS along the way. It is therefore not possible to attribute
filtering to a single AS. However, precisely the attribution to a single AS is attempted
with this methodology. Updates to this study were presented at NLNOG Day, in
September 2019, and at RIPE 80, in May 2020 [206].

Huston et al. [168] performed a similar study on the data plane in order to de-
termine the level of protection of end user devices by the RPKI. Many end user hosts
query via HTTP a server that has been assigned an IP address from a BGP exper-
iment prefix. The BGP experiment prefix remains for 36 hours in an RPKI valid
state and is swapped to an RPKI invalid state for the next 12 hours, before the cycle
repeats. Any difference in reachability is attributed to ROV filtering. Opposed to
Cartwright-Cox [167], Huston et al. [168] aim at identifying the share of protected
end users and do not attempt to attribute ROV-filtering to the AS hosting the end
user probe. They report end user protection to be as high as ∼17%. Many transit
providers are suspected to perform RPKI filtering instead of stub networks.

The RPKI WebTest [170] was a website to test whether the ISP of an end user
deployed ROV filtering. It was operated by RIPE NCC and created to increase aware-
ness for RPKI filtering. A user could simply access the website in their browser. Two
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) queries would be created. The first query to-
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wards an RPKI valid address range, and a second query to an RPKI invalid address
range. If both queries were successful, the ISP of the user was considered not to
deploy ROV. If the invalid address range could not be reached, but the valid one
succeeded, RPKI filtering was inferred. The Cloudflare [173] RPKI ROV project uses
the same methodology. Moreover, it is possible to issue pull requests on Github
to update the list of RPKI ROV enforcing ASes. Since the process requires manual
intervention from AS operators, only few are expected to update their RPKI ROV
status. Similar to Cartwright-Cox [167], the RPKI WebTest and the Cloudflare RPKI
ROV project do not consider transit ASes. Any AS inbetween could have performed
the filtering. To inform the user that their own ISP is not filtering is a correct con-
clusion, since the invalid range could be reached. However, informing the user that
the local ISP is filtering might be an incorrect conclusion, since any transit towards
the RPKI invalid range could perform the filtering. In such a case, the attribution of
RPKI filtering could be incorrect.

Hlavacek et al. [166] summarized existing ROV measurement methodologies in
2018. To confirm detection rates, they repeated the study by Reuter et al. [165] us-
ing controlled control planemeasurements. As an improvement in order to achieve a
higher level of accuracy, the authors argued for data plane measurements instead of
relying on control plane measurements. They also altered the methodology in such
a way that not only one prefix pair (valid/invalid) is announced at a time from one
AS, but they instead additionally announce the inverse of that combination from
another AS, effectively creating always one valid and one invalid announcement
per prefix from competing ASes. During the data plane measurements, the authors
used traceroutes issued from RIPE Atlas probes. Moreover, they inferred a share of
protected end hosts, by relying on TCP-SYN packets sent to the top 1,25M Alexa
domains. Four ASes were identified as ROV-enforcing via control plane measure-
ments, while the data plane measurements yielded 12 ASes. By looking at the TCP
replies received from the top 1.25M Alexa hosts, they flagged 201 TCP end points
as protected. Shulman et al. [207] used the same methodology in June 2022 and
reported an extraordinarily high adoption rate of 37.8% of ASes that enforce ROV.

van Hove et al. [208] ran a short measurement campaign in 2022. They an-
nounced two prefix ranges, a RPKI valid /23 range from Sydney and another RPKI
invalid /24 range from Amsterdam. The assumption was that if RPKI filtering was
fully deployed, there should not be any traffic arriving at the RPKI invalid prefix
range, although it is more specific. To test the hypothesis and measure incoming
traffic they set up two RPKI publication points, one within the RPKI valid, the other
within the RPKI invalid prefix range. RP software would attempt to connect to the
IPs of the two publication points and generate traffic. Any other vantage points
generating traffic, such as RIPE Atlas nodes, would have also been a viable option.
75% of traffic was observed at the RPKI valid prefix range, compared to 25% of traffic
at the RPKI invalid prefix range. Since the location and the degree of connectivity
of the announcing ASes are very important for such measurements, it is hard to
generalize these findings.
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In 2022, Chen et al. [169] published the most recent methodology to identify
ROV-enforcingASes. The connected-assumption is a problem that Reuter et al. [165]
identified to make rigorous inferences of ROV-enforcing ASes. The announcing AS
must be directly connected to the AS under test. It significantly reduces the amount
of ASes that judgements can be made for, since a direct peering relationship is re-
quired. Chen et al. aimed to remove the connected-assumption to include a higher
number of ASes into their measurements. They also resorted to uncontrolled meas-
urements, instead of controlled ones, to be able toworkwithmore data. Themethod-
ology starts with selecting roughly 6,000 publicly available RPKI-invalid BGP prefix-
origin pairs from several different ASes. The data is accessed via BGPStream [149]
and made available by RIPE RIS [146] and Routeviews [140]. The methodology has
similarities to Gilad et al. [156]. Prefixes covered by other legitimate announcements
and multi-homed prefixes are removed from the dataset. Next, they try to find RPKI-
valid prefixes that are originated by the same origin ASes. Measurements were run
on several days. On average they find 350–500 prefix-origin pairs where the previ-
ously introduced conditions aremet. It is important to highlight, that the only things
these prefix-pairs are required to have in common are that one prefix is RPKI-invalid
and the other is RPKI-valid, and that both are announced by the same origin. For
each prefix pair ZMap [209] is used to find active hosts. Next, traceroutes are issued
from 200 randomly selected RIPE Atlas [210] and perfSONAR [211], [212] probes to-
wards each active host in both the RPKI-valid and the RPKI-invalid prefix range. The
obtained traceroutes are then translated into AS paths. The resulting paths either
show equality or inequality. If they divert from each other, ROV is attributed to the
ASes en route and the Stein Variational Gradient Descent (SVGD) model is used to
obtain a probability score per AS. In earlier research, Gray et al. [205] used a similar
model for the identification of Route Flap Damping (RFD). From 11,074 ASes that
forward RPKI-valid announcements 28% deploy ROV (n=3107), 43% do not deploy
ROV (n=4716), 3% partially deploy ROV (n=357), and 26% are unknown (n=2894). A
ground-truth dataset from is-bgp-safe-yet [173] is used for validation. The authors
report 100% precision and 100% recall.

Using uncontrolled measurements is quite unreliable. It has been shown by Re-
uter et al. [165] that traffic engineering, but also other factors, can heavily skew the
experiments. We have to consider results from such methodologies carefully, since
it is unclear whether they would indeed attribute ROV filtering correctly. Some IXPs
also deploy ROV, according to their public announcements. Since they are transpar-
ent on the as path, incorrect attribution becomes even more realistic.

Hlavacek et al. [172] investigate ROV deployment at routeservers at IXPs via
controlled control plane and data plane experiments on June 8 and 10, 2022. Sim-
ilar to [14], [166], the control plane data is relying on Routeviews [140] BGP dumps,
while the data plane data is acquired by running traceroutes from RIPE Atlas probes.
They introduce divergence points as a new term for ASes that are found as ROV-
filtering. In their work, they split their results into seven categories, each which has
a different confidence level. More than 27% of ASes are reported to filter RPKI invalid
prefixes. Interestingly, they find IXPs to not block hijacks, although these IXPs are
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filtering based on RPKI ROV. This is, because many peers rely on direct peering ses-
sions at IXPs that would circumvent the filtering features enabled by the IXP. They
find out of 15 tier-1 providers 11 to be correct inferences and 4 non-verifiable. False
negatives were not reported. Compared with the previously introduced Cloudflare
measurements [173], they find 75% overlap. For the APNIC measurements [168]
they report 79% overlap.

Li et al. [164] published their latest advancements in the field of ROV identifica-
tion in 2023. During a period of December 24, 2022, to September 12, 2023, they ran
measurements every four hours using their new approach called RoVista. It is based
on the IP-ID side-channel techniques which provides insights into the connectivity
between two remote hosts. The IP-ID field is a specific field in the IPv4 header. The
method does not require control over the remote hosts that are within the control
of the ASes under test. Hence, they were able to measure 28k ASes. Results are
grouped into no filtering, inbound filtering, and outbound filtering. All measure-
ments are executed in an uncontrolled fashion as the authors rely on RPKI invalid
BGP announcements obtained from BGP collector dumps. Firstly, ZMap [213] is
used to scan the RPKI invalid prefix ranges and find hosts that reply correctly to
TCP SYN packets. They report 0.7% of the global routing table to be RPKI invalid.
Moreover, they further sanitize the data and find 31 test nodes that can be used for
their experiments placed within RPKI invalid prefix space. Secondly, the authors
identify virtual vantage points via ZMap by isolating nodes that send RST packets
as a reply to a TCP SYN/ACK packet. In 28,314 ASes they find 1,396,407 virtual vant-
age points. Since RST packets allow the tracking of an increase in the IP-ID counter
of the sending host, the method relies on sending traffic between pairs of test nodes
and virtual vantage points. A packet delivery from a test node towards a virtual
vantage point is triggered by spoofed data plane packets. If the packet successfully
arrives at its destination, the IP-ID counter is increased and the method infers a
successful connection. By using the overall amount of test nodes and virtual vant-
age points, the authors calculate an ROV protection score per AS. Similar to other
methods, RoVista might report full protection while the AS itself is not filtering if
the AS under test receives collateral benefit. 63.8% of all ASes are reported as having
received some kind of RPKI protection, while 12.3% are fully protected by RPKI ROV.

In summary, we have discussed many approaches to identify ROV filtering using
control plane as well as data plane measurements. Precise wording is key as many
proposals mix the measured protection of the end host probe with the attribution of
ROV filtering for the AS hosting such probe. We note that many proposals fail to
correctly attribute ROV to filtering ASes.

3.4 RPKI RESILIENCE

We identify the following primary fields as being relevant to the RPKI resilience
domain: (i) centrality of the infrastructure; (ii) Relying Party (RP) inconsistencies;
(iii) circular dependencies and usability; and (iv) attacks.
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Table 3.3: Comparison of RPKI resilience research sorted by year

Reference Topic

Cooper et al. [177], 2013 Whacking of ROAs
Heilman et al. [175], 2014 Consent via .dead object
Iamartino et al. [174], 2015 LACNIC/APNIC outage for 9 months
Liu et al [181], 2015 RPKI risks categorization
Hari et al. [176], 2016 Blockchain proposal
Yan et al. [178], 2018 CA-software suggestions
Kristoff et al. [180], 2020 90% of RPs not falling back to rsync
Shrishak et al. [182], 2021 Threshold-based delegation
Friedemann et al. [16], 2022 Comparison of RP software
Hlavacek et al. [183], 2022 Stalling of RP software
van Hove et al. [179], 2022 Vulnerabilities in RP software
Hlavacek et al. [185], 2022 Attacking DNS to harm RPKI
Fontugne et al. [184], 2023 Delays in the RPKI ecosystem
Hlavacek et al. [186], 2023 RP threshold analysis

In prior work, Liu et al. [181] worked on aggregating existing research within
the RPKI resilience domain. They proposed the separation into technical, econom-
ical, and political risks. A condensed version of their paper is available as an IETF
draft [214]. Previous work is listed in Table 3.3.

3.4.1 Centrality of the Infrastructure
The inter-domain routing infrastructure is a distributed system, which has proven
to be a good design choice to reduce complexity and split power between different
entities. The RPKI itself relies on a hierarchical architecture. Even in 2008, before the
RPKI was productively deployed, the Internet Governance Project pointed out that
the RIRs would likely be targeted by those who try to regulate the Internet [215].
The RIRs hold the TAs. A compromised root would allow for compromising the trust
and security within a whole geographical region. It would jeopardize the whole
security architecture and bring back attacks that the RPKI is here to protect against.
Subsequently, in 2011, the RIPE NCC wanted to clarify how it would have to react
in the event of a foreign court order [216].

The research community started to be aware of the problem of the centrality
of the RPKI infrastructure in 2013. One assumption that is heavily relied on is that
RPKI authorities are trusted entities. They never misbehave, they never go rogue.
Precisely this assumption is questioned Cooper et al. [177]. They focused on issues
which are created by the trust and power that is invested into the RPKI authorit-
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ies by design. What would happen if a root CA started to revoke child certificates
without a reason? The damage that could be done to the whole ecosystem would be
immense as the RPKI is built on chains of delegation. A revocation at the top would
result in invalidating the whole chain. To motivate their research, the authors argue
that "there is ample evidence of authorities [...] being hacked [217]–[219], miscon-
figured [220], or compelled by government agencies to delete information (e.g. DNS
takedowns [221]) or attest to bogus information" [222].

Whacking of ROAs. A term introduced by Cooper et al. is the whacking of ROAs.
Resource Certificates (RCs) are capable of holding many prefixes and could there-
fore cover larger address blocks. Whacking describes an attack inwhich the CA itself
overwrites an existing RCwith a fraudulent intent. Themajority of address space re-
mainswithin the RC, but the address space relating to the (great-)grandchildren ROA
that is supposed to be whacked is removed from the RC. Since a cryptographic valid-
ation of the ROA fails from now on, RP software would not include the prefix space
in the Validated ROA Payloads (VRPs). As a result, the BGP announcement carrying
the prefix space covered by the ROA becomes RPKI-unknown. If another organiz-
ation issued a covering ROA for the targeted prefix space, the BGP announcement
might also become RPKI-invalid. The attack itself would be hard to detect, since it
only targets a single, specific ROA. It does not cause collateral damage that would be
easy to spot. Revoking the whole RC, containing many more prefixes, would result
in an attack that is much less stealthy.

In 2014, Heilman et al. [175] continued to work on the problem of the overarch-
ing power of RPKI authorities [177], [223]–[225]. In order to create social and legal
pressure, they propose to deploy a transparency mechanism that would allow the
community to notice if illegitimate changes were made. A looming problem, how-
ever, is the differentiation between legitimate and illegitimate changes. The RPKI
is not a static system, but changes on a regular basis. Certificates are issued and
revoked, delegations take place, and ROA are created or removed. To understand
which underlying reason caused the change, be it dispute, censorship, or business
arrangements, is a hard problem. They also propose that security audits might in-
crease the level of trust. This recommendation has been implemented by RIRs like
the RIPE NCC [226].

In order to ask for consent before a ROA is invalidated by changing a RC, Heil-
man et al. present the .dead object. The RPKI is based on a tree structure. Starting
at the leaf which is represented by a ROA, each entity on the path towards the root
is requested to sign a .dead object that acknowledges the change of the RC to re-
move a particular resource. The signing procedure is a technical implementation
to describe consent in removing the resource. Once implemented, such a process
would add transparency, since resources that are removed without previously run-
ning the acknowledgement process would be easy to identify. The downside of the
approach is a heavily complicated structure and revocation process. Moreover, one
has to consider that this is merely a transparency, not a security mechanism. Miss-
ing .dead objects would not impact an RPKI root with malformed intent. It holds the
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absolute power and could simply overwrite the existing RC, no matter what.
Cross-country certification. Cooper et al. [177] also identified the risk of cross-
country certification. Address space is often delegated to customers in other coun-
tries and, hence, other jurisdictions. In case of legal disputes between the two en-
tities, a court from one country might decide on address space that is delegated to
a company in another country. Such a scenario would make it very costly, maybe
even impossible, for the company in another jurisdiction to enforce their interests.
Blockchain. In 2016, Hari et al. [176] proposed a blockchain-based approach to
replace the currently-deployed centralized RPKI structure for signing and delegating
resources with a distributed model. The underlying algorithm is capable of creating
a 1 MB block every 10 minutes, which translates to 3–7 transactions that can be
processed. The model works for the current RPKI, considering the average volume
of ROA changes, but fails during peak times where many ROAs are changed by a
single or multiple ASes. In such a case, a delay would be introduced before ROAs
would be properly included into the chain. Such a delay is undesirable, since ROA
propagation and validation within RP software would fail as long as the queue has
not been processed. To make the problem worse, not only ROAs, but also BGP
updates would have to be included in the chain if BGPSec functionality was to be
supported with blockchain technology. BGP had on average 9,000 BGP updates per
second in 2016. Using the proposed algorithm, the blockchain approach is much to
inefficient to support that many transactions per second. Another problem is the
growth of the chain that comes with continuous use. The more data is incorporated,
the larger the chain becomes.

Nonetheless, blockchain is a promising technology on which other researchers
previously focused their attention. Back in 2009, Haeberlen et al. [227] evaluated
the use of blockchain technology to implement a secure log of BGP transactions.
The idea was to consult the log whenever analysis of BGP problems was necessary.
Paillisse et al. [228] proposed in 2018 to implement Proof-of-Stake as a consensus
algorithm. With such a model, larger ASes that hold more address space would
become more powerful compared to smaller ones. Mastilak et al. [229] surveyed
existing blockchain variants and showed how they can be applied to technologies
present in the Internet.

Although it might sound like a good idea to use blockchain in the first place,
there is a conceptual gap between BGP as an information-hiding protocol and block-
chain as a transparent chain of transactions. Many operators might be hesitant to
adopt a technology that publicly records potentially business sensitive information.
Threshold-based approach. Shrishak et al. [182], [230] continued to work on the
overarching power of RPKI authorities in 2020 and 2021. In the current architecture,
each RIR is technically able to issue and sign prefix delegations for the whole IPv4
and IPv6 address space. This is due to the fact that there are five trust anchors, one
with each RIR. To limit the power of RPKI authorities, Shrishak et al. proposed to
use a threshold-based approach for resource delegation, with the Dalskov et al. [76]
protocol as a threshold signature model. Only joint signatures of resource delega-
tions would be possible. One RIR could no longer delegate prefix space assigned to
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another RIR. A major argument would be legal requirements. If a court ordered a
RIR within its authority to sign or withdraw certain cryptographically secured ob-
jects, the RIR could no longer comply by itself. It would therefore not be possible
for a single court to impact the security of the inter-domain routing infrastructure
that easily. Also, multiple compromised RIRs are a very unlikely scenario, while
compromising a single RIR might be feasible for e.g., a state-sponsored actor. When
the threshold-based model would be deployed, three out of five RIRs are required
to agree on a certain action in order to obtain a majority vote. It becomes highly
unlikely that such a scenario is realistic for malicious behavior.

The RPKI supports two models for certificate management: hosted and deleg-
ated. With the hosted model, the RIR provides a web interface in which the resource
holder is able to issue ROAs and delegate resources. All private keys remain with the
RIR. In the delegated model, the resource holder uses a CA software, i.e.,Krill [82], in
order to control prefix delegate and ROA issuance formultiple RIRs. See Section 2.4.3
for more details. The threshold-based approach only works with the hosted model
since it requires all keys to be at the same location.

The proposed approach would indeed limit the power of RPKI authorities. How-
ever, it would also introduce a significant amount of complexity during the deleg-
ation and signing procedures. The threshold-based approach would require 20,000
signatures per day. It would be able to cope with average days, but would fail to
deal with increased numbers of signatures during peak hours. These peak hours
would introduce delays, which negatively impact the time until the BGP protocol
converges, based on new RPKI data.

3.4.2 Relying Party Inconsistencies

Other important things to consider are inconsistencies that could potentially be
present during a validation interval of RP software. Cooper et al. [177] highlighted
that ROAs could be missing during the validation process of RP software due to a
corrupted file system, delayed renewal, or the unavailability of a RPKI repository.
Consider a valid ROA that covers a BGP announcement. If that ROA is removed from
the RPKI on purpose, the BGP announcement will become either RPKI unknown or
RPKI invalid. It becomes RPKI unknown if there is no other covering ROA present
and it becomes RPKI invalid if there is a covering ROA from a different organization.
If RP software is not able to include the address space covered by the ROA into the
VRP, we observe the same result. The authors argue that it is very important that
RP software has a full set of ROAs to take into consideration when performing the
validation process. Different sets of ROAs for different RP software instances would
lead to inconsistencies between ASes and therefore to different routing decisions.
An attack in which the attacker is trying to create a different view for different par-
ticipants of the Internet is called a mirror-world attack.

Heilman et al. [175] pointed out that manifests have an expiration date. A mani-
fest is a document in which the hashes of ROAs are tracked such that RP software
can easily spot which items within the RPKI repository have changed. RP software
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would only fetch the changed objects to save resources. If a manifest expires, all
content will be excluded from the validation process. Moreover, most RPKI reposit-
ories are managed by RIRs. A RIR can therefore edit the manifest, simply excluding
a certain ROA. With such an attack it would also be possible to target only a single
AS that fetches data, even a single RP software instance, resulting in a mirror-world
attack.

To avoid such problems, Heilman et al. proposed the use of hash-chained mani-
fests. An updated manifest would always carry the hash of the previous manifest,
such that RP software can easily track changes. They also proposed that manifests
should not expire, but instead become stale. Once stale, a missing-information alarm
should be raised, indicating the staleness. In order to reduce the cryptographic over-
head, they argued that only manifests should be signed, but not ROAs. The use of a
collision-resistant hash in combination with signing the manifests provides a high-
enough level of security. A side-effect would be the obsolescence of Certificate Re-
vocation Lists (CRLs), while ROAs and RCs would no longer expire. The proposal
remains entirely academic. There has not been an IETF draft and therefore no dis-
cussion amongst operators whether such changes would indeed be for the better.
Heilman published his dissertation [231] on the topic, which contains much addi-
tional information. Also in 2014, Kent et al. [232] submitted an IETF draft called
"Suspenders: A Fail-safe Mechanism for the RPKI". The draft proposes a solution to
the issue of changed RPKI objects and monitoring.

In 2015, Iamartino et al. [174] found that LACNIC and APNIC repositories were
running expired X.509 TA certificates on production systems for a period of roughly
nine months. During the outage, all BGP announcements covered by the affected
ROAswere rendered RPKI unknown. All these incidents highlight the need for mon-
itoring systems. Back then, such systems were not in place. In the current day, many
more monitoring systems are deployed and outages of the RPKI infrastructure are
detected more rapidly [233]–[236].

Kristoff et al. [180] investigated RP software behavior in 2019. The measurement
setup consists of one child, two grandchildren CAs, and three publication points
under a single RIR CA. During the measurement phase they collect data of RP soft-
ware, such as RP software name, IP address, originating ASN, reverse DNS records
and timestamps. They report 20% less traffic on one of their publication points com-
pared to the parent. Hence, different RP software instances work with a different set
of data. During the one year of measurements, the number of RP software instances
increased from 25–100 to 75–250. In the same dataset, the number of Facebook’s RP
software instances increased from 0 to almost 70 in 2020. According to their obser-
vations, overall RPKI deployment continued to increase. Most operators rely on one
or two distinct RP software implementations to perform the RPKI validation pro-
cedures. They also deploy the RP software within their own AS instead of relying
on third party CDNs, most probably to reduce the risk of an overall outage. 20% of
RPs software only sync 20 times or less per day. Hence, changes in the RPKI will
take quite a while to propagate until all ASes receive up-to-date information and
BGP converges based on filtering RPKI-invalids. Another point is that the majority
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of RP software that accounts for 90% of traffic also do not fall back to rsync, which
is recommended by the IETF standards. In response to the arguments present in the
publication by Kristoff et al. , NLnet Labs’ Martin Hoffmann argued that the fall back
to rysnc would most probably take down the rsync channel, since it is not build to
cope with such a massive amount of requests [237]. Therefore, Routinator does not
fall back to rsync. He also raised the point that cached data will be used until the
expiration date has been reached, and therefore the maintainer of the repository has
sufficient time to fix the issues.

In 2023, Fontugne et al. [184] investigated delays within the RPKI infrastruc-
ture and performed two experiments. Firstly, a prefix pair /24 for each RIR is an-
nounced from an AS surrounded by ROV filtering ASes. The control prefix remains
static and the test prefix is swapped regularly to render the BGP announcement
RPKI valid or invalid. The experiment is conducted for eleven months. Secondly,
three /24 test prefixes from RIPE NCC are announced by three networks. All ROA
states are changed daily. They record the time for the user query in the RIR portal,
ROA signing, ROA publication, and RP validation till the information contained in
the ROA is productively deployed within an AS. They find that ROA creation var-
ies significantly across RIRs, from a few minutes to over an hour till ROAs reach
publication points. A possible cause is that the underlying processing mechanisms
differ, e.g., batch processing or similar. ROA deletion takes longer compared to ROA
creation to reflect in BGP. As expected, most delays for ROA creation come from RP
software implementations that are pulling ROAs from publication points in different
time intervals.

3.4.3 Circular Dependencies and Usability

The RPKI was invented to secure inter-domain routing, yet it is using inter-domain
routing technology to transfer information. It relies on TCP/IP to issue RCs, publish
ROAs, transfer data from the RPKI repositories to the RP software, and forward the
resulting VRP to BGP routers. Cooper et al. [177] pointed out that this is a circular
dependency between BGP and RPKI that might lead to problems. BGP propagates
reachability information. The RPKI is a security add-on to filter such reachability
information. If routes are filtered based on RPKI information, some RPKI repositor-
ies might become unreachable. Such behavior is suspected to lead to a downwards
spiral in which overall connectivity is impacted.

Yan et al. [178] developed use-cases that CA software must be have the capab-
ility to support. As discussed in Section 2.4.3, a RIR is theoretically able to delegate
any resources within the whole IPv4 and IPv6 range, although the address space is
assigned to another RIR. Based on their use-case study, they proposed the integra-
tion of alerting mechanisms into CA software. An alert should be raised if a CA
is tasked to sign resources under the management of another CA. However, during
a key-rollover operation precisely such an alert would be triggered. Hence, they
suggested the exclusion of this case from the altering mechanism. The addition of
such an alerting mechanism would not prevent an attacker from delegating address
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space under control of another CA. A simple warning can be ignored. A resourceful
attacker could even implement changes into the open-source software to alter the
behavior. It is, however, useful against simple operational mistakes.

3.4.4 Attacks / Threat Models

In 2022, Hlavacek et al. [183] presented an attack on the RPKI that aims at stalling
RPKI RP software with the goal to prevent certain ROAs from being processed. It has
two components. Firstly, during the update procedure of RP software the attacker
tries to cause packet loss using a specific time pattern that is in sync with the re-
fresh interval of the RP software. Secondly, the RP software is stalled by the creation
of very deep sub trees in RPKI repositories. These very long delegation chains con-
sume toomany resources during the validation procedure, such that the RP software
cannot finish the validation process. As a result, the cached RPKI data expires after
a certain period of time and is excluded from the list of VRP. Subsequently, the at-
tacker is able to perform a BGP hijack and attract traffic. The attack was announced
as a major security flaw in the RPKI architecture that would significantly reduce the
overall level of security. An intense discussion sparked on the IETF routing mailing
list [238], pointing out that the authors of RFC 7132 [127] already foresaw such an
attack: "An attacker could create very deep subtrees with many ROAs per publica-
tion point [...]". In detail, the attack works as follows: Firstly, the attacker needs to
obtain the IP address of the legitimate RP that queries the RPKI repositories. They
set up a publication point of their own, or they obtain access to an existing one. Since
a RP software should fetch ROAs from all publication points, it should also contact
the publication point of the attacker. The attacker is now in possession of the IP
address of the target RP software. Secondly, the attacker is attempting to blacklist
the obtained IP address at the repository holding the ROAs that are targeted for ex-
clusion from the VRP list. This is implemented using a simple trick. Repositories
typically use rate-limiting as a protection against DoS. The attacker therefore sends
many requests with a spoofed source address towards the repository. The spoofed
source address is the legitimate IP of the RP software. It is soon blacklisted and the
IP address cannot contact the repository any longer. One thing to consider is that
DNS resolvers are typically anycasted. Therefore, the origin for the packets contain-
ing the spoofed source address needs to reside within the same anycast domain as
the repository. The authors report that 47% of repositories are vulnerable to such an
attack. A challenge in performing the attack is the precise timing that is required to
be successful. The RP software tries to contact the RPKI repositories at predefined
intervals. These are different per RP software [180]. The attacker is required to
undermine every single connection attempt as otherwise, cached items would be
updated and the expiry timer restarts. Moreover, intentionally forcing an IP address
on a blacklist many times in a rowwould make an attack pattern visible. The second
part of the attack relies on the SlowLoris attack [239]. Once a connection is estab-
lished the server responds very slowly. In addition, many connections are opened,
each having its own timeout counter. 53.01% of manifests have an expiration of
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24 hours or less. Hence, the attacker is combining the two previously-mentioned
methods to stall the RP software longer than 24 hours. Upon expiry of the manifest,
all ROAs included within will be removed from the RP software cache and are not
included in the VRP that is forwarded to routers. At this point, the attacker can
hijack the targeted IP prefix. As a mitigation, the authors suggest implementing a
maximum depth of 32 for delegation chains.

Mirdita et al. [240] report on 4,344 relying party software instances that were
deployed in June 2022. They find exploitable bugs in Routinator and OctoRPKI via
means of black box testing that were fixed by the respective developers.

vanHove et al. [179] performed a penetration test on several parts of the RPKI in-
frastructure assuming that an RPKI publication point is compromised. Themethodo-
logy and results are also available as an IETF draft [241]. rsync has several drawbacks
and the IETF already prefers RRDP [242]. Hence, the authors applied the OWASP
Top10 REST security vulnerabilities [243] on RRDP connections, which run over
HTTPS. Additionally, the Extensible Markup Language (XML) security considera-
tions [244] are applied to the XML formatter, since the payload is formatted in XML.
Moreover, an attack using a gzip bomb is performed [245]. Out of 15 attacks, the
validators under test were at least susceptible to one. In the aftermath of the study,
a Coordinated Vulnerability Disclosure (CVD) process, led by the Dutch NCSC-NL,
was initiated. Most vulnerabilities have been fixed, but the disclosure process itself
was controversially discussed on the SIDROPS mailing list [246].

Hlavacek et al. [185] focused on studying the DNS infrastructure and its implic-
ations for RPKI resilience in 2022. Their measurements require DNS data and since
the authors do not control the requesting relying party instances, debugging posed
a significant problem. They create nested publication points to require the relying
party software to issue many DNS queries until the last object is derived from the re-
pository. They track relying party software by redirecting the request to randomly
generated subdomains. In order to resolve the subdomain, the relying party soft-
ware would need to contact the nameserver of the experimenter and therefore the
would establish a link between the IP address of the relying party software and the IP
address of the resolver. All measurements were conducted between April 2021 and
September 2021. They report that 63% of ASes that deploy multiple relying party
software instances use DNS resolvers from a single AS. Only 42.8% use a single DNS
resolver. This behavior poses an issue when an attacker block access to that single
resolver, as the relying party would not be able to receive complete information. As
a result, RPKI ROV would be impacted by an attacking the DNS resolution.

Within this section, we have discussed problems related to the centrality of the
RPKI architecture, namely the whacking of ROAs, cross country certification and
proposals such as blockchain-based approaches and threshold-based approaches as
a mitigation to parts of the problem. Several studies have focused on the inconsist-
ency of data in RP software, opening the possibility for a mirror world attack, while
others have pointed out that circular dependencies between BGP and RPKI can be
problematic. Finally, we looked at attacks that can be launched against repositories
or RP software in order to hinder proper RPKI workflow. It turned out that RP soft-
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ware can be stalled, which leads to expired ROAs, and that regular OWASP Top10
attacks succeed against the RRDP protocol.

3.5 CONCLUDING REMARKS

Throughout this chapter we have studied many related research works in the three
domains: ROAmeasurements, ROVmeasurements, and RPKI resilience. The presen-
ted proposals are required to understand our approaches in the coming chapters.

Within the ROAmeasurements category, measurementmethodologies have been
proposed to reliably identify which IPv4 and IPv6 address space is covered by RPKI
ROAs. These methodologies have been implemented in automated monitoring tools
such as the NIST deployment monitor [190]. Moreover, we discussed why the nor-
mal ROA procedure is suboptimal as it leaves room for prefix hijacks, if the max-
length attribute is specified incorrectly, causing a loose ROAs. The IETF is currently
working on improvements by defining minimal ROAs [196]. Hanging ROAs are a
concept that improves the compression of ROAs to speed up performance of the
RPKI infrastructure. It has not been implemented. There is also the suggestion to
increase the use of AS0 ROAs, which are used to protect unassigned address space
and assigned but currently unused address space, to avoid prefix squatting.

Within the ROV measurement domain, we focused on measurement methodo-
logies to identify BGP prefix origin validation, also called RPKI Route Origin Val-
idation. We are able to identify ROV either on the control plane or the data plane.
Measurements can be either controlled or uncontrolled, while we prefer controlled
measurements as results are more reliable. Such measurements are always limited
by the amount of probes that can be used. They are also dependent on the set of
probes. We highlight that some methodologies attribute ROV falsely, as they do not
consider transit ASes or IXPs that deploy ROV filtering.

Finally, we looked at RPKI resilience, in which we summarize discussions about
the RPKI architecture and its associated problems. Several works have raised the is-
sue of the centrality of the RPKI infrastructure. Since RIRs have the absolute power,
they could potentially whack ROAs. Moreover, legal issues arise from the choice
of architecture. Blockchain proposals try to replace the current workings of the
RPKI publication points, and a threshold-based approach aims at introducing a con-
sensus algorithm in signing ROAs. RIRs would only be able to commonly delegate
resources, which would remove many problems stemming from the centrality, but
would also introduce a lot of additional complexity into the signing procedure. In-
consistencies in the data that RP software obtains from repositories are a looming
problem. If RP software cannot obtain a full set of available ROAs, a mirror world
attack can be mounted. Additional work has been done in inferring the delays intro-
duced at the several spots within the RPKI architecture that lead to delayed routing
changes in the BGP ecosystem. Very recent work focused on attacking the RPKI
infrastructure itself, either via stalling RP software to achieve expiration of ROA ob-
jects or via attacking the RRDP protocol to make delivery of ROAs to RP software
unfeasible.
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Overall, many research proposals have not been adopted and remain academic
as they introduce additional complexity that cannot be tolerated in a routing infra-
structure that is already very complex.
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In Chapter 3 we saw the many different directions which existing research has ex-
plored. We also saw that existing methodologies of RPKI Route Origin Validation
measurements have failed to precisely identify ROV-filtering ASes. In this chapter
we propose a new methodology to identify Route Origin Validation. In particular,
we extend previous methods on the control plane and develop a new method using
data plane measurements to pinpoint ROV-filtering ASes. Our approach is both
controlled and rigorous; controlled in that we only rely on information that we are
able to influence and rigorous in that we are able to exactly pinpoint filtering to
ASes without diluting results via third-party filtering. We also compare existing
RPKI relying party software and evaluate the coherence of results amongst one
another as well as their performance. Our work has been published as two con-
ference papers [14], [16] and a conference poster [15]. Additionally, we presented
RPKI measurement methods in a NOMS tutoriala. Moreover, our measurement
framework has been publicly releasedb.

ahttps://noms2020.ieee-noms.org/program/tutorials.html
bhttps://github.com/nrodday/TMA-21
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4.1 INTRODUCTION

The previous chapters provided background on origin validation, in particular the
RPKI, and related technologies and highlighted existing work in the field. Many
drawbacks of existing RPKI ROV identification methodologies that have been poin-
ted out and show that obtaining knowledge about the current adoption is of vital
importance but current methodologies lack the ability to allow for bullet-proof con-
clusions. In this chapter we are going to propose a new method to identify RPKI
ROV. We deem it equally important to understand the current deployment of RPKI
ROV as it allows conclusions as to how likely it is that new security solutions are
implemented and accepted in an existing and complex ecosystem. In particular, we
think of path validation algorithms for future deployments. On the one hand, if ori-
gin validation, and therefore RPKI as a representative of such, as a first step towards
a potentially more secure future is not being adopted, it follows that no one will start
to deploy an even more complex technology to protect the whole BGP path. On the
other hand, if RPKI is not only used to protect prefix space via RPKI ROAs, but also
actively used to drop RPKI invalid announcements, it is much more likely to see
path validation algorithms being deployed in the future. Moreover, path validation
techniques are only useful if origin validation is already in place and cryptographic
objects for path plausibility algorithms are envisioned to use the same RPKI infra-
structure. It is therefore key that such infrastructure is productively deployed and
accepted by the operator community.

We identified three major directions within the RPKI research community deal-
ing with: (i) ROA measurements; (ii) ROV measurements; and (iii) RPKI resilience.
ROA data is publicly available and provided by RPKI repositories. If that data is
combined with public BGP dumps available via BGP route collector projects, we are
able to obtain a comprehensive picture of the current state of RPKI protected pre-
fix ranges. Tools such as the NIST RPKI deployment monitor [190] implement the
aforementioned strategy and supply live data on the current rate of protection. On
January 14, 2024, RouteViews indicated 47.81% of prefixes were valid, 0.92% were
invalid, and 51.27% did not have a covering ROA.

Measuring ROV adoption is much more challenging. BGP is an information hid-
ing protocol and there are a multitude of reasons why a certain route is potentially
preferred over another one or becomes unavailable altogether. We have seen in
the previous chapter that researchers have tried to identify via different methods
which ASes are deploying RPKI ROV [156], [165], [166]. The underlying problem
is the inference of private router configurations. Methodologies typically rely on
passively collected BGP data or on active experiments that inject a RPKI valid and a
RPKI invalid prefix announcement from the same origin AS in order to observe the
difference in handling these two announcements by the same AS under test. Meth-
odologies can be designed for the control plane or the data plane, or a combination of
both. Measurements can also be controlled or uncontrolled. Reuter et al. [165] have
shown that incorrect attribution is commonwithin uncontrolled measurements that
only rely on control plane information. To reduce the amount of independent vari-
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ables, controlled measurements should be preferred as they exert control over BGP
announcements and changes of RPKI objects within the RPKI infrastructure.

4.2 LIMITATIONS OF STATE-OF-THE-ART MEASUREMENTS

Reuter et al. [165] developed a rigorous methodology on the control plane for the
identification of RPKI ROV. However, although their methodology is very precise,
it only allows judgements to be made about a small fraction of ASes on the Internet.
This is because two requirements are enforced on any AS that is tested:

Firstly, eachAS is required to be directly connected to the PEERING testbed [153].
This is called the connected assumption. This is to avoid the influence of any inter-
mediate ASes with the propagation of the RPKI anchor and experiment prefixes. If
the AS under test is directly connected to the PEERING testbed, we can be sure that
any announcement issued from the PEERING testbed is directly received by the AS
under test and therefore included in the local decision-making process.

Secondly, any measurement study is limited by the number of vantage points.
With respect to RPKI ROV measurements on the control plane, the amount of BGP
collector data is crucial. In order to make rigorous inferences on the control plane,
the amount is further decreased by enforcing the so-called visibility assumption. It
requires each AS under test to export its RIB periodically to a BGP route collector.

Route
Collector

stores updates

𝐴𝑆𝐴

Vantage Point (VP)

AS47065
PEERING

𝑃𝐸

𝑃𝐴

? ROV ?

Figure 4.1: Controlled control plane measurements. Two prefixes are announced, an
anchor prefix 𝑃𝐴 and an experiment prefix 𝑃𝐸 . Data is only used if the anchor prefix
is visible. The experiment prefix is swapped between RPKI valid and RPKI invalid.

Figure 4.1 illustrates the regular operation of the measurement setup. The PEER-
ING testbed announces two prefixes to theAS under test. One prefix is the RPKI valid
anchor prefix and it remains valid throughout the duration of the experiments. The
other prefix is an experiment prefix that is swapped from RPKI valid to RPKI invalid
in a predefined schedule. 𝐴𝑆𝐴 under test is only considered if it exports the anchor
prefix to a BGP collector.
Removing the Connected Assumption. The connected assumption is a strong
limitation as it limits the ASes that we are able to measure to direct BGP peers of the
PEERING testbed. While the connected assumption enables absolute confidence in
the results, it limits the methodology to only 86 ASes out of 74k, or 0.1%. We propose
to remove the limitation, but only in the cases where each and every AS along the
propagation path is a vantage point, see Figure 4.2. If 𝐴𝑆𝐴 exports both routes, the
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⇐= 𝐴𝑆𝐶 𝐴𝑆𝐵 𝐴𝑆𝐴
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Figure 4.2: Removing the connected assumption. Two prefixes are announced
from the PEERING testbed, the anchor RPKI valid, the experiment prefix swapping
between RPKI valid and invalid. We extend prior measurements by also making
judgements about longer path as long as all ASes are vantage points and therefore
export their RIB tables to BGP collector projects.

RPKI valid anchor prefix and the RPKI invalid experiment prefix, to a route collector,
we conclude that it does not perform RPKI ROV. Obviously, for a longer chain, the
methodology is only capable of identifying the first AS that performs RPKI ROV
filtering. Subsequent ASes do not receive the experiment prefix anymore and can
therefore not discard it, even if they do deploy RPKI ROV.

Removing the connected assumption weakens the obtained results, as we might
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Figure 4.3: Meaningfulness of proposed extensions. We observe that the majority
of BGP paths in our dataset contain vantage points. The average path length is 3.87
hops. BGP paths longer than six hops are extremely rare. The dataset was collected
between August 22–29, 2019 for our anchor and experiment prefixes announced
from the PEERING testbed.
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observe partial adoption in some corner cases. An ASmight apply RPKI ROV on one
link, but not on another. If we observe𝐴𝑆𝐴 to export the anchor and the experiment
prefix to a route collector, but it only forwards the anchor to 𝐴𝑆𝐵 and filters the
experiment prefix, 𝐴𝑆𝐵 would only be capable of exporting the anchor to the route
collector. Such behavior would incorrectly attribute RPKI ROV to 𝐴𝑆𝐵 , while 𝐴𝑆𝐵
might not be filtering at all and instead 𝐴𝑆𝐴 performs partial filtering. We explore
partial adoption scenarios later in our methodology section.
Relaxing the Visibility Assumption. Any study of the control plane is limited by
the number of vantage points exporting data to public BGP collectors. This becomes
even more crucial in the context of ROV measurements because they require path-
specific analysis and ROV deployment is still limited.

Previous measurements only considered ASes that exported BGP data to col-
lector projects. Unfortunately, collector projects only capture a fraction of the over-
all ASes. To widen the scope of measurements we propose to also consider isolated
non Vantage Points. In Figure 4.4, 𝐴𝑆𝐵 is surrounded by Vantage Point ASes, 𝐴𝑆𝐴
and 𝐴𝑆𝐶 . We also know, because of prior measurements, that 𝐴𝑆𝐶 does not perform
RPKI ROV. Hence, we are able to tell whether𝐴𝑆𝐵 drops RPKI invalid routes without
having direct access to its exported RIB. Similarly to the removal of the connected
assumption, it introduces the uncertainty of partial adoption and therefore lowers
the level of certainty of our inferences.
Extension of Range. Overall, our proposed extensions increase the potential range
of the experiments by 474%. While the original methodology could only consider 86
ASes, we add 166 ASes by removing the connected assumption and add another 156
ASes by relaxing the visibility assumption. Figure 4.5 shows the improvements in a
horizontal bar plot.

𝐴𝑆𝐶 has been seen
before and is known
to be non ROV enforcing.

⇐= 𝐴𝑆𝐶 𝐴𝑆𝐵 𝐴𝑆𝐴
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Figure 4.4: Relaxing the visibility assumption. Two prefixes are announced from the
PEERING testbed, the anchor RPKI valid, the experiment prefix swapping between
RPKI valid and invalid. We extend prior measurements by also making judgements
about longer paths including isolated non Vantage Points, as long as all other ASes
are vantage points. Additionally, we need to be sure that downstream ASes to the
non vantage point AS under test are not performing RPKI ROV filtering.
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Figure 4.5: Improvements: The original methodology includes 86 ASes, removing
the connected assumption adds 166 ASes, relaxing the visibility assumption adds
another 156 ASes. The overall improvement is 474%.

It is clear that the range of these measurements remains limited, considering
the overall number of ASes on the Internet, which is currently about 74,110. How-
ever, an increase in the range of experiments conducted from the PEERING testbed
enables us to obtain a greater sample size and therefore generalize findings.

4.3 INCORRECTATTRIBUTIONOF DATA PLANEMEASURE-
MENT METHODOLOGIES

This section highlights issues introduced by end-to-end RPKI ROV identification
methodologies such as ICMP andHTTP-basedmeasurements. Cartwright-Cox [167]
used ICMP scans in his methodology, which was published in 2019. The RPKI
WebTest [170] and the online tool set up by Cloudflare [173] both use HTTP queries.
Both proposals only allow a binary result. The target is either reachable, or not. This
constitutes a problem when performing RPKI ROV measurements on paths that are
further than a single hop away from the probe, since intermediate ASes could be
filtering, but the methodology would wrongly attribute the filtering to the AS un-
der test. For example, the RPKI WebTest and Cloudflare online-based test both issue
HTTP requests to an RPKI valid and an RPKI invalid range. If the RPKI valid prefix
could be reached, but the RPKI invalid one could not be reached, they report to the
user that the ISP of the user supports RPKI ROV. This inference might be incorrect,
it could also be the upstream, another transit AS or a transparent IXP that is filter-
ing. End-to-end methodologies therefore do not allow the pinpointing of ASes for
ROV filtering.
Reproduction of HTTP measurements. In order to show wrong attribution
we reproduce the measurements. Similar to the RPKI WebTest [170] and Cloud-
flare [173] online test, we announce two distinct /24 prefixes. To observe poten-
tial differences that stem from the location of the announcement, we use 11 separ-
ate PEERING testbed PoPs [247], which are geographically distributed according to
Table 4.1. We announce our anchor and experiment prefixes to all peers of the re-
spective PoP (directly and via routeservers) to obtain the best connectivity possible.
To avoid upstream filtering of our routes, we create IRR objects and present each
upstream of a PoP with a Letter of Authorization (LoA) to clear our prefix ranges.
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Table 4.1: Points of Presence at the PEERING testbed.

Name Upstream/IXP Geographic Location
ams01 AMS-IX* Amsterdam, NL
clemson01 Clemson University Clemson, USA
cornell01 Cornell University Cornell, USA
neu01 Northeastern University Boston, USA
isi01 Los Nettos Regional Network Los Angeles, USA
gatech01 Georgia Institute of Technology Atlanta, USA
grnet01 GRNet Thessaloniki, GR
seattle01 Seattle-IX* Seattle, USA
uw01 University of Washington Seattle, USA
ufmg01 Rede Nacional de Ensino e Pesquisa (RNP)* Sao Paulo, Brazil
utah01 Utah Education Network Salt Lake City, USA

* Our AS is also directly connected to the route server of the IXP.

After a period of debugging and elimination of connectivity and filtering issues, we
are able to conduct the planned measurements. Measurements are scheduled for
a whole month and executed once per day. We set up an HTTP server (nginx) to
serve HTTP queries and use RIPE Atlas to send HTTP requests from all over the
world to each of the prefix ranges. The traffic from all prefixes is forwarded to our
control server hosting the HTTP server. To conduct ethical experiments, each probe
carries a disclaimer in the payload section that links to a website explaining our ex-
periments and providing the possibility to complain and opt-out. Throughout our
entire measurement period we received no such requests.

Similar to [170] and [173], if the HTTP probe could reach the server within the
RPKI valid prefix range, but not within the RPKI invalid prefix range, ROV is attrib-
uted to the AS that hosts the RIPE Atlas probe.

Firstly, we verified whether multiple probes within the same AS would lead to
the same results. Most of our ASes in Figure 4.6 are only covered by one probe (2398),
the second largest share in green is displaying multiple probes per AS, however res-
ults are consistent among the probes (between 946-1025). Exceptions are displayed
with the red bars which indicate when multiple probes for an AS were present and
delivered inconsistent results (between 0-79). We conclude that the consistency of
results per AS is very high. Either an entire AS can or it cannot reach a certain prefix
range.

Secondly, we plot the ratio of the number of failed HTTP requests to prefixes
of invalid routes and the number of successful HTTP requests to prefixes of valid
routes in Figure 4.7. We observe connection failures in about 60% of the cases for
the prefixes announced to all peers at AMS-IX. The operators of AMS-IX have been
filtering RPKI invalid prefixes on route server sessions since October 20, 2017 [165].
Therefore, data plane probes that would only have connectivity via route server
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Figure 4.6: Consistency of probe results. For the majority of Atlas probes it is only
a single probe within an AS (blue bars). When multiple probes are present, the
connectivity results are mostly the same (green bars). In very few cases results differ
for multiple probes within the same AS (red bars).

sessions are not able to reach their destination. During our measurement windows
of 31 days, we started announcing a dedicated prefix pair to only the route servers
on day 17. Figure 4.7 clearly shows that 80% of AMS-IX members do not opt out
from the RPKI filtering service (red line). Therefore, they do not receive the RPKI
invalid prefixes and cannot connect to the IP addresses within.

Next, we show why simple end-to-end measurement methodologies fail to at-
tribute ROV correctly. We create a hitlist of probes that were able to reach the RPKI
valid but not the RPKI invalid prefix range. Table 4.2 displays an excerpt of the hitl-
ist for day 20 which is representative for other days in this study. At the top of the
list we identify five probes from New Zealand. Manual investigation revealed that
all probes are sitting behind the same upstream provider AS38022 REANNZ-NZ-
A. This is a strong indicator that the upstream provider and not the ASes of these
probes themselves are enforcing ROV.We contacted the operator of AS38022 to con-
firm our findings. The ASes hosting the probes are not filtering based on RPKI, but
AS38022 performs RPKI filtering.
Reproduction of ICMP measurements. We also reproduced the ICMP scans by
Cartwright-Cox [167]. Again, we used the PEERING testbed to announce RPKI valid
and RPKI invalid prefix ranges from different PEERING PoPs. According to our res-
ults, filtering transits have a great impact on this methodology. If the filtering transit
is closer to the PEERING testbed within the AS path, many more ASes are flagged
as ROV enforcing. Additionally, the location of the PEERING PoP influenced meas-
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of the reachability of HTTP measurements initiated from
RIPE Atlas probes to RPKI valid and invalid routes, which were announced at differ-
ent locations in January 15–February 15, 2020. Connectivity is impacted by ROV-
filtering at AMS-IX and, to a lesser extent, at Seattle-IX.

urement results. Depending on the PoP, measurement results for the same set of
ASes change. This is unfortunate, as a measurement result should be independent
from the location where it is executed. It highlights the fact that intermediate ASes
performing RPKI filtering appear on some paths but not on others, depending on
the location of the announcement. One more thing to consider is Reverse Path Fil-
tering (RPF). Filtering upstreams drop data plane packets directly upon reception.
The methodology, however, assumes that the return packet is not transmitted cor-
rectly. In reality the forward path is not working; therefore, attribution of ROV is
not working as intended and false positives are introduced.

In summary, we have reproduced HTTP and ICMP end-to-end measurements.
Our results show that filtering is sometimes attributed to the wrong ASes, since fil-

Table 4.2: Hitlist for HTTP methodology for day 20. We observe five probes at the
top to reach the RPKI valid but not RPKI invalid prefix range, implying RPKI filtering.
They are, however, connected to the same upstreamAS38022 that performs the RPKI
filtering for them.

ProbeID ASN AS Name Country Score
21069 9433 MASSEY-AS NZ 11
306 45131 REANNZ-OFFICE NZ 11
93 681 ERX-KAWAIHIKO NZ 11

12197 9431 AKUNI-NZ NZ 11
26218 9433 MASSEY-AS NZ 11

...
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Figure 4.8: Measurement Phases

tering is often performed at the upstream that provides connectivity to leaf ASes.
These methodologies do not reliably allow the inference of ROV filtering and they
are especially unsuitable to pinpoint ASes that are supposed to perform RPKI filter-
ing.

4.4 METHODOLOGY AND SETUP

In order to reliably pinpoint ASes that are filtering RPKI invalid announcements, we
propose a new data plane methodology. Instead of looking at the path as a whole
and obtaining binary results for the entire path, we propose a hop-wise approach.
We use extensive and reproducible data plane measurements via traceroutes issued
from RIPE Atlas [210]. Our measurements are controlled and active. We use the
PEERING testbed [247] to announce our BGP prefixes and deploy an RPKI child-CA
to create and alter RPKI objects for our prefix ranges. To this end, our parent CA
delegates the IP resources used in the experiments to our child-CA. The four phases
of our study can be seen in Figure 4.8. Figure 4.9 illustrates the architecture of the
technical components required for the experiments.
Preparation Phase. During the preparation phase our measurements are set up.
We select five PoPs from the PEERING testbed, see Table 4.3, and announce static
BGP prefix pairs to each of them. Each pair consists of an anchor as well as an
experiment prefix. Both ranges have IRR entries and are cleared with the respect-
ive upstreams. Additionally, the chosen ranges are always neighbouring ranges,
e.g., 147.28.12.0/24 and 147.28.13.0/24. This is to avoid unexpected behavior
with old filtering rules and other issues. For each PoP we announce to all peers, ex-
cept for PoPs with IXP connectivity, such as AMS-IX and Seattle-IX. Here, a second
prefix pair is announced to only the IXP route servers in order to make inferences

Table 4.3: Points of Presence at the PEERING testbed.

Name Upstream/IXP # Direct Peers
ams01 AMS-IX* 123
gatech01 Georgia Institute of Technology 1
grnet01 GRNet 1
seattle01 Seattle-IX* 72
uw01 University of Washington 1

* Our AS is also directly connected to the route server of the IXP.
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Figure 4.9: Experiment setup. The control server connects via OpenVPN tunnels to
the PEERING PoPs, which announce the prefix ranges. RIPE probes in ASes send
traceroutes towards our control server.

about their behavior. In total, we utilize 14× /24 IP prefixes.
We sign and publish the ROAs for our experiments at a predefined schedule

within our child-CA, see Figure 4.10, which was recorded by RIPEstat [248]. The
anchor prefix remains RPKI valid, while the experiment prefix is swapped between
an RPKI valid and invalid state to test for RPKI-related filtering. This behavior is
clearly visible as the horizontal bar for the anchor prefix 147.28.12.0/24 remains
green, which implies that many collectors export this prefix, while the represent-
ation of the RPKI state for the experiment prefix 147.28.13.0/24 changes to red,
representing only few collectors that export this prefix. The ROAs are swapped
at midnight, but since RPKI propagation and the resulting changes in BGP route
propagation and convergence, as well as exporting the new routes to route collect-
ors, consume some time, a small delay is visible.

Originally, we planned to adopt the ROA schedule from [165] which has an eight
hours swapping interval. However, during the analysis of our first trial runs, we
observed inconsistencies in the results, which lead to a manual investigation. Our
initial assumption that all RPs fetch and update their routers within a short period of
time does not hold. We observed that some ASes still maintain routes according to
stale ROAs. To account for these long adoption times we changed the ROA schedule
to a longer period of 24 hours valid and 24 hours invalid. This gives RPs ample
time to update their routers. Our observations triggered a discussion within the
IETF SIDROPS working group that led to a draft to narrow down timing parameters
for the RPKI supply chain [13]. Kristoff et al. [180] later published a paper dedicated
to timing parameters in the RPKI.
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Measurement Phase. In our data plane measurements, we randomly select three
RIPE Atlas probes per AS that have RIPE Atlas coverage. In total, we select 5,537
probes in 3,694 ASes. We therefore cover each AS with 1.49 probes on average.
From each probe we send traceroutes to the .1 address within the anchor and exper-
iment prefix range per PoP, e.g., 147.28.12.1/24 and 147.28.13.1/24. Since we
flip ROAs every 24 hours, a single measurement run takes 48 hours to complete. Our
five measurement runs are performed on 17 days, July 2–19, 2021. While it should
theoretically only take 10 days, we experience unforeseen outages either within the
PEERING testbed or the RIPE Atlas infrastructure that we explain in detail in the
lessons learned in Section 4.6. For the impacted days, measurements are extended
for another 24 hours and redone, data is discarded. For all experiments we use RIPE
Atlas APIv2 in combination with the Cousteau Library [249] for scheduling. In Fig-
ure 4.9 we show the experiment setup.
Preprocessing Phase. Before beginning to process the data, we download all avail-
able datasets via the RIPE Atlas API to our local processing facilities. This process
only takes minutes, the data is provided in json format. We take a two step ap-
proach. Firstly, we need to translate traceroute paths into ASN paths. This is done
by mapping IP addresses to ASNs. Secondly, we perform an analysis of the data that
highlights IP addresses that belong to IXPs and as such identify traces that crossed
IXP facilities.

A single measurement run contains 38.5k IP addresses. We extract them from
the provided json files and apply the following procedure to obtain AS paths, see
Listing 4.1. Firstly, we identify 6.5k IP addresses from private IP address ranges,
see Section 2.3 and RFC 1918 [250]. These are not considered further, since they
should not appear in public routing in any case and cannot be mapped to an AS
since they are reused within any arbitrary network. We find that in 5,174 traces,
3,380 (65%) paths include at least one private IP address. The ratio of private IP
addresses in public traces is surprisingly high, which highlights the fact that many
misconfigurations exist. Secondly, we identify 23 IP addresses from the PEERING
testbed. Thirdly, we use Team Cymru [251] to attempt mapping of the remaining
32.4k IP addresses to ASNs. We are able to resolve 30.3k addresses via this method.
Fourth, the remaining addresses are run through a tool called PyASN1. We use BGP

1https://pypi.org/project/pyasn/

Figure 4.10: RIPEstat Routing History for one of our prefix pairs. Visibility of the
anchor prefix remains stable while visibility of the experiment prefix drops signific-
antly when ROA configuration leads to invalid routes.
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collector dumps from RIPE RIS [146] and Routeviews [140] within PyASN during
our measurement window to find ASNs that announced the IP address ranges in
which our remaining IPs are contained. We are able to resolve another 200 addresses.
Finally, 1.8k IP addresses remain that cannot be resolved by any means.

Listing 4.1: IP to ASN mapping for a single run.
∼38.5K IP Addresses
↩→ ∼6.1k Resolved to private
↩→ ∼23 Resolved to PEERING testbed
↩→ ∼30.3k Resolved with Team Cymru
↩→ ∼0.2k Resolved with pyasn
↩→ ∼1.8k Remain unresolved

Next, we need to sanitize the obtained AS-level paths. We apply three simple
steps:

1. If the adjacent (left and right) IP addresses belong to the sameASN, we remove
the private IP addresses in-between from the AS path.

2. If the adjacent (left and right) IP addresses belong to the sameASN, we remove
unresponsive hops (i.e., “*”).

3. If an AS is prepended multiple times (i.e., sequence of duplicate ASNs), we
merge them into a single instance.

Listing 4.2 presents an example of our ASN path sanitization method. We ob-
serve an AS path obtained from a RIPE Atlas traceroute in the first line. It contains
the same AS multiple times, with private and unresponsive hops inbetween. After
applying our methodology, we observe the result in the second line. The sanitized
AS path no longer contains artifacts and redundant information. Such a path can be
used for our ROV methodology.

Listing 4.2: Reduction of an AS Path
48147, private, 48147, 200612, 3257, ∗, 3257, 209, 2722, 47065
48147, 200612, 3257, 209, 2722, 47065

However, many paths do not end up as AS paths that fulfil our requirements. We
exclude all traces that: (i) do not have adjacent (left and right) public IP addresses
to a private IP address; and (ii) AS paths that exhibit multiple unresponsive hops
in sequence where the first and last unresponsive hop are connected to different
ASes. In such cases, we cannot be sure that there have not been single or multiple
additional ASes inbetween that did not respond entirely.

To filter out measurement noise, we execute the exact same measurement three
times shortly after each other within one measurement run. Afterwards, we verify
that the obtained traceroute results for each source and destination pair are con-
sistent throughout the three samples. We observed variations in only 0.5–1% of
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our measurements. They can mostly be attributed to load balancers within the
same AS that have different IPs assigned. These do not change the translated AS-
level paths, since all such IPs are mapped to the same AS. In some instances, inter-
domain changes happen, which changes the obtained AS-level path and makes the
traceroutes unusable for our ROV inferences.

After translating traceroutes to AS-level paths, we attempt to identify traces that
crossed an IXP. IXPs are a challenge for ROV inference as they work transparently
on the network layer but might deploy ROV by themselves. It is also common policy
that ASes do not insert their own AS into the BGP AS path attribute. ASes sitting
behind those route servers would receive collateral benefit, although the IXP itself
does not show in the BGP AS path attribute and therefore cannot be identified. We
attempt to identify IXPs to differentiate between ROV filtering that is performed by
an AS and ROV filtering done by the routeserver.

To facilitate IXP detection in traceroute paths, we use a tool called TraIXroute
[252]. Twomainmechanisms are used to perform such identification: Firstly, the use
of IXP membership datasets which contain IXP peering Local Area Network (LAN)
addresses and AS-to-facility mappings. Secondly, the detection of IXP prefixes. The
underlying data sources are PeeringDB [253], PCH [254], and Routeviews [140].
Nomikos et al. [255] show how TraIXroute is used to uncover IXP peerings.

Before implementing TraIXroute into our methodology chain, we want to evalu-
ate its performance and detection capabilities. We use the RIPE Atlas measurements
towards a prefix pair that is announced to only the route servers of the AMS-IX. By
limiting our analysis to only this BGP peer, we are certain that RIPE Atlas meas-
urements must cross the IXP facilities. Surprisingly, TraIXroute only identifies 1.7%
of our paths as traceroutes that have crossed an IXP facility. This is a very low de-
tection rate, since all of the traces are actually running via the IXP. We confirm the
results with a manual investigation. It reveals that the vast majority of traces run-
ning via the AMS-IX do not contain the IP addresses around the IXP hops. These
are essential for correct identification, therefore making it impossible for the tool to
correctly determine IXP paths. For traceroutes towards the anchor prefix announced
to all AMS-IX peers, TraIXroute flags roughly 10% of traces as having crossed IXP
facilities. This also includes other IXPs, not only AMS-IX. We conclude that routes
via other peers at AMS-IX appear to traverse other IXPs more often. These other
IXPs also respond with IP addresses to ICMP TTL exceeded messages, making it
easy for the tool to correctly flag IXP crossings. In summary, TraIXroute is an ad-
dition to our tool chain, but it does not yield the anticipated benefit in identifying
IXPs with high confidence. In some cases, we might therefore still cross IXPs that
remain undetected by our method.
ROV Identification Phase. Since we perform controlled experiments, we only
consider measurements in which the anchor prefix could be reached throughout the
whole measurement period and the experiment prefix could be reached during the
period where the ROA status of the experiment prefix rendered the BGP announce-
ment valid. We therefore have sufficient visibility to proceed with ROV identific-
ation. In addition, the paths of both the anchor prefix and the experiment prefix
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during the valid period must exhibit the same sequence of ASes. This is to avoid
unexpected routing behavior. If any of the above requirements are not met, data is
discarded. RIPE Atlas probes are not always alive or have sufficient capacity to run
our experiments for all the PoPs for which we announced prefix pairs. As a result,
the usable data per PoP varies. In general, we selected 5,362 probes to execute our
measurements. 5,143 probes (95.91%) were able to execute traceroutes towards all
of our announced prefix pairs for each PoP. After applying the two requirements
introduced before, 2,000–2,500 probes (37–47%) remain that deliver usable data for
our inference methodology.

Within this subset of data, we adhere to the following procedures to classify
ASes. If a probe is able to reach the anchor prefix but not the experiment prefix
during the invalid period, at least one AS en route must be enforcing RPKI ROV. If
a probe reaches the the anchor prefix and the experiment prefix during the invalid
period, but the path towards the experiment prefix diverges from the anchor prefix
path, an AS on the anchor prefix path must be enforcing RPKI ROV. If the probe is
able to reach both the anchor and the experiment prefix during the invalid period,
and both paths remain the same, no RPKI ROV is deployed in any AS in the path.
Alternatively, the RPKI ROV deploying AS could have default routes installed, which
still provides data plane connectivity for the prefixes filtered on the control plane.
This would introduce false negatives. We investigate default routes in Chapter 5.

In order to more precisely differentiate the many scenarios that result from our
experiments, we introduce six categories. We show our six cases with simple ex-
amples in Table 4.4. The first three cases respect the connected assumption from
earlier work [165]. Every AS is required to directly connect to the origin network.
Since we use the PEERING testbed to announce our prefixes, only ASes directly
connected to the PEERING testbed are considered. Such inferences we call strong
inferences. The following three cases relax the connected assumption and expand
measurement coverage, as proposed in Section 4.2. This allows the inference that
RPKI ROV also functions for ASes not directly connected to the PEERING testbed.
Inferences made in these three categories are considered weak inferences. Within
each row in Table 4.4, we show the current ROA state of the experiment prefix. Our
ROA configuration either leads to a valid or an invalid state of the BGP announce-
ment.
1 hop—Full reachability without route divergence: This is the default case. All four
traceroutes are able to reach their targets and the BGP path is exactly the same. No
ROV is deployed. We add the single AS on the experiment prefix’s AS path to the
include list. ASes added to the include list are underlined in Table 4.4.
1 hop—Invalid fail: All four traceroutes reach their targets and exhibit the same
path, except the traceroute towards the experiment prefix when our ROA configur-
ation renders the BGP announcement RPKI invalid. We do not observe an answer
for this traceroute. The red font in Table 4.4 shows the non-responsive traceroute in
this case. This behavior is attributed to RPKI ROV and the AS under test is flagged
as ROV enforcing.
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Table 4.4: Overview of heuristics to detect ROV using traceroute to the anchor
(𝑃anchor) and experiment (𝑃experiment) prefix. Bold ASNs deploy ROV, underlined
ASNs are added to our include list, a green AS path represents a path when the route
to our experiment prefix is valid, a red AS path illustrates a path change because of
an invalid route.

ROA Traceroute Example AS paths
Case State ROV 𝑃anchor 𝑃exp Probe→ Valid Prefix Probe → Invalid Prefix
1 hop
Full reachability w/o Valid

✘
✓ ✓ [111 - 47065] [111 - 47065]

route divergence Invalid ✓ ✓ [111 - 47065] [111 - 47065]

Invalid fail Valid
✓

✓ ✓ [111 - 47065] [111 - 47065]
Invalid ✓ ✘ [111 - 47065] [111 - "*" - "*"]

Route divergence Valid
✓

✓ ✓ [111 - 47065] [111 - 47065]
Invalid ✓ ✓ [111 - 47065] [111 - 222 - 47065]

2+ hops
Full reachability w/o Valid

✘
✓ ✓ [111 - 222 - 333 - 47065] [111 - 222 - 333 - 47065]

route divergence Invalid ✓ ✓ [111 - 222 - 333 - 47065] [111 - 222 - 333 - 47065]

Invalid fail Valid
✓

✓ ✓ [111 - 222 - 333 - 47065] [111 - 222 - 333 - 47065]
Invalid ✓ ✘ [111 - 222 - 333 - 47065] [111 - "*" - "*" - "*" - "*"]

Route divergence Valid
✓

✓ ✓ [111 - 222 - 333 - 47065] [111 - 222 - 333 - 47065]
Invalid ✓ ✓ [111 - 222 - 333 - 47065] [111 - 222 - 666 - 444 - 47065]

1 hop—Route divergence: Similar to the previous case, all four traceroutes reach
their targets and exhibit the same path, except the traceroute towards the exper-
iment prefix when our ROA configuration renders the BGP announcement RPKI
invalid. Unlike the previous case, we do not observe unresponsive hops in-between,
but find that the traceroute is received and answered, but via a different path. We
infer ROV in the directly connected AS under test. The reason for this behavior
is that the AS under test could: (i) deploy RPKI filtering but has a default route
installed that provides connectivity to an upstream provider. The data plane pack-
ets responding to the traceroute are therefore forwarded to the upstream, which in
turn forwards the packets via its own routing table to our control server. Hence,
we observe a longer and indirect AS path; (ii) The AS under test could deploy par-
tial filtering. While it filters or depreferences RPKI invalid announcements on the
peering session with the PEERING testbed, it does not filter RPKI invalid routes on
other links, such as an upstream peering link. Therefore, announcements received
via an upstream can either be the only ones connecting the AS under test to our
control server, or receive a higher preference via the upstream when the direct an-
nouncement was depreferenced. In any case, the AS under test deploys RPKI ROV
filtering.
2+ hops—Full reachability without route divergence: This is the default case for
multiple hops. All four traceroutes are able to reach their targets independently
of our ROA configurations and the BGP path is exactly the same. No AS en route
performs RPKI-based filtering. We add ASes on the path to the experiment prefix to
the include list. ASes added to the include list are underlined in Table 4.4.
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2+ hops—Invalid fail: Inferences for longer paths are more tricky. Based on our
proposal from Section 4.2 we relax the connected assumption. We therefore enforce
the visibility assumption and require every AS on the anchor path to be a vantage
point. Since we are performing data plane measurements, they need to host a RIPE
Atlas probe. With the probe in place, we are able to iteratively verify which ASes
still have connectivity, and therefore do not filter RPKI invalid announcements, and
at which point in the AS path connection is lost. Moreover, we use data from the
strong 1-hop inference cases. If an AS was already flagged as RPKI filtering, any
traceroutes that cross the filtering AS are discarded. By means of exclusion, we are
able to identify the filtering AS.
2+ hops—Route divergence: Similar to the previous route divergence case, all trace-
routes reach their target, but the traceroutes for the experiment prefix during our
ROA configuration for the invalid time frame exhibit a different AS path. In order
to isolate the divergence, we strip the anchor prefix’ AS path prefix and suffix from
the experiment prefix AS path. Since the divergence could potentially include more
than one AS, we only consider traces that leave us with exactly one AS within our
isolated route divergence. We apply this additional restriction since it would not be
possible to tell with a high level of certainty within which AS in the remaining path
ROV is deployed. By only considering cases that leave us with a single divergence
point, we are sure that this particular AS is performing RPKI ROV. In Table 4.4,
AS333 is flagged as ROV-enforcing.
Include List. An AS could potentially activate RPKI ROV on some peering links,
but not on others. Such behavior is called partial filtering. To account for the dif-
ference between fully and partially filtering ASes, we make use of an include list.
ASes that have been seen forwarding RPKI invalid announcements are added to the
include list. If the same AS is observed filtering based on RPKI, we conclude that
this particular AS filters on some peering sessions, but not on other. It is therefore
only partially filtering.
Internet Exchange Points. In addition to partial filtering, we look for IXPs in
traceroutes. The methodology has been outlined in the previous section. We are
therefore able to differentiate between direct ROV filtering at an AS and indirect
ROV filtering performed by route servers at an IXP.

4.5 RESULTS

We show the results of our ROV identification methodology in Table 4.5. The num-
bers indicate the amount of ASes in the respective category. The presented results
include all prefix pairs that were announced via all five PEERING PoPs. The first
section called 1 hop contains measurements that satisfy the connected assumption.
We find ≈41 ASes without route divergence. The other two subcategories invalid fail
and route divergence together contain many more ASes. The reason for these num-
bers is ROV filtering at routeservers of the AMS-IX and Seattle-IX. The IXPs cover
the majority of the PEERING testbed’s direct peers, see Table 4.3.
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Table 4.5: Results of ROV data plane measurements for all PoPs [# ASes]

Measurement Run

Case 1 2 3 4 5

1 hop
Full reachability w/o route divergence 43 43 42 41 37
Invalid fail 181 181 182 175 181
Route divergence 15 15 15 13 12

2+ hops
Full reachability w/o route divergence 803 798 775 731 711
Invalid fail 2 2 2 2 1
Route divergence 11 10 11 7 8

Total unique ROV 206 205 202 194 199

Added to include list 630 628 626 628 587

Partially filtering 60 58 54 55 48
Fully filtering 146 147 148 139 151

The second section called 2+ hop contains measurements that relax the connec-
ted assumption. We are able to consider longer paths in this category. 731–803 ASes
are not filtering based on RPKI. However, we also find ≈9–13 ASes in the two sub-
categories invalid fail and route divergence together that do deploy RPKI ROV. One
might be surprised by the low number of positive inferences. This is due to the
fact that our methodology very cautiously and conservatively relaxes the connec-
ted assumption. We enforce many restrictions on longer paths. It is designed to be
rigorous and therefore optimized to find true positives, but without integration of
false positives. The high level of certainty is, however, traded for a lower amount of
inferences, which might lead to false negatives. This fact was also correctly pointed
out by Hlavacek et al. [172].

In total, with 5,537 RIPE probes covering 3,694 ASes, we identify 194–206 ROV-
enforcing ASes. Out of those, 48–60 have been observed forwarding invalid an-
nouncements on some peering sessions, but filtering according to RPKI on some
other peering sessions, and are therefore partially filtering. We classify the remain-
ing 139–151 ASes as fully filtering. They have only been observed filtering, but never
forwarding invalid announcements.
ROV at Route Servers. For all ASes peering directly with the PEERING testbed at
AMS-IX or Seattle-IX in addition to route server peerings (1 hop case), we are able
to make more detailed inferences, see Table 4.6. In order to differentiate between fil-
tering at the IXP or the AS itself, we announced a prefix pair to route servers only and
an additional prefix pair to all peers excluding route servers. This is important as any
AS can opt-out of RPKI ROV filtering at route servers at any time. If a ROV infer-
ence is made via the route servers only prefix pair, but not via the all peers excluding
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Table 4.6: IXP filtering for 1-hop invalid fail and route divergence cases of ROV in-
ferences for AMS-IX and Seattle-IX members [# ASes]

PoP Total ROV Route server Direct Both

AMS 165 160 9 4
Seattle 33 33 2 2

route servers prefix pair, we are able to conclude that ROV filtering is performed by
the route servers of the IXP. This is the case for 160 AS members of AMS-IX and 33
AS members of Seattle-IX. IXPs also offer direct peering at their facilities. However,
ROV is only deployed on route servers, direct peerings cannot be impacted by fil-
tering mechanisms at the IXP level. If filtering on direct peering links is detected,
it is deployed within the AS under test. We detected filtering directly in the AS un-
der test for 9 AMS-IX members and 2 Seattle-IX members. For 4 AMS-IX members
and 2 Seattle-IX members, both measurements yielded a positive outcome. These
ASes deploy RPKI filtering within their own AS and benefit from filtering via route
servers.

IXP identification is more challenging for other PoPs without direct route server
peerings and all 2+ hops cases. In these cases, we need to rely on the identification
of IXPs via TraIXroute. In addition to flagging an AS as ROV enforcing, we also tag
the whole traceroute dataset with an IXP tag, if the TraIXroute analysis yielded a
positive outcome. This is to show that an inference might be impacted by IXP cross-
ings. Such IXP crossings were identified for two ASes flagged as ROV enforcing.
Related traces cross the Digital Realty Internet Exchange.
Sanitization. In order to filter out measurement noise and reduce the likelihood of
false positives in our measurements, we consider the deviation between the different
measurement runs. 89% of ASes are positively identified in three or more measure-
ment runs. The high amount of recurring inferences shows the repeatability of the
measurements and the reproducibility of results. A false positive would be intro-
duced if during our RPKI valid ROA configuration all traces complete successfully,
and during the RPKI invalid ROA configuration all traces except the experiment pre-
fix would complete successfully. Random route changes or errors in the RIPE Atlas
processing might be responsible for such noise. Moreover, data plane packets might
simply be dropped by load balancers and other middleware, leading to unrespons-
ive hops. To avoid such issues and make the measurements even more rigorous, we
enforce the additional restriction that a ROV inference has to be made in three or
more runs before the AS is flagged as ROV-enforcing in our results.
Validation. We apply a manual process for validating our findings. ROV in-
ferences were confirmed with data from whois records, public Twitter announce-
ments, PeeringDB information, and operator mailing lists. For our 1 hop cases, out
of 174 ASes that support IPv4 and have direct peering sessions with the PEERING
testbed, 73 ASes host at least one RIPE Atlas probe. Since we apply the requirement
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that any flagged AS needs to be positively identified in three independent measure-
ment runs, our methodology flags 10 ASes (9 at Amsterdam and 1 unique additional
AS at Seattle) in the 1-hop case as ROV-enforcing. We manually vetted 9 out 10 as
true positives. For the other AS we could neither confirm nor deny the hypothesis.

The majority of ROV inferences, 156 (AMS-IX) and 31 (Seattle-IX) ASes in the
1-hop case, stem from route servers, see Table 4.6. Since we observed 8 ASes at both
IXPs, we identify 174 unique ASes to benefit from filtering at route servers. Natur-
ally, all of these ASes are assumed to be members of either Seattle-IX or AMS-IX.
We checked our assumption and found that it does not hold. 6 ASes for Seattle and
8 ASes for Amsterdam that were identified via route server prefixes are not mem-
bers of the respective IXPs. We confirm the integrity of the underlying traceroute
data and proper working of our mapping methodology and find both to be cor-
rect. Therefore, we assume remote peerings via e.g., Multiprotocol Label Switch-
ing (MPLS) tunnels to be the underlying cause that hides topology information in
traceroute data. With remote peerings, an AS is able to connect to an IXP facility
via the company’s services without having to be physically present at the IXP. We
found a company called IX Reach to offer such services at the IXPs that are included
in our measurement data.

We also verify results of our 2+ hops inferences and are able to confirm 6 out of
12 inferences as true positives. We are not able to confirm, nor deny our remaining
6 inferences. 2 out of 12 inferences also carry an IXP tag. A final judgement on
whether it is the AS itself, or the IXP inbetween, is currently not possible. Hence,
these two inferences could potentially be wrong.

4.6 DISCUSSION AND LESSONS LEARNED

Measurement infrastructure. We experience outages in prefix propagation with
the PEERING testbed. Since continuous propagation of the prefix ranges is a re-
quirement for performing stable experiments, we repeat experiments that are in-
terrupted. Every prefix range that will be used within the PEERING testbed needs
to be cleared with the upstreams and thoroughly tested before performing exper-
iments. RIPE Stat [248] helps to understand if a prefix propagates correctly. We
experience many propagation errors that are solved by manual investigation and
debugging. Every range also needs to have an IRR entry as prefix filters are auto-
matically built from IRR data. The stability of VPN tunnel from the control server
towards the PEERING PoPs needs to be closely monitored. We find that VPN con-
nections are sometimes dropped which leads to interruptions of the enclosed com-
munication of Bird-daemons between our control server and the PEERING PoP. As
a consequence propagation of prefixes is stopped via the PoP that drops the VPN
connection. Therefore, one needs to closely monitor the VPN sessions, see Figure
4.9. If a session is closed unexpectedly, it needs to be immediately reinitiated. The
PEERING PoPs Amsterdam and Seattle have by far the most members and therefore
richest connectivity. If prefix space is limited, it makes sense to focus on these PoPs
for experiments.
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Similar to the PEERING testbed, we also experience issuedwith large scale meas-
urements on the RIPE Atlas platform. Some measurements are simply not executed
or mysteriously terminated by the engine. Such problems result in gaps in our meas-
urement data which could only be fixed by extending the respective measurement
period and rerunning the experiments. The RIPE Atlas support could unfortunately
not determine the cause for such unexpected failures. Our measurement rely on
quite a strict schedule as there are many dependencies between the different com-
ponents (BGP announcements, RPKI ROA schedule, and RIPE Atlas measurements).
If a measurement is delayed by the RIPE Atlas engine it might already reach into the
next RPKI ROA state. This is very problematic, especially when the problem is not
detected. To account for such delays, we recommend using a grace period around
the scheduled time of execution. Before using RIPE Atlas data, we also recommend
checking that the actual stop date lies within the boundaries set for the particu-
lar measurement. For our measurements, we verified manually that measurements
were always executed within the desired time frame.
Middleboxes. Middleboxes are known to cause problems in data plane measure-
ments [256]. They reply to an ICMP TTL Exceeded message, although they should
theoretically act transparently on the network layer. This is done for security reas-
ons to avoid the leakage of potentially confidential information about internal net-
work topologies. To avoid traceroute data that contains replies from middleboxes
we have to make sure that traceroutes actually reached the control server within
the PEERING testbed. The safest option to achieve that goal is to deploy server-
side logging and correlate the traceroute data with logs obtained from the control
server. This obviously increases the complexity of measurements to a great extent,
but ensures that only proper information is taken into account. Due to technical
limitations, we drop around 1% of data plane packets during capture on our control
server. The packets that fall within that 1% will not show up in our logs, although
those traces have reached the PEERING testbed and data should be used. To avoid
such mistakes, we deploy a second check. We also consider the second last hop in
all traceroutes, which lies within the PEERING testbed. The second last hop must
always contain a PEERING LAN address. The set of PEERING LAN addresses is
known to us such that we are able to compare against the IPs in the traceroutes. We
are therefore able to confirm whether a traceroute has actually reached our control
server or was tampered with by a middlebox.
IP address to ASN mapping. We highlight our mapping procedure in Section 4.4.
A reliable mapping is quite challenging but essential for the following ROV infer-
ence procedures as otherwise false positives are introduced. ASes connect via border
routers that speak BGP. The interface that is used for the BGP communication has an
IP address assigned. These IP addresses are often shared between peering partners,
e.g., 𝐴𝑆1 lends 𝐴𝑆2 an IP address from its peering LAN for the BGP session. Both
IP addresses are from the same subnet. This makes it very hard to perform proper
attribution as both routers would be mapped to the same ASN.We confirm the prob-
lems outlined above in some of our traces. By manually looking up the reverse DNS
entries we are able to determine the correct AS. To minimize the effect of wrong
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IP to ASN mapping, we recommend the use of multiple services consecutively, see
Section 4.4.
ROA schedule. Reuter et al. [165] used an 8 hours ROA schedule in 2018, which
we originally planned to use as well. However, during trial runs of our measure-
ment campaign, we noticed inconsistent router behavior which triggered a manual
investigation. We assumed in the beginning that the RP software deployed in the
various ASes fetches ROAs and updates its cache and therefore also BGP routers
within a short period of time. That assumption did not hold. We experience quite
long delays between publication and actual use of our ROAs. Therefore, some ASes
make routing decisions based on stale ROAs which falsifies our results. To allow
ASes more time to fetch, digest, and distribute new ROA information, we extend
our ROA schedule. We repeat our tests with a very conservative 24 hour window
and not further encounter the previously described delays. Our observation leads
to a discussion within the IETF SIDR Operations (SIDROPS) working group. As a
result, a draft is published with the goal to explicitly state timing parameters for
implementers [13]. In the following years, two research items have been published
that explicitly deal with our findings. Kristoff et al. [180] measure RP delays while
Hlavacek et al. [172] focus on the different delays from ROA publication until BGP
routing decision are impacted.
Limitations. Ourmeasurement methodology has several limitations that we would
like to highlight, such that future research is able to mitigate some of the shortcom-
ings: (i) We explained the need for proper IP to ASN mapping. If IP addresses are
mapped to the wrong ASNs, simply because the third-party service provides wrong
inputs, the results will contain wrong attributions. (ii) Induced path changes are a
problem for all measurements that perform active BGP experiments [257]. We could
not use the algorithm in [257] since it requires full visibility on all surrounding ASes.
We require visibility along the BGP path, e.g., every AS along the path must be a
vantage point, but we do not require full knowledge about each and every adjacent
AS to the ASes specified in the BGP path. This requirement makes the proposed
algorithm practically unusable. It is only possible to fulfil such a requirement in a
simulation or limited mock scenario. Moreover, the approach in [257] assumes that
only a single root cause is responsible for the change in routing behavior. Again,
a very unrealistic scenario considering that BGP had on average 300k–900k BGP
updates per day in 2021. Lastly, a change of the ROA state might not only trigger
ROV filtering in a single AS, but possibly in adjacent ASes without vantage points
that in turn send updates to other ASes. (iii) We use TraIXroute to identify IXPs
on traceroute paths. If TraIXroute does not detect an IXP within a traceroute, an
AS under test might possibly be flagged as ROV enforcing, while the IXP actually
performed filtering and the AS under test received collateral benefit. (iv) We use an
include list to differentiate between partially and fully filtering ASes. Each AS that
has been seen forwarding RPKI invalid BGP routes is added to the include list. If the
same AS is observed filtering based on RPKI invalid ROAs, it is flagged as partially
filtering. Due to the limited set of vantage points, we might not be able to add an
AS to the include list The differentiation between fully and partially filtering ASes
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might therefore be biased towards fully filtering ASes. Just because we could not
observe peering sessions where filtering for a particular AS was disabled does not
mean that such links do not exist. Positive evidence of RPKI filtering can therefore
not be generalized for all peering links of an AS.

4.7 RPKI VALIDATORS

The previous sections highlighted that RP software, also called RPKI validators, do
not fetch, process, and distribute RPKI information to BGP routers within the expec-
ted timing intervals. We are therefore interested to know which validator solutions
exist and how they are different from each other. Simply put, we would like to know
which validator should an operator prefer? How reliable, easy to deploy and use,
and resource intensive are they? Most importantly, we would expect all validators
to fetch all ROAs from all available publication points and provide the same set of
VRP as output. We test these hypotheses and find deviations.

In parallel to the rise of RPKI validator development around 2018/2019, we saw in
Section 3.2.2 a steady increase in the amount of VRPs processed by RPKI validators,
see Figure 3.2. We updated the Figure in 2021 and confirmed a steady and steep
increase, see Figure 4.11. The RPKI is picking up and more and more operators need
tomake a decision as to which validator they should pick within their infrastructure.

There are seven validator implementations available. All of them are released
under an open source license, i.e., Berkeley Software Distribution (BSD), Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology (MIT), or Internet Systems Consortium (ISC), and hos-
ted on Github. We illustrate the timeline of validator development in Figure 4.12.
The very first implementation was sponsored by RIPE NCC in 2011. They developed
the RPKI Validator. Another implementation called RPSTIR followed in 2015. Since
RPKI gained more traction around 2018, multiple implementations followed in the
coming years. Once multiple alternatives were present in the market, it was decided
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Figure 4.11: VRP entries from March 2020–September 2021. We observe a steady
increase of VRP entries. The drops relate to outages in the validator software pro-
ducing the underlying data [258].
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Figure 4.12: Timeline showingmajormilestones of validators and separate RTR serv-
ers.

by RIPE NCC to discontinue with the development of the RPKI Validator in 2021.
We highlight the available alternatives throughout the following paragraphs.
RPSTIR2. BBN Technologies developed the first version of RPSTIR [259] in 2015.
RPSTIR is implemented in C. Around 2017, development and maintenance was con-
tinued by ZDNS instead as evident by the commit history of the project. In 2020,
RPSTIR2 [84] was released which is written in the Go language. It implements
the majority of RPKI RFCs. The validator does not ship in releases, but has to be
compiled from the development repository by hand. In addition to RPSTIR2, RP-
KIVIZ [94] was developed as a frontend to dissect RPKI contents more easily via a
browser interface.
OctoRPKI. In 2019, an additional RPKI validator was developed by Cloudflare.
OctoRPKI [85] is also written in the Go language. In order to move the VRP from
the RPKI to the BGP router, the authors also developed GoRTR [260]. It implements
RFC 6810, and later RFC 8210 [97]. GoRTR is known to be productively used by
Cloudflare, Telia, NTT, GTT, and Cogent [260].
Routinator 3000. Routinator [261] was developed by NLnet Labs in 2019. It is im-
plemented in Rust and supports a standalone version of the user interface in version
0.10.1. An RTR server is integrated. In addition to the integrated RTR server, NL-
net Labs provides a standalone version to serve as a proxy for larger networks [101].
NLnet Labs does not only develop Routinator as a RP software but also develops an
RPKI CA software called Krill [262]. It allows operators to maintain their resources
and create ROA, delegations, and the like in an easy to use interface. Routinator
is supported via a Discord [263] channel and a public mailing list [264]. Extensive
documentation makes installation and maintenance easy [265]. Updates are shared
via Twitter [266].
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IMC ’20, October 27–29, 2020, Virtual Event, USA Kristoff, et al.

C RP SOFTWARE POPULARITY
Figure 8 shows the number of distinct RP IP addresses that fetch data via
RRDP and are visible at our research PP. We map each RP to RP software
based on the user agent string in HTTP.
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Figure 8: RP software popularity. Note: Research PP re-
enabled RRDP on 2020-12-25.

D SET DIAGRAM OF RP IP ADDRESSES
Figure 9 shows the overlap of distinct RP IP addresses for a single day,
measured across all three PPs.
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Figure 9: Set diagram showing the overlap of RP IP addresses
seen across three PPs on March 30, 2020 (proportions not to
scale).

E CONNECTION INTERVALS
Figure 10 shows the refresh intervals of RPs measured at our research PP.
Details for AFRINIC and APNIC are presented in Section 3.3.
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Figure 10: Average connection interval at research PP.

491

Figure 4.13: Distribution of RPKI validator software. Kristoff et al. [180] set up a
publication point and recorded incoming pull requests from RP software in 2020.
Routinator is most frequently used.

FORT-Validator. In 2019, the FORT project [267] RPKI validator was released.
It is written in C and was developed by a secure routing initiative from the RIR
Latin America and Caribbean Network Information Centre (LACNIC) and NIC.MX
from Mexico. Unfortunately, due to a resource shortage, it will only receive critical
updates until the end of 2023 [87].

rpki-client. OpenBSD project developed and maintains an RPKI validator called
rpki-client [268]. The first release was shared in 2019 for OpenBSD, but became
usable on other platforms as well in 2020.

rpki-prover. Mikhail Puzanov, the main developer of RIPE NCC’s RPKI Validator,
released rpki-prover [89] as a side project in 2020. It is written in Haskell and is
the only RPKI validator that is developed by an individual without an affiliation to
a larger organization.

In 2020, Kristoff et al. [180] created a publication point for measuring timing
parameters within the RPKI. Since every RPKI validator needs to obtain ROAs from
each and every publication point, they were able to log all connections of RPKI
validator software and created Figure 4.13 from it. We are clearly able to see that
Routinator is preferred by operators, followed by the RPKI Validator V3, which was
discontinued one year later, and OctoRPKI on third place. All other RPKI validators
only obtain insignificant shares.
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4.7.1 Experiment setup

To compare the performance of seven validators, we aim at parallel execution within
our measurement testbed. We could use a virtualized testbed with Kernel-based Vir-
tual Machine (KVM) as a hypervisor, and run multiple virtual machines in parallel.
In this scenario we cannot control the scheduling mechanism of the hypervisor and
are not entirely sure whether a certain Virtual Machine (VM) would receive more
resources compared to another. Our results would therefore eventually be biased.
As an alternative, we opted for execution of our measurements on dedicated hard-
ware that provides the exact same environment for each RPKI validator. To this end,
we deploy seven Raspberry Pis 4B with 4 GB of Random-Access Memory (RAM). All
of the Raspberries are connected to a Cisco Catalyst 2960-S switch with an uplink
capacity of 90 Mbit/s. Since some validators require a 64bit OS, we install a 64bit
base operating system on a master device with Raspberry Pi OS lite from August
20, 2020 the former Raspbian [269]. The image could easily be copied to all slaves
via mirroring the Secure Digital (SD) cards. Since SD cards are usually much slower
compared to Hard Disk Drive (HDD)/Solid State Disc (SSD) technology, we fitted all
Raspberries with enterprise SD cards. Each SD card has 160 MB/s read and 60 MB/S
write speed. Afterwards, the different RPKI validators are installed manually on
each device. The versions can be found in Table 4.7. In addition to our Raspberry Pi
testbed, we use a server equipped with 112 cores and 700 GB of RAM for long-term
tests. The version for validators included in our tests are displayed in Table 4.7.
Evaluation criteria. Weperform a comparison of RPKI validators using several cri-
teria, see Table 4.8. Most of them are self-explanatory, e.g., quality of documentation,
ease of installation, functionality, but some others require a more detailed explana-
tion. Moreover, we try to limit the subjectiveness as much as possible, but a certain
amount of subjectivity remains in such evaluations. Each criterion is ranked on a
score from one to five. Furthermore, each criterion is weighted from one to three

Table 4.7: RPKI validator versions

Name Version

RPKI Validator 3.2-2021.04.07.12.55
OctoRPKI 1.2.2
Routinator 0.8.3
FORT-Validator 1.5.0
rpki-client 7.1p
RPKISTIR2* June 2021
rpki-prover* June 2021

* Versioning was not available at this point in time.
We instead state the date when the code was checked out for tests.
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according to its overall importance. Hence, the higher the final score, the better the
validator performs in comparison to the other candidates.

A single run of a validator includes all necessary parts of the validation pro-
cess, i.e., fetching ROAs, cryptographically validating all ROAs, and generating the
VRPs. The validators need different lengths of time to complete the process. In
order to make Central Processing Unit (CPU) utilization throughout the whole pro-
cess comparable, we have to normalize the CPU utilization. We do this by applying
Equation 4.1. 𝐶𝑃𝑈𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 yields the CPU utilization for each validator normalized to
15 minutes runtime.

𝐶𝑃𝑈𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 =
𝐶𝑃𝑈𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 ∗ 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

15𝑚𝑖𝑛 (4.1)

We expect all validators to provide the same VRP output as it should not depend
on the chosen solution which VRPs are generated. There is no ground-truth avail-
able as validator output varies for each point in time and no single validator can
be considered absolutely reliable. We therefore consider the majority vote of RPKI
validator implementations as correct and discuss outliers in our results section. If
a validator is found to deviate from the majority vote, the AS using that validator
would have a different view of the BGP ecosystem as it might filter more or fewer
routes compared to other ASes. We call this criterion Validator deviation.

Each validator builds a cache and only fetches the delta to its previously acquired
cache for a new validation run. This feature saves a significant amount of load on
RPKI publication points and eliminates the burden of transferring redundant in-
formation. Moreover, the validation on the client side is much quicker. Therefore,
one more thing we test each validator for is differences in results when a validator
starts with an empty cache or with a full cache. We call this criterion Cache vs. Fetch.
However, one should bear in mind that during actual operation of an RPKI validator,
an empty cache will only be present during the very first time the validator is used.
From then, it will always use the cached information.

4.7.2 Comparison
With an overall score of 250/270, we find Routinator to perform best. On the other
side of the spectrum ranks RPSTIR2 with only 104/270, the lowest amongst all can-
didates. There is also a significant gap between RPSTIR2 and the penultimate can-
didate, implying quite large differences in quality. We summarize our findings in
Table 4.8. For each validator, we discuss the individual results in the following para-
graphs starting from the bottom to the top:
RPSTIR2. This validator marks the lower end of the comparison. It ranks at place
seven with 104/270 points. The installation process of RPSTIR2 is quite cumbersome
and cannot be readily deployed. It requires manual compilation for each end system
and relies on a specific OpenSSL version that has to be built from source as well.
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Table 4.8: Comparison of all validators. The highest scores achieved in each case are
highlighted. Overall, Routinator ranks the highest.
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Installation
Quality of documentation 3 4 2 4 5 4 2 4
Installation possibilities 2 4 2 5 5 5 4 3
Installation steps quantity 2 5 1 4 4 5 4 5
Installation duration 1 3 2 5 5 5 3 5
Dependencies 1 3 1 4 5 4 2 5
ARM-Installation 2 5 1 4 5 5 5 1
Intermediate score 55 46 17 47 53 51 37 40

Performance
Validation runtime 3 4 1 2 5 4 4 5
CPU utilization/time 3 2 1 5 5 3 3 5
Network utilization 3 5 3 5 5 1 3 5
Max. RAM consumption 3 3 1 2 4 5 5 4
Average RAM consumption 2 3 2 3 3 5 5 3
Max. system memory increase 1 3 1 5 4 3 5 4
System drive stress 1 5 1 5 2 3 3 5
Intermediate score 80 56 24 58 69 55 63 72

Validation Results
Validator deviation 3 5 1 5 5 5 5 3
Cache vs. Fetch 2 5 2 5 3 5 4 5
Intermediate score 25 25 7 25 21 25 23 19

Code
Update freq. + code changes 1 4 2 3 5 4 5 4
Support 1 3 2 3 5 4 5 5
LoC (Complexity) 1 2 3 5 4 2 3 5
Intermediate score 15 9 7 11 14 10 13 14

Applicability
Update effort 3 3 5 4 5 4 4 5
Configurability 2 3 2 3 5 5 2 2
Provision of summaries 1 5 2 3 5 1 3 4
Intermediate score 30 20 21 21 30 23 19 23

Functionality
MAN-Page and help 3 1 2 3 5 5 4 3
SLURM support 2 5 2 5 5 5 1 1
Logging capabilities 2 3 2 3 5 5 3 2
User interface 2 5 1 1 4 1 1 3
Single and server execution 2 2 2 5 5 5 1 1
RTR server integration 2 4 4 4 5 5 1 5
Intermediate score 65 41 28 45 63 57 26 33
Overall ranking 270 197 104 207 250 221 181 201
Rank 5 7 3 1 2 6 4
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Figure 4.14: Comparison of VRP results of all validators in 24 hours. We observe that
most validators obtain the same results while RPSTIR2 reports roughly 600 entries
less.

Building RPSTIR2 is not straightforward, as we identify several dependency prob-
lems. After contacting the developer, we are able to resolve the issues. Moreover,
MySQL 8 is required before the validator functions properly. Overall, the configur-
ation of RPSTIR2 is not well documented and many options are not clearly defined.

During our VRP tests, we find RPSTIR2 to deviate on average about 1,000 VRPs
from to the majority vote of all other validator implementations. Figure 4.14 illus-
trates our finding. The figure shows the absolute amount of VRP entries in compar-
ison to other validators. Due to some additional VRPs and other missing VRPs, the
overall difference is shown as 600 VRPs. The trend itself seems to follow the overall
set of results, but the deviation required manual investigation. It turns out that the
implementation of RPSTIR2 is built in such a way that the same protocol (RRDP
or rsync) is set for all descending publication points of one RIR. If a RIR has RRDP
defined, the validator will not perform a fallback to rsync if a publication point fur-
ther down in the chain does not support RRDP. Such behavior explains the missing
VRPs, since the ROAs from such a publication point will not be fetched and valid-
ated. We consider this choice of implementation a major drawback. The protocol
should be chosen per publication point instead. Moreover, the software produces
different results when run from scratch with an empty cache and during regular
operation with a full cache.

Another thing to consider is the performance of the validator. A single validation
takes between 25 and 90minutes on a Raspberry Pi. The inefficient use of a relational
database that is used to manage all RPKI objects might be the underlying issue. We
confirm the finding by running RPSTIR2 on a powerful server. As expected it was
faster but in comparison to other validators the results remained the same.
rpki-client. The rpki-client validator achieves a score of 181/270 and is therefore
placed at rank 6. The OpenBSD project had the intention of building a reliable and
easy to use validator, which they achieved. It relies on an external RTR server for op-
eration and offers reliable results with a comparable performance. Optional features
are mostly missing, this product concentrates on the essentials.
RPKI Validator. The RPKI Validator by RIPE NCC was discontinued in 2021.
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However, we include the validator in our evaluation as it is still the second most
used validator in the field. It ranks in 5th place with a score of 197/270. The validator
is provided as a Docker container and ships with a RTR server. Several precompiled
binaries are available. Documentation is sufficient and the installation process is
easy enough to follow.

rpki-prover. The validator ranks on 4th place with a score of 201/270. The in-
stallation is easy, binaries for several platforms are provided. Also the performance
of the validator is good. Unfortunately, we observe some deviations in the VRP res-
ults. Similar to RPSTIR2 they stem from insufficient fall backs for certain publication
points and in some instances, unstable RRDP connections. However, the impact is
much smaller compared to RPSTIR2. Figure 4.14 shows the small deviations from
the majority vote of the other RPKI validators. The problem has been reported and
a bug fix was included in June 2021 [270]. Several features are planned to be added
to the validator in the future, which are missing at the time of our evaluation.

OctoRPKI. The validator is placed 3rd and scores 207/270. Installation is easy and
comfortable, as an install fromDebian 11 stable repository is available. Alternatively,
a docker image is also provided. In December 2020 the project lost its main developer
from Cloudflare [271]. At the time of our evaluation it was unclear where the project
was headed but it appears Cloudflare could find a replacement, as development has
continued in 2023. The VRP output is stable and comparable with the majority vote
of other validators.

FORT-Validator. Our results show that the FORT-Validator is ranked 2nd with a
total of 221/270. Installation is easy and the candidate is included in Debian repos-
itories. In addition, other options are provided for installation. Unfortunately, there
is no web user interface. The validator has to be configured from within a terminal.
What is surprising is the high network utilization. While Routinator consumed 376
MiB and rpki-client consumed 1,043 MiB under the same conditions, FORT validator
managed to transfer 5968 MiB. Extensive documentation is provided but the project
has been limited to critical bug fixes since 2021. That condition has not changed
in 2023 [87]. It is therefore questionable if the validator receives sufficient feature
support that justifies new deployments.

Routinator 3000. The first place in our comparison is obtained by Routinator with
a score of 250/270. NLnet Labs provides continuous support and implements new
features on a frequent basis. A bug report in version 0.9.0 [272] was fixed immedi-
ately and the developers communicated the fix to the community shortly after [273].
The installation is easy and the documentation is well prepared. In addition, the per-
formance of Routinator is excellent. Even on our Raspberry Pi evaluation boards it
consumes very few resources and only takes between three to six minutes for the
initial validation. During 2023 Routinator announced support for ASPA, a new al-
gorithm for path plausibility. This demonstrates that the development of Routinator
is at the forefront in BGP security. We therefore recommend deploying Routinator
within a production environment.
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4.8 CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this chapter, we dealt with RPKI ROV identification methodologies and RPKI val-
idator software.

Firstly, we showed limitations of state-of-the-art ROV inference methodologies.
We proposed control plane extensions to remove the connected assumption and relax
the visibility assumption. Our extensions improve the amount of ASes that judge-
ments can be made for by 474%.

Secondly, we showed how end-to-end data plane methodologies fail to correctly
attribute ROV to single ASes. ASes under test receive collateral benefit from up-
stream ASes that perform RPKI filtering. Since end-to-end measurement methodo-
logies via e.g.,HTTP only provide a boolean outcome, either a packet arrived or not,
a detailed analysis is impossible.

Thirdly, to improve upon the current state-of-the-art, we develop our own ROV
inference methodology based on data plane measurements. We use controlled ex-
periments and announce two BGP prefixes on the control plane via the PEERING
testbed, an anchor prefix and an experiment prefix. Moreover, we establish our own
child-CA and publish ROAs according to a predefined schedule on the management
plane. On the data plane, we use RIPE Atlas to send traceroutes towards our pre-
fixes during the valid and the invalid time periods. We translate the obtained IPs
into AS paths by using Team Cymru and PyASN. Additionally, we detect IXP cross-
ings in traceroute data using TraIXroute. Finally, we classify the obtained results
into six cases. The first three respect the connected assumption of previous research,
the other three relax the connected assumption and allow judgements on longer AS
paths. In order to avoid false positives, we enforce very strict requirements on the
use of paths of a length greater than two. Our validation shows that the proposed
methodology is capable of identifying ROV-filtering ASes in the wild with a very
high accuracy. Moreover, the methodology is able to pinpoint ASes that perform
the filtering and contributes to the current state-of-the-art in improving the attri-
bution of ROV filtering to single ASes. In addition, by using an include list we are
able to tell whether an AS is fully or partially enforcing for RPKI ROV. In our meas-
urements from 5,537 vantage points in 3,694 ASes, we infer that ROV is deployed
in 206 unique ASes: 10 with strong confidence, 12 with weak confidence, and 184
indirectly adopting ROV via filtering by IXP route servers, of which 146 are fully
and 60 are partially filtering. The measurements were conducted in February 2020,
adoption is likely to be much higher now.

Fourthly, we take a look at all available RPKI validators and perform a compar-
ison. We find significant differences in the output of two RPKI validators which
would lead to a different view within the AS that uses the validator software. The
bugs have been reported to the developers. Our evaluation shows that Routinator
performs best. We therefore recommend this validator for new RPKI deployments.
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The previous chapter presented our RPKI ROV-inference methodology. During our
study, we have seen that RPKI ROV measurements appear to be influenced by the
presence of default routes. Throughout this chapter, we identify default routing in
ASes in order to quantify the impact on RPKI ROV measurements. To this end, we
extend two existing methodologies. Moreover, we provide a new methodology to
infer middleboxes in ASes. Our measurement methodology and results have been
published as a conference paper [17]. We implement parts of our study as ongo-
ing measurements at defaultroutes.net. We are pleased that other researchers
have already requested access to our data to continue their research. Furthermore,
we have been contacted for follow-up work to improve the methodologies. Our
measurement code has been publicly releaseda.

ahttps://github.com/nrodday/TAURIN-21
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5.1 INTRODUCTION

In inter-domain routing, each BGP edge router is responsible for selecting the next
best hop for each and every packet that is about to be transferred to the next AS.
Outbound policies are controlled by accepting or rejecting prefix announcements
from peers, see Section 2.2. Each accepted prefix receives a numerical value as Local-
Pref which specifies the priority of the route. BGP will always choose the longest
prefix match to forward traffic. If two or more options with the same subnet length
are available, the route with the higher LocalPref is selected. This decision process
is controlled by BGP policies.

It may happen that an AS has no route in its RIB for a destination to which a
packet needs to be routed. That is, because it never received a BGP announcement
containing a covering prefix and therefore does not have a full routing table and a
complete view of the inter-domain infrastructure, or it decided to reject certain pre-
fix ranges due to local policy. In any case, the AS would not know where the packet
is supposed to go to and the client requesting communication with that particular
destination would be unable to communicate. To avoid such scenarios, operators
can deploy default routes. They are used as a last resort when no other possibility
has been found in the routing table and attempt to still provide connectivity. An AS
would usually define a default route for a certain upstream and rely on the upstream
to know where the packet should be further forwarded. Default routes are therefore
assumed to be more common in smaller ASes. By definition, ASes participating in
the Default Free Zone (DFZ) should not have a default route installed.

Throughout this chapter we aim at developing methodologies to identify the
presence of default routes in ASes. We assume default routes can influence our
RPKI ROV identification measurements. Chapter 4 highlighted our RPKI ROV iden-
tification methodology. At its core, it relies on a prefix pair consisting of an anchor
and an experiment prefix. When the ROA configuration is swapped to render the
experiment prefix invalid and the route towards that prefix becomes unreachable,
we infer ROV in the AS under test. The methodology therefore assumes that non-
connectivity during the invalid phase stems from filtering. If connectivity remains,
we assume that RPKI ROV is not deployed. But what happens if the AS under test
deploys a default route in addition to RPKI ROV filtering? The RPKI invalid route
would be filtered and is not present in the local RIB but the data plane packets remain
to get forwarded to the upstream to which the default route points. Our methodo-
logy therefore infers non ROV, whereas the AS is actually performing RPKI filter-
ing. The presence of default routes jeopardizes the security introduced by deploying
RPKI and introduces false negatives into our ROV measurements.

To measure default routes, we extend two methodologies introduced in prior
work. (i) Bush et al. [50] introduced the Path-poisoning methodology. And (ii) Hla-
vacek et al. [166] introduced the not-announced prefix methodology.
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5.2 METHODOLOGIES AND MEASUREMENT SETUP

The first methodology is called path-poisoning and was proposed by Bush et al. [50]
in 2009. It relies on a poisoned BGP path attribute to avoid installing a route into the
routing table of an AS under test. The second methodology is called not-announced
prefix methodology and simply does not announce a prefix range while performing
data plane tests. Both methodologies have in common that no covering prefix must
be present. A covering prefixwould provide reachabilitywhile the experiment prefix
is not installed in the RIB itself. If a data plane packet is sent towards the experi-
ment prefix and no entry for the experiment prefix could be found, a larger subnet
(covering prefix) is used before a default route comes into play. We must therefore
ensure, before starting any experiments, that no covering prefix exists for our exper-
iment prefix. Since we only have a limited amount of prefix space for our experiment
prefixes, we conduct such tests manually before starting the measurements.

5.2.1 Path-poisoning

Overview. The path-poisoning methodology has two essential parts. Firstly, we
announce an experiment prefix. The experiment prefix carries the AS under test in
its BGP path attribute. This creates an artificial link between our AS and the AS
under test. The experiment prefix propagates throughout the inter-domain infra-
structure and is installed in all ASes except the AS under test. The AS under test
will not install the experiment prefix because of BGP loop prevention. The mech-
anism is designed to detect routing loops and avoids accepting routes that already
carry their own AS number in it. Since every AS except the AS under test has in-
stalled the route, only the AS under test would not be able to reach IP addresses
contained within it. Secondly, we use source address spoofing to send data plane
packets towards an IP address within the AS under test which carries the experi-
ment prefix address as a source address. We control the sending server and record
replies. To establish communication, the AS under test needs to reply to an IP ad-
dress from within the experiment prefix range, which it has not installed. If, despite
this, receive a reply to our data plane packet, we are able to conclude that the AS
under test must have reached our IP address via an alternative path. That alternative
path could be a covering prefix (which we made sure does not exist before running
the experiment) or a default route as a gateway of last resort. Since all other ASes,
including the upstream, have the experiment prefix installed, they would forward
the reply packet just like any other packet towards its destination. As a result, we
are able to identify the presence of a default route in the AS under test.

A major advantage of this methodology is that it can be used to identify default
routes in any AS participating in the inter-domain infrastructure as long as they
announce at least one prefix range that contains at least one active host that replies to
incoming data plane packets, such as ICMP Time To Live (TTL) exceeded messages.
Extension. During the measurements that were performed in 2009, Bush et al. [50]
had a /16 subnet at their disposal. Split into /24 networks, they were able to perform
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Figure 5.1: Path-poisoning methodology. 𝐴𝑆1 and 𝐴𝑆2 are included in the AS path
and trigger BGP loop prevention in their own AS. As a result, 𝐴𝑆1 and 𝐴𝑆2 do not
have connectivity without a default route to the PEERING testbed, while 𝐴𝑆3 and
𝐴𝑆4 do.

256 experiments at the same time. Hence, efficiency in the use of prefixes was less
important. For our experiments, we are able to use four /24 networks in IPv4 and
four /48 networks in IPv6. A single experiment testing only one AS for a default
route, takes about three hours. Testing all 72,004 ASes present in the CAIDA AS
relationship dataset [54] adds up to six years of continuous testing without inter-
ruptions. Such a long time frame does not make any sense as configurations within
ASes change over time. In order to speed up the process of default route identi-
fication, we add two instead of one AS into the poisoned path, cutting the overall
time by half. To avoid artificial links between two different ASes that do not exist in
reality, we insert our own PEERING testbed AS inbetween. Only two ASes can be
added with the PEERING testbed at a time. Further timing improvements are to be
expected when more ASes can be tested simultaneously.

The improvement in efficiency comes with two problems: Firstly, if two ASes
happen to be related we might poison a leaf AS as well as the upstream. If, for
example, the upstream does not have a default route installed but the leaf AS deploys
a default route, data plane packets would still not arrive at our control server. That is
because the data plane packet arrives at the upstream, but the upstream has no route
towards the destination and would discard the packet. It is therefore important to
only poison two ASes at the same time that have no peering relation. We use the
CAIDA AS relationship dataset [54] to ensure that the two ASes we pick satisfy this
criterion. Secondly, filtering of announcements containing poisoned ASes is twice
as likely to happen, according to [274]. We could not confirm this finding as we did
not observe any negative side effects in our measurements.
Setup. Similar to our previous RPKI measurements, we use the PEERING test-
bed [152] to announce the experiment prefixes. We maintain a control server which
runs the PEERING testbed client software. Our control server connects via Open
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Virtual Private Network (OpenVPN) to the Amsterdam PEERING PoP. We create
IRR objects for all our prefixes and clear the prefixes with the upstreams at our PoP.

The overall architecture is shown in Figure 5.1. We announce an IPv4 and IPv6
experiment prefix for each AS under test. Some ASes might deploy a default route
only for IPv4 and not for IPv6, or the other way round. The announcement is
poisoned with two ASes under test in the BGP AS path attribute. 𝐴𝑆3 receives the
update, installs the announced network into its RIB and forwards the route to its
peers. 𝐴𝑆4 receives the route from 𝐴𝑆3 and also installs it. Upon reception of the
update, BGP loop prevention is triggered within 𝐴𝑆1 and 𝐴𝑆2. Their ASNs are in-
cluded in the path and the route is therefore rejected. Once the topology converges,
𝐴𝑆1 and 𝐴𝑆2 do not have connectivity towards the experiment prefix range, while
𝐴𝑆3 and 𝐴𝑆4 do have connectivity. 𝐴𝑆1 and 𝐴𝑆2 were only able to reach the PEER-
ING testbed if default routes were deployed. The final methodology has eight steps:
1) Announce prefix, wait 20 min. We announce the experiment prefix via the
PEERING testbed. We then wait for 20 minutes for BGP to propagate our new route.
2) Look-ahead test with ZMap. To find active hosts within the ASes under test,
we query them in order to test for proper reachability. These hosts will be stored
in a list as reference points for later use when the announcement is modified with
the poisoned ASes in the BGP path. The discovery process has two steps: Firstly,
we use IPv4 [275] and IPv6 hitlists [276] to most efficiently identify active hosts
within the prefix ranges announced by the ASes under test. E.g. 𝐴𝑆1 is tested. We
look for prefix announcements of 𝐴𝑆1 with CAIDA’s BGP Reader command line
utility. Once we find prefix ranges, we search the hitlists for IP addresses within
those ranges. If we hit one or multiple addresses, we use ZMap [209], [213] to query
these hosts. Positive replies indicate reachability and the host IP is stored in our
reference list for𝐴𝑆1. If we cannot find any addresses within the hitlists, we perform
a full subnet scan with ZMap. This process is repeated until we have gone through
all announced address space of𝐴𝑆1 until reachable IP addresses are identified. Since
the tool is optimized for Internet-wide network surveys, it uses raw-sockets and is
therefore capable of sending out many packets in a very short period of time. We
make sure not to overload the PEERING testbed or trigger ICMP filtering by limiting
the amount of outgoing packets per second.
3) Look-ahead test with RIPE Atlas. Bush et al. originally only used outgoing
data plane packets from a control server towards IP addresses announced by the AS
under test. This, however, only allows for a boolean answer. Either an IP address
is reachable, or it is not. We add RIPE Atlas [210] into the methodology, where
available. The advantage is testing in the opposite direction. We perform a look-
ahead test from the RIPE Atlas probe within the AS under test towards the prefix
range announced by our control server. Instead of merely receiving a boolean reply,
we are able to determine the path the outgoing packet took and are therefore able
to identify the upstream to which the packet was forwarded. We used the RIPE
Cousteau library [249] for schedulingmeasurement and parsed the results with RIPE
Sagan [277].
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4) Withdraw prefix, wait 90 min. Once look-ahead tests are completed, we with-
draw the experiment prefix and wait for the 90 minutes cool down period. This is
to avoid triggering RFD [205] once the prefix is reannounced. If RFD was not con-
sidered, a BGP routemight not propagate as intended andmeasurement assumptions
would be violated.
5) Announce poisoned prefix, wait 20 min. We poison the AS path with the
two ASes we plan to test during the experiment run and reannounce the prefix in
BGP. Figure 5.1 shows the poisoned BGP path. All ASes except the poisoned ones
will install the BGP route in their table. As a result, only the poisoned ASes do not
have connectivity if no default route is present. Similar to step one, we wait for 20
minutes for BGP to propagate the route.
6) Validation test with ZMap. We use our previously-established list of reference
IP addresses that were reachable during step two. Each and every IP is queried again
via ZMap and results are stored in our database. On the one hand, if an IP address
is not reachable, no route towards our experiment prefix range is present. On the
other hand, if a reply is still received by our control server, a default route must be
present.
7) Validation test with RIPE Atlas. Not only does a validation test with RIPE
Atlas allow confirmation of the presence of a default route, but it also allows the
identification of the upstream to which the default route pints. We repeat the RIPE
Atlas test from step three. If the probe is able to reach our control prefix, we know
that a default route is installed and are also able to tell its direction. If data plane
packets cannot reach our control server, no default route is installed.
8) Withdraw prefix, wait 90 min. We withdraw the experiment prefix. Before
reusing the prefix for the next measurement run, we need to make sure that a cool
down period of 90 minutes elapses to avoid RFD in the next measurement run.

5.2.2 Not-announced Prefix

Overview. The methodology was first presented by Hlavacek et al. [166] in 2020.
At its core, the methodology relies on the fact that an AS will not be able to forward
a packet to an upstream, or any other AS of that matter, if there is no route available.
Therefore, the methodology uses a reserved subnet that is currently not announced.
As explained before, no covering prefix is allowed to exist. The AS forwards a packet
to the target defined in the default route only if a default route is present. Hence,
we are able to identify default routes by sending data plane packets, in particular
traceroutes, from within an AS under test towards a not-announced prefix range
and observe whether they are forwarded to the upstream, or they are not. Figure 5.2
shows the experiment setup.

The underlying requirement of this methodology is access to a vantage point
that is capable of issuing data plane packets from within the AS under test. This
significantly limits the range of the experiments. An advantage of the methodology
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Figure 5.2: Not-announced prefix methodology. 𝐴𝑆1 and𝐴𝑆2 host data plane probes
that send traceroutes towards a withdrawn prefix range. 𝐴𝑆4 does not host a probe
and cannot be tested.

is the very fast execution of measurements. It is entirely possible to run all measure-
ments within all ASes that should be tested in parallel, therefore reducing the time
until results are obtained to a fraction compared to the path-poisoning methodology.
A typical run only takes about 30 minutes for all ASes covered by a vantage point.
Previous work [166] used RIPEAtlas to perform the experiments, which covers 3,699
ASes. In addition, no prefix ranges are required to run these experiments. Hence,
access to a BGP facility like the PEERING testbed is also not necessary, which re-
duces complexity of measurements tremendously. The experimenter could simply
use an assigned but currently unannounced prefix range for their experiments as
long as no covering prefix exists.
Extension. In prior work, an AS is flagged as having a default route when a single
traceroute of any vantage point within the AS under test reaches an upstream
or peer. Unfortunately, inconsistencies amongst vantage points are not considered.
We discover such inconsistencies where multiple vantage points within the same AS
deliver different results. Default routes could only be deployed for a subset of the
network, e.g., a geographical area or a logical areawithin the network. Depending on
where the vantage point is located, the results will turn out to be positive or negative.
Moreover, ICMP packets could be filtered while TCP or UDP packets might still be
forwarded via default routes. We developed a threshold-based approach in which
the experimenter is able to individually define a threshold that abstracts multiple
measurement results to a boolean result for the whole AS.

Moreover, prior work only used RIPE Atlas. We extend the range of the ex-
periments by adding NLnog vantage points, see Section 2.7. Access to NLnog Ring
nodes was kindly granted for our measurements by the managing parties. NLnog
covers 467 ASes in total and coverage of our experiments is increased by 193 ASes for
IPv4 and 234 ASes for IPv6. To execute measurements on all nodes simultaneously,
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NLnog offers a ring-all command which encapsulates the actual command to be ex-
ecuted. The command, however, was not usable for our purpose as we needed to
obtain the output traceroute from each individual session. Instead of relying on the
ring-all command we developed a tool that logs into all machines simultaneously
and executes the traceroute command. Output is afterwards received and stored
in RIPE Atlas format. It is therefore easy to reuse our NLnog tool to expand other
measurements that already use RIPE Atlas. We publicly released our tool on Git-
hub [278].

Lastly, we perform experiments for IPv4 and IPv6.
Setup. Our experiment setup is depicted in Figure 5.2. Since the not-announced
prefix methodology does not require any BGP interaction, the experimenter can
simply query RIPE Atlas and NLnog vantage points to execute traceroutes towards
an unannounced prefix range and evaluate the results.

5.2.3 Classification of Network Tiers
We need to categorize ASes in order to make judgements about whether default
routes are more likely to be deployed at the core or the edge of the Internet. The
UCLA dataset [279] was used in previous work by Bush et al. [50] but is no longer
available. We classify ASes into three tiers according to a commonly accepted defin-
ition and create our own dataset: Tier-1 ASes do not need to buy any connectivity
from other ASes and achieve global connectivity by themselves. Tier-2 ASes need
to buy transit for some parts of the Internet but achieve a high level of connectivity
already via (settlement-free) peering arrangements. They also sell connectivity to
smaller ASes. Tier-3 ASes are leaf ASes that always require an upstream to connect
them to the outside world. They do not have peering relationships.

Ourmethodology relies onAS relationships. Hence, we need to use a dataset that
contains relationship information for asmanyASes as possible andwith high quality
information contained within it. There are two datasets available: The CAIDA AS
relationship dataset [54] and the ProbLink dataset [280]. Both methodologies [281],
[282] create the datasets from publicly available collector data from RIPE RIS [146]
and RouteViews [140]. Jin et al. [282] claim that their ProbLink dataset is 27% more
accurate for inferring complex relationships.

We analyze both datasets to seewhich best fits our classification. CAIDA’s AS re-
lationship dataset contains 72,004 ASes, while the ProbLink dataset contains 44.695
ASes. We contact the authors of the ProbLink dataset to learn more about how their
algorithm for inferring complex relationships works and find that ProbLink’s infer-
ences are calculated based on a single day of BGP data. CAIDA’s AS relationship
dataset is calculated based on multiple days. Therefore, CAIDA’s AS relationship
dataset containsmanymoreASes andmanymore relationships between them. Since
a large coverage is key, we decided to use CAIDA’s AS relationship dataset.

Our process for classifying ASes within the AS relationship dataset works as
follows: CAIDA provides an input clique, which contains by definition tier-1 pro-
viders. These are manually vetted and we label them as such. In total, we label
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(a) Not-announced - RIPE Atlas (b) Not-announced - NLnog

Figure 5.3: Consistency of not-announced prefix results. Default Routes distribution
remains the same for five measurement days. RIPE Atlas has a higher total of probes
capable of IPv4 probing than IPv6. NLnog nodes are capable of both IPv4 and IPv6
probing.

19 ASes as tier-1. Next, all ASes that either have a peering relationship with another
AS or provide connectivity to another AS are labelled as tier-2. All remaining ASes
are labelled as tier-3. When our procedure is finished, we obtain 19 (0.03%) tier-1,
11,325 (15.73%) tier-2, and 60,660 (84.25%) tier-3 ASes.

For comparison, Bush et al. [50] classified into large, small and stub networks
and used the UCLA dataset. They classify 255 (0.08%) as large ASes, 1,361 (4.11%) as
small ASes, and 31,517 (95.12%) as stub ASes. We observe that many more ASes are
classified as tier-2 in our approach. A possible reason could be that the Internet is
more and more flattening [283], [284]. Such flattening is prevalent since peering re-
lationships between ASes are more common these days. The reason is simple: ASes
aim at reducing cost by preferring settlement-free peering relationships compared
to purchasing upstream connectivity.

5.3 RESULTS

Our findings are summarized in Table 5.1. For the path-poisoning methodology we
start our measurements in December 2020. Since this methodology is very time
consuming, every AS is only tested once. Both measurement campaigns are im-
plemented as ongoing measurements, but the path-poisoning methodology had to
be discontinued in 2022 as the experiment prefixes were needed elsewhere by the
owner. The not-announcedmethodology only requires access to and credits for RIPE
Atlas and NLnog. It is therefore much simpler and easier to reproduce. We perform
experiments with the not-announced methodology in February 2021 for five consec-
utive days and find results to be consistent, see Figure 5.3. We compare the results
for both methodologies in Table 5.1 with a limited dataset dated to June 2021.
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Table 5.1: Default route results from different methodologies.

Not-announced Prefix Path-Poisoning

RIPE Atlas NLnog PEERING Testbed

AS Tier # Tested ASes Default Routes # Tested ASes Default Routes # Tested ASes Default Routes
IPv4
1 11 (0.30%) 0% 3 (0.64%) 0% 15 (0.91%) 33.33%
2 1909 (53.30%) 23.31% 306 (65.66%) 17.97% 1001 (61.26%) 51.45%
3 1662 (46.40%) 41.14% 157 (33.70%) 39.49% 618 (37.83%) 66.02%

Sum 3585 (100%) 31.52% 466 (100%) 25.11% 1634 (100%) 56.79%
IPv6
1 10 (0.61%) 10% 3 (0.64%) 33.33% 15 (0.91%) 53.33%
2 974 (59.46%) 25.67% 306 (65.66%) 16.99% 1002 (61.24%) 32.83%
3 654 (39.93%) 39.76% 157 (33,70%) 33.76% 619 (37,85%) 21.49%

Sum 1638 (100%) 31.2% 466 (100%) 22.75% 1636 (100%) 28.73%

5.3.1 Preliminaries

Consistency check. During our evaluation of the not-announced prefix methodo-
logy we discover inconsistent behavior whenmultiple probes are residing in a single
AS. In AS3320, Deutsche Telekom GmbH, we observe 190 RIPE Atlas probes. While
186 probes are not able to reach any other AS, four probes manage to get forwar-
ded to an upstream/peer and reported its IP addresses. Each of these four probes
have connectivity via a different peer. Hlavacek et al. [166] do not consider incon-
sistent behavior within their study. They classify an AS as having a default route
if only a single probe is able to reach another peer. This could potentially lead to
false positives, as a ratio 4/190 seem to pretty clearly state that no default route is
present for the vast majority of probes. But why are four probes capable of reach-
ing an upstream/peer? We assume default routes in parts of the network or specific
geographic regions to be responsible. In any case, the experimenter should be able
to judge whether they want to classify an AS as having a default route or not. We
therefore introduce a threshold value. Depending on the study conducted, the ex-
perimenter can choose a different value to render an AS as having a default route
once the threshold is surpassed. It describes the minimum number of probes needed
to flag an AS relative to the maximum number of probes available in the AS under
test.

We illustrate the impact of the introduced threshold value on the overall results
in Figure 5.4. Multiple probes may deliver different results. Additionally, as dis-
cussed in Chapter 4.6, mapping of IP addresses to ASNs might not always perform
perfectly without problems. It might seem that a default route is deployed as the
traceroute reports an IP address that belong to another AS. However, the IP address
might still be within the same AS and mapping might be wrong, if the identific-
ation of the border between two ASes proves to be a challenge [285]. Therefore,
no default route is deployed, but it only seems that way. Figure 5.4 shows that the
smaller the threshold, the more ASes are identified as having a default route. If only
a single probe is sufficient to flag the AS as deploying a default route, it is likely
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Figure 5.4: The relative ratio of ASes identified as deploying default routes (y-axis),
based on a threshold value (x-axis). The more ASes required to provide a positive
result, the lower the identification rate. Some ASes only feature two probes with
contrary results, hence the decline at 0.5.

that false positives are included. We observe a decline for a threshold value of 0.5.
This scenario is important for a draw between the number of probes reporting to
reach an upstream and not reaching an upstream. E.g. two probes are deployed, but
only one is reporting a default route. Setting the threshold above 0.5 will require an
absolute majority of probes to report a default route. For our experiments using the
not-announced prefix methodology, we use a threshold value of 0.55.

This is contrary to the path-poisoning methodology where a single probe is suf-
ficient to flag an AS as deploying a default route.
Coverage. RIPE Atlas provides coverage for 11 of 19 tier-1 ASes, 1909 tier-2 ASes
and 1662 tier-3 ASes. From a relative perspective, NLnog covers more tier-1, but
fewer tier-3 ASes. Since NLnog is a collaboration platform between network oper-
ators, we suspect mostly operators who participate have more staff available, hence
larger ASes. Many of the RIPE Atlas probes are IPv4 only, while a fraction supports
both IPv4 and IPv6. NLnog nodes are required by definition to support IPv6. As a
result, we observe the same amount of ASes in IPv4 and IPv6 that can be tested via
NLnog vantage points.
Middlebox identifications. During the evaluation we find replies to probes that
seem to have successfully reached the PEERING testbed even though we did not
announce the prefix range in BGP. It should therefore be impossible for a packet
to reach the final destination. This behavior triggers a manual investigation and
we find middleboxes to be the underlying issue. In order to filter out probes sitting
behind middleboxes we set up a measurement campaign.

On the control plane we announce a /24 network via the PEERING testbed. On
the data plane we choose 10,105 RIPE Atlas probes that are IPv4 capable and cur-
rently connected. Moreover, they also need to have the public IPv4 address field
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filled in their probe’s meta data [286] information. This information is crucial as
many probes are sitting behind Network Address Translations (NATs) and the pub-
lic IP of the router and not the private IP address of the probe itself will be seen at
our PEERING testbed destination. At the same time, we record all received traffic
at the PEERING testbed for the announced /24 network. The idea is to filter probes
that claim in their traceroute to have reached the PEERING testbed, while in fact
they did not.

Out of 10,105 selected probes, 9,530 actually participated. From these 9,530 par-
ticipating probes, 9,474 (99.41%) show in their traceroute to have reached the PEER-
ING testbed. Based on the captured traffic at the PEERING testbed, we are able to
confirm 9,045 (95.47%) probes have delivered correct measurement data. However,
322 (3.4%) probes could not be found in the recorded traffic sample, while tcpdump
reported 0% of dropped packets during capture. We were still able to confirm these
probes as they had reached the PEERING testbed upstream router as a second-last
hop, which we could identify by the limited set of IP addresses assigned to them. We
could not confirm 107 (1.13%) probes. During manual investigation, they all exhibit
the same properties: Very short paths, a few private hops, followed by the final des-
tination. We could not observe the PEERING testbed router anywhere. As a result,
we find these 107 RIPEAtlas probes to sit behind amiddlebox. Themiddlebox replies
to traceroutes (ICMP TTL exceeded messages) with the destination IP address. We
suspect the reduction of traffic and hiding of topology information to be the reasons
for this behavior. Identification of these RIPE Atlas probes behind middleboxes is
not only crucial for our experiments, but is essential for many other measurements
as they indicate successful reachability, while in fact they did not get any further
than the middlebox itself. We propose to add a flag into the RIPE Atlas meta data in-
formation that allows easy elimination of such probes from measurements, e.g., via
the API.

5.3.2 Comparison ofVantage Points,Methodologies, andPrior
Work

Comparison of RIPE Atlas and NLnog vantage points. RIPE Atlas probes
identify default routes at a higher ratio compared to NLnog probes for IPv4 and
IPv6, see Table 5.1. We have access to RIPE Atlas and NLnog vantage points in 273
ASes. In 250 (91.6%) ASes, results are identical, while in 23 (8.4%) ASes results differ.
We are able to reproduce these findings for different measurement runs.
Comparison of not-announced prefix and path-poisoning methodologies.
For IPv4, we are able to compare the results of 601 ASes. 271 (45.11%) ASes show
the same results. 162 (26.95%) ASes show different results, albeit the measurements
were executed from the same RIPE Atlas probe. We suspect that the time of meas-
urement executionmight be a, or at least a partial, reason. The not-announced prefix
measurements are performed at the same time while the path-poisoning measure-
ments are conducted over several months. Operators possibly changed default route
configurations in the mean time. 103 (17.13%) ASes hosted RIPE Atlas probes which
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send traceroutes that were not able to leave the AS. But they did successfully reply
to ICMP echo requests during the path-poisoning measurements. 65 (10.81%) ASes
remain that show different results. The threshold of the not-announced prefix meth-
odology was set to 0.55 which would render an AS as not having a default route
if two probes were present but only one managed to obtain upstream connectivity.
The path-poisoning only requires a single probe to leave the AS, which explains why
there is a deviation between the two methodologies.
Comparison with prior work. Bush et al. [50] report that during the AS path-
poisoning, 74.8% of ASes were able to consistently respond to probe packets from
the experiment prefix. 20.4% of the ASes could not reply successfully and 4.3% of
ASes answered only for a subset of IP addresses, but never all of them. We show
in Table 5.1 that in our measurements during the poisoning period, 57.25% of ASes
responded successfully. We should, however, bear inmind that the overall number of
tier-3 ASes that were tested in the 2009 study was much higher and could therefore
potentially weight results differently. They report 17.1% of large ISPs, 44.5% of small
ISPs, and 77.1% of stub ASes to deploy default routes.

Hlavacek et al. [166] report 768 (46.37%) ASes out of 1,656 tested ASes deploying
default routes. In our experiments, we covered all available ASes within RIPE At-
las and found default route deployment with 31.52% to be lower. We suspect three
main reasons for this deviation: Firstly, the selection of RIPE Atlas probes might
have influenced results. We cover all ASes that are available via RIPE Atlas. If Hla-
vacek et al. tested for a subset of ASes that contained more tier-3 ASes and fewer
tier-2 ASes, the relative default route deployment is expected to be higher. Secondly,
we introduce the threshold value to reduce false positives (where single RIPE Atlas
probes report connectivity while the vast majority of probes does not). Thirdly, prior
work does not account for middleboxes. These will introduce false positives as they
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Figure 5.5: Default route presence in relation to costumer cones size. The data was
obtained with RIPE Atlas and a threshold at 0.55. We observe that the smaller the
AS the more likely it deploys a default route. Results for IPv4 and IPv6 are almost
identical.
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suggest connectivity while the packet was indeed answered by the middlebox.
Overall, we find default routes to be more often present in smaller ASes com-

pared to larger ASes. The smaller the customer cone of an AS, the higher the likeli-
hood that a default route is deployed, see Figure 5.5.

5.4 CONCLUDING REMARKS

During performing our RPKI ROV measurements we discover that default routes
could potentially lead to false negatives within our RPKI measurement results. Con-
sequently, we start to extend two existing methodologies, the not-announced prefix
methodology and the path-poisoning methodology. We extend the not-announced
prefix methodology with NLnog vantage points and run the experiments for IPv4
and IPv6. In addition, we extend the path-poisoning methodology with dual poison-
ing to make measurements more efficient.

Our results show that default routes are present in many more ASes than an-
ticipated. Even ASes within the DFZ, in which NLnog vantage points reside, use
default routes as a means to avoid interruption of communication. We see that de-
fault routes are much more common in smaller ASes compared to larger ASes. The
smaller the customer cone size, the higher the likelihood that a default route is de-
ployed.

Moreover, we find that middleboxes tamper with traceroute results obtained via
data plane vantage points. 107 out of 10,105 RIPE Atlas probes are sitting behind
middleboxes. These reply with the destination IP address instead of transparently
forwarding the packets to the next router. Such middleboxes lead to falsified results,
not only in our default route measurements, but in other data plane experiments as
well.

We publicly release the code and datasets of our study [278]. Additionally, we set
up a measurement website https://www.defaultroutes.net which reports the
status of our weekly ongoing experiments. The website allows the adjustment of
the threshold value for all obtained measurement data for the not-announced prefix
methodology.

The identification of default routes allows us to eliminate such ASes from the
overall dataset of ASes to test for RPKI ROV. Our middlebox inferences are also
used by other researchers for Route Flap Damping (RFD) measurements.
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In Chapter 4 we focused on the development of a RPKI ROV measurement meth-
odology and in Chapter 5 we quantified the presence of default routes in ASes.
This chapter continues our endeavor by moving from origin validation to path
validation and path plausibility algorithms. Origin validation, namely the RPKI,
is currently being deployed, but only path validation and path plausibility al-
gorithms allow for protection against path manipulation attacks and route leaks.
This chapter uses simulations to compare two new path plausibility algorithm
proposals within the IETF. We focus on implementing these two new proposals,
namely ASPA and AS-Cones, and propose several improvements. Moreover, we
compare both algorithms regarding their protection against route leaks and the
forged-origin prefix hijack and evaluate several deployment scenarios. Based on
our results, we recommend where these algorithms should first be deployed. Our
work has been published as two conference papers [18], [19] and a conference
poster [20]. The topology generator framework, found in Appendix A, and our
simulation results have been publicly released.
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6.1 INTRODUCTION

The previous chapters highlighted several BGP security issues. In particular, BGP
exact and more specific prefix hijacks can be mitigated using the RPKI. However,
the forged-origin prefix hijack as a path manipulation attack cannot be mitigated by
the RPKI. Path validation algorithms or path plausibility algorithms are required to
mitigate such pathmanipulation attacks. The IETF standardized BGPSec [11] in 2017
to provide strong path security, see Section 2.5.2. Unfortunately, it is not expected
to be deployed in the near future as BGPsec suffers from several drawbacks, such
as incompatibility with partial deployment and additional cryptographic overhead
introduced into routers.

Route leaks are another attack vector that we have not yet considered in previ-
ous chapters. We introduced route leaks in Section 2.5.3 as policy violations. ASes
are usually expected to act according to the Gao-Rexford model [44]. If the model
is violated by an AS forwarding a route in an in-compliant manner, financially un-
desirable situations occur for the leaking AS. Moreover, traffic could potentially be
forwarded to a small leaking AS that cannot cope with large volumes of traffic and
would render the destination unavailable. These errors occur when prefix filters are
mistakenly updated. Neither the RPKI [70] nor BGPsec [11] are designed to solve
the route leak issue.

This chapter focuses on two path plausibility algorithms currently discussed
within the IETF. ASPA [135], [136] has been discussed for many years and has ma-
tured. AS-Cones [139] was proposed in 2020 but did not receivemuch attention. It is,
as a result, also less mature. The fact that both path plausibility algorithms use the
existing RPKI infrastructure to publish and distribute their cryptographic objects
is expected to accelerate the deployment. ASes are not required to make ground-
breaking changes to their infrastructure. Path plausibility algorithms are, there-
fore, considered more lightweight than path validation algorithms such as BGPSec.
Within ASPA and AS-Cones, each object carries relationship information of either
the authorized providers, in the case of ASPA, or the customer cone served by the
AS, in the case of AS-Cones.

In this chapter we intend to evaluate both proposals regarding their perform-
ance for route leak and forged-origin prefix hijack mitigation. To this end, we design
and implement a BGP topology generator framework that allows us to generate ar-
bitrary topologies with the NIST BGP-SRx software suite. During our study, we
cannot overcome the limit of 55,000 containers within our framework due to tech-
nical limitations. Therefore, we use simulations to perform our ASPA and AS-Cones
evaluations. Our BGP topology generator framework can be found in Appendix A.

In particular, we focus on different deployment scenarios to make recommenda-
tions as to which ASes should be incentivized to deploy path plausibility algorithms
first.
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6.2 METHODOLOGY

Our methodology aims to achieve two goals: Firstly, we study the performance of
path plausibility algorithms, namely ASPA and AS-Cones, regarding their ability
to mitigate route leaks and forged-origin prefix hijacks. Secondly, we study both
algorithms in different deployment scenarios in order to conclude how these al-
gorithms should be deployed to have the highest impact. Both algorithms were
implemented in a Python BGP simulation testbed. Cohen et al. [287] used a BGP
simulator and published their results but did not open-source their implementation.
As a result, Brand and Posen reimplemented the BGP simulator in [288] in order
to reproduce the previous study and open-sourced their implementation in [289].
We use their BGP simulator and extend the environment with our route leak and
forged-origin prefix hijack scenarios. Meanwhile, BGPy [290] was published, which
looks promising but could not be considered for our study.
Simulation graph. Our simulations are performed with the CAIDA as_rel2 data-
set [141] fromOctober 1, 2022. It represents the inter-domain routing infrastructure,
including the ASes and their inter-connectivity. Based on that dataset, we create
a directed graph with NetworkX [291], a network analysis library in Python. We
define a directed edge to represent a customer–provider relationship. A peering re-
lationship is represented by a directed edge in both directions. The obtained graph
has 74,110 nodes that represent the ASes. The labels of the nodes are the respective
ASNs. In total, our graph consists of 110 tier-1, 11,237 tier-2, and 62,768 tier-3 ASes.
The tier classification strategy is applied from [17]. A tier-1 AS has no provider re-
lationships, a tier-2 AS has both customer and provider relationships, and a tier-3
AS has no customer relationships at all.
Route leak scenario. The simulation testbed is designed to simulate prefix hi-
jacking scenarios. Since we evaluate a different attack within the testbed, namely
route leaks, we need to adjust the scenario. Route leaks are misconfigurations that
randomly take place. Therefore, for each trial, we choose a victim AS and a leak-
ing AS randomly from the overall set of ASes. ASes selected during one trial may
appear in another trial. Each AS in the graph has a Default Policy assigned that
controls its routing behavior. It represents correct behavior according to the Gao-
Rexford model. Hence, no route leaks will occur within the graph with this policy
applied. Only the leaking AS is set to Route Leak Policy. In contrast to the Default
Policy, the Route Leak Policy does not respect the Gao-Rexford model and propag-
ates announcements regardless of relationship. This behavior creates route leaks.
In addition, both policies implement the following BGP preference rules for route
selection:

1. Local preference (customer - 1, peer - 2, provider - 3)

2. Route length

3. ASN of first hop as tie-breaker
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Table 6.1: Computational time with 250 CPU cores @ 2.4 Ghz

Trials Single trial [sec] Single scenario [days]
10 5.3 0,6
100 12.2 1.4

1,000 30.7 8.4
10,000 242.0 84*

* Anticipated time.

It depends on the degree of connectivity of the leaking AS how many ASes will
be affected by the leak. The larger the leaking AS, the more ASes will fall victim to
the leak. Furthermore, if the leaking AS is directly connected to a tier-1 provider,
many more ASes will be affected, as the resulting routes will be relatively short. On
the other hand, if the leaking AS is only connected to the rest of the infrastructure
via a single upstream provider, via which it also receives the same route, the leak
will have no effect as the upstream will filter the announcement due to BGP’s loop
prevention mechanism. We only propagate a single route announcement during
each simulation run, starting with the victim as the origin.

To observe how many ASes were affected by the leak, we use the route leak suc-
cess rate as a metric. The input consists of all RIB tables of all ASes in the graph. The
graph is used as an oracle to know whether an AS contains the leaked route. More
specifically, we look for the leaking AS in the AS path attribute of the installed RIB
entry. The route leak success rate is calculated by the share of affected ASes vs. un-
affected ASes. Before running the experiments, we must establish a baseline against
which to compare. These simulation runs do not have any security mechanism in
place. We run our measurements with 10, 100, 1,000, and 10,000 trials and execute

Figure 6.1: Route leak success rate for different number of trials.
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each trial 1,000 times. The results are shown in Figure 6.1 as the mean route leak
success rate. We observe a large spread for 10 and 100 trials because these sets are
pretty small, and therefore show more impact on outliers, including ASes with very
rich or very poor connectivity. The spread is much smaller for the sets of 1,000 and
10,000 trials, and the mean route leak success rate is 1.1%. The higher the number
of trials, the less impact outliers have on the overall results. Table 6.1 compares the
number of trials versus the required computational power in time. We choose 1,000
trials for our simulations as the computational time and precision are reasonable.
A mean route leak success rate of 1.1% might appear to be relatively small at first.
However, we should remember that the absolute amount of ASes is 74,110. There-
fore, on average, 815 ASes are affected by each route leak. Considering the amount
of traffic that this number of ASes would forward on average highlights quite a high
impact of every single route leak without any security system in place. To make all
simulations comparable, we choose the same set of 1,000 trials for all simulations.
Only the share of ASPA and AS-Cones object and policy deployment varies across
different simulations.

For simplicity, we do not consider route server peerings in our simulations.
Moreover, we do not consider mutual transits, also known as sibling ASes.
Object creation. For both algorithms, we must create objects containing the re-
quired relationship information. The objects are simple in their design for both
algorithms. In ASPA the following object would be created by AS1 to authorize AS2
and AS3 as its providers:

ASPA{Origin, [Provider, Provider, ...]}

For example:
ASPA{AS1, [AS2, AS3]}

AS-Cones objects are created similarly, but the information within holds the
customers of the issuing AS. The following example shows AS2 publishing an AS-
Cones object that declares AS1 and AS5 as its customers:

AS-Cones{Origin, [Customer, Customer, ...]}

For example:
AS-Cones{AS2, [AS1, AS5]}

Therefore, the information within the ASPA and AS-Cones objects is inverted.
The AS-Cones IETF draft specifies an additional policy object that we do not

implement and use. Moreover, we do not include additional parameters specified in
the IETF draft in our objects as they are not required for its rudimentary workings.
Our objects are not cryptographically signed nor validated by RP-software upon
retrieval. In fact, we do not use any RP-software in our simulations as the whole
cryptographic procedure would only be required in an untrusted environment. We
create and control all objects in a safe setting and are therefore confident about
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their integrity. The NIST BGP-SRx software suite employs similar simplification
steps [292].
Algorithm implementation. The algorithm implementation of the policy com-
ponent is more complex than the object creation. Each AS receiving a BGP an-
nouncement and installing the respective filtering policy executes the path plausib-
ility algorithm. Both algorithms need access to the complete set of their objects in
order to work correctly. For implementing the ASPA algorithm, we follow the exact
steps outlined in the IETF draft. The only difference is that we adjust the indices
within the algorithm within the simulation environment for technical reasons. This
is important to consider once our implementation is used in a production environ-
ment instead of the simulation testbed.

The AS-Cones draft is very early-stage and could, therefore, not be used for the
verification procedure. Instead, we rely on the ASPA validation algorithmwithin the
AS-Cones setting to perform the validation. The relationship information contained
within the AS-Cones objects has to be inverted to make the algorithm work.

We verified our implementations for both algorithms via means of unit tests.
The authors of the IETF draft [293] provide valid, invalid, and unknown trajectories
that we used within our unit tests.

Within our simulation, we only filter invalid routes. Valid and unknown routes
are accepted and forwarded by the filtering AS according to the deployed policy
component. In general, it is only possible to filter unknown routes once the number
of valid routes reaches a very high threshold such that unknown routes are an excep-
tion. This only holds for almost global deployment and not for a partial deployment
scenario we anticipate at the beginning of the roll-out.

6.3 ROUTE LEAK SCENARIO

Our evaluation is designed to compare object vs. policy deployment for both ASPA
and AS-Cones, with different deployment strategies. Object creation refers to the
number of ASes creating and publishing objects that detail their relationship to
peers, while policy deployment describes the number of ASes that deploy one of
the algorithms to filter invalid routes.
ASPA. We present our simulation results for random ASPA object and policy de-
ployment in Figure 6.2a. The route leak success rate is represented by the mean value
over 1,000 trials on a color-coded scale. Green indicates that only a small number
of ASes have been affected by the leak, and the protection of the algorithm worked
well, while red indicates a wide spread of the route leak, compared to the baseline we
established before. We show the number of ASes that deploy objects on the y-axis
and the number of ASes deploying the respective policy on the x-axis. We point out
that the set of ASes deploying the objects and the set of ASes deploying the policy
do not necessarily need to be the same.

Figure 6.2a shows that the benefit of ASPA in route leak mitigation gradually
increases as more objects and policies are deployed within the graph. We observe a
negligible benefit below a threshold of 15k ASes for object deployment and below a
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(a) Random object and policy deployment.
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(b) Top-down object and policy deployment.
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(c) Lower left enlarged from 6.2b.
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(d) Bottom-up object and top-down policy de-
ployment.

Figure 6.2: ASPA deployment scenarios. Objects and policies are deployed in all
ASes.

threshold of 25k ASes for policy deployment. With the random deployment strategy,
more than 45k ASes are required to adopt ASPA to impact the routing security level
significantly. We are unlikely to witness such a high adoption in the wild.

Since random deployment offers few benefits, we focus on selective deployment
with fewer objects created by ASes and fewer filtering policies required to be en-
forced by ASes in Figure 6.2b. However, instead of randomly selecting ASes, we
strategically choose them to have the most impact. In this simulation, we implement
a top-down deployment strategy, startingwith the ASes with the highest out-degree.
As a result, large ASes deploy the security solution first, while smaller ASes deploy
the security solution at a later stage. We find that this deployment strategy yields a
much higher impact on mitigating route leaks. In fact, large ASes are located rather
at the core of the inter-domain routing infrastructure compared to smaller ASes be-
ing somewhat on the outside. Since the connectivity of large ASes is high and they
sit in the middle of many forwarding paths, their filtering greatly impacts connected
nodes as invalid routes are prevented from spreading further. It is important to note
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that even when tier-1 providers do not have providers themselves, they are required
to issue ASPA objects containing AS0 in them to show their adoption of the security
solution. Otherwise, no attestation will be assumed by the algorithm, and the route
would be unknown instead of invalid in the majority of cases. Unknown routes are
accepted by the ASes deploying the policy whereas invalid routes would be filtered.
Hence, it is essential that all tier-1 ASes that participate in ASPA publish an ASPA
object containing AS0.

Overall, Figure 6.2b shows a significant improvement of the selective deploy-
ment strategy over the random deployment strategy. This is already achieved by
a relatively small number of ASes deploying objects and policies. We take a closer
look at the lower left corner of Figure 6.2b, only considering the largest 22k ASes,
in Figure 6.2c. We observe significant benefits in route leak mitigation with only a
few hundreds of the largest ASes deploying ASPA objects and policy (orange color).
Once a deployment stage of 8k ASes (10.8%) for object deployment and 5k ASes
(6.7%) for policy deployment is reached, we observe that 50% of route leaks are suc-
cessfully mitigated (yellow color).

Deploying ASPA objects is much easier compared to deploying the policy, as the
objects are created in a web portal at the RIR, similar to RPKI objects. Policy deploy-
ment works in an out-of-band fashion but still requires policy changes at the router
to filter invalid routes. It is therefore important to point out that with increasing
object deployment on the y-axis in Figure 6.2c, we already reach the yellow area
in which 50% of route leaks are successfully mitigated, although only a very small
fraction of ASes are required to deploy the policy, shown on the x-axis. On the other
hand, deploying the policy in additional ASes with only a minimal number of ASes
deploying the objects yields a quicker benefit as we reach the yellow area at about
13k ASes that deploy the policy. Deploying the policy has therefore more impact,
but is more challenging to put into practice and we assume that more ASes will
deploy objects rather than policy (similar to RPKI).

The previous paragraph focused on a top-down strategy with the largest ASes
deploying ASPA first. ASPA is designed in the opposite fashion. An AS publishes
an ASPA object that contains information about its providers. We therefore look
at the opposite deployment strategy for the object creation, namely bottom-up, in
Figure 6.2d. We deploy objects in this simulation from the smallest ASes towards the
largest ASes, and policy deployment remains in a top-down fashion, as introduced
before. Although the y-axis only shows the top 5% of ASes, we barely see the benefit
of this deployment strategy at the very top of the figure. This is because the largest
ASes are creating objects last. Since tier-1 providers are at the graph’s core and the
security solution is deployed last within them in this scenario, many route leaks are
forwarded and not filtered. The deployment strategy itself is not to be preferred
in any way, but it highlights the importance of the participation of tier-1 ASes. If
tier-1 ASes do not deploy ASPA objects, there is no point in starting deployment
elsewhere.

Overall, the selective ASPA deployment strategy in a top-down fashion is pre-
ferred over a random deployment strategy. A bottom-up deployment strategy of
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ASPA objects only highlights the importance of winning tier-1 providers to imple-
ment the security solution first.
RPKI projection. In order to indicate how helpful ASPA deployment would be,
given data from the ongoing RPKI effort, we show an RPKI projection line in the
Figures 6.2a and 6.2b. It resembles the past 11 years of RPKI deployment from July
1, 2012 until September 30, 2023. We observe that in the beginning, only RPKI objects
were deployed, so the RPKI projection only rises vertically. Once RPKI objects were
available in the RPKI repositories, ASes started to deploy ROV, which would tilt the
RPKI projection towards the right.

The underlying historical RPKI data assumes two linear functions. We obtained
the data from publicly available RPKI history repositories at the RIPE NCC. While
we are trying to resemble the RPKI history as closely as possible, it is evident that
deployment has not been linear, and our RPKI projection remains an abstraction of
historical data. From July 1, 2012, to December 31, 2019, we assume 0.007% growth
per day; from January 1, 2020, to December 31, 2022, we assume 0.01768% growth
per day. Our model starts on July 1, 2012 as the creation of ROAs was negligible
during the first year since its inception in 2011.

Inference of RPKI policy deployment rates, also called ROV, is much more chal-
lenging as RPKI ROV measurements are based on the inference of private router
configurations. Many publications deal with different measurement methods to re-
liably measure ROV [14], [164]–[166], [168], [294]. See Chapter 4 for more details.
In a nutshell, ROV identification methodologies are either capable of pinpointing
ASes that are filtering but were only executed once at a certain point in time and,
therefore, do not allow the inference of a growth rate [14], [165], or they were
executed as continuous measurements, but include collateral benefit and therefore
show higher adoption rates compared to methodologies capable of pinpointing fil-
tering ASes [164], [168], [294]. In order to obtain a growth rate, multiple data points
are needed, which is why we chose data from the latest publication [164], although
presented numbers are likely higher compared to actual adoption.

Overall, we conclude that with the current state of RPKI deployment, ASPA
would yield no benefit in the random deployment scenario but would yield signific-
ant benefit in route leak mitigation in the top-down approach, effectively reducing
route leak propagation to below 50%.
AS-Cones. We perform the same simulations with the AS-Cones algorithm. Our
simulation results for the random AS-Cones object and deployment strategy are
shown in Figure 6.3a. The y-axis scale changed compared to the ASPA figures since
we only deploy AS-Cones objects for tier-1 and tier-2 ASes. Tier-3 ASes do not
have a customer cone by definition and, therefore, do not require the issuance of
AS-Cones objects. This is an advantage of the AS-Cones proposal as it significantly
reduces the number of objects required to resemble the whole graph fully. Moreover,
larger ASes are known to have more personnel and financial capabilities, making it
easier for them to manage the issuance of AS-Cones objects. The AS-Cones policy,
however, needs to be deployed in all ASes. It could very well be the case that a tier-3
receives a leaked route since no one else has mitigated the route leak before, and it
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(a) Random object and policy deployment.
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(b) Top-down object and policy deployment.
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(c) Bottom-up object and top-down policy deployment.

Figure 6.3: AS-Cones deployment scenarios. Objects are only deployed in tier-1 and
tier-2 ASes (11.3k). Policies are deployed in all ASes.
should be able to filter that route by implementing the security measure. Figure 6.3a
shows that random object and policy deployment yields no benefit until at least 25k
ASes deploy the policy or at least 5k ASes create AS-Cones objects. This is, however,
an improbable scenario.

Instead, we focus again on a selective deployment strategy and start with the top-
down deployment of objects and policies in Figure 6.3b. Again, objects only need to
be deployed in tier-1 and tier-2 ASes, reducing the required amount tremendously.
With only about 1k ASes deploying objects and policies, we observe a significant
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reduction in route leaks (orange color). Once the largest ASes deployed the AS-
Cones objects, more objects up to 100% of object deployment will only yield about
50% of reduced route leak success rate. Deploying policy in many ASes is therefore
crucial for the algorithm to work correctly.

The bottom-up strategy for object deployment is shown in Figure 6.3c. Again,
since large ASes are deploying objects at the very end, the benefit in route leakmitig-
ation is negligible until almost 100% of object deployment. Only with the support of
large ASes will AS-Cones be able to make an impact on the overall routing security.
Comparison. This section provides a performance comparison of both algorithms
under different deployment scenarios.

Firstly, both algorithms perform unsatisfactorily within the random object and
policy deployment scenario. Suppose a random deployment strategy is nonetheless
chosen. In that case, it is the AS-Cones algorithm that enables route leak mitigation
with an object deployment rate of 9k ASes and a policy deployment rate of 35k
ASes, see Figure 6.3a. To achieve the same benefits at ASPA deployment we would
need to have 45k ASes in object and policy deployment, see Figure 6.2a. However, it
is doubtful that such high adoption rates will ever be achieved. Moreover, random
deployment is unlikely to be implemented, given the following deployment strategy.

Secondly, we instead plead for large ASes to deploy path plausibility algorithms
in a top-down fashion. We see that both algorithms perform significantly better
under such circumstances. ASPA only requires some hundred ASes creating objects
and about 18k ASes deploying the policy to mitigate almost all route leaks. If 30k
ASes create objects and some thousand ASes deploy the policy, ASPA achieves the
same results. The RPKI projection line shows that such a scenario is much more
likely to happen. AS-Cones requires only 1-2k ASes in object deployment and about
20k ASes in policy deployment to mitigate most route leaks. The increase in AS-
Cones objects does not yield significant benefits once the largest ASes created their
objects. Instead, significant improvements in route leakmitigation are only achieved
through further policy deployment. Therefore it is ASPA that works best with many
ASes deploying the objects (which is easy) and fewASes deploying the policy (which
is more challenging).

Thirdly, we highlight the importance of starting with large ASes in our bottom-
up simulations for object creation. With both algorithms, almost no mitigation is
achieved. If large ASes do not participate in the adoption of path plausibility al-
gorithms, smaller ASes will not be able to compensate. It is therefore crucial to
incentivize large ASes to implement these new technologies as early adopters.

6.4 FORGED-ORIGIN PREFIX HIJACK SCENARIO

The forged-origin prefix hijack describes an attack in which the AS path attribute
of a BGP announcement is manipulated. It is an intentional attack. The AS-Cones
algorithm cannot protect against such an attack as the attacker would also be in
control of the AS-Cones object content. The attacker could, therefore, manipulate
the BGP AS path to mount a forged-origin prefix hijack and manipulate the AS-
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Cones object by inserting the legitimate origin into the customer cone. In ASPA,
the issuer of the object authorizes its providers. Therefore, it is impossible for a
provider mounting a forged-origin prefix hijack to manipulate the ASPA object of a
downstream peer. For the reason above, we only consider ASPA in this section.

Similar to the route leak scenario, we need first to establish a baseline of how
many ASes would be affected by the forged-origin prefix hijack in our simulation
without any security mechanism in place. Such a baseline allows for comparisons
with increasing ASPA protection. The baseline is represented as the hijacking success
rate by announcing the legitimate BGP announcement from the victim and then
propagating the illegitimate BGP announcement from the attacker. It is calculated
by the share of ASes that fall victim to the hijacked route versus the number of
ASes which have the legitimate route installed in their RIB. We observe a mean
hijacking success rate for 1,000 trials of 10.71%, see Figure 6.4, which translates to
7,937 ASes that are on average affected by the hijack. We point out that an ASPA
object is only deployed within the victim AS if that particular AS is also chosen
by the deployment strategy. This is a crucial fact, as route leak mitigation in other
ASes is only possible if relationship information about the hijacked AS is readily
available to the validation algorithm. If the validation algorithm has no knowledge
of the relationship between hijacked AS and the attacker (as there usually is no
relationship), the result would be no attestation instead of invalid. Additionally, the
attacker AS has theDefault Policy assigned to avoid filtering its own announcements.

We show results for mitigating forged-origin prefix hijacks with ASPA in the
random object and policy deployment scenario in Figure 6.5a. The color-coded scale
shows the hijacking success rate in comparison to the previously established baseline
of 10.7%. A red color indicates no benefits in deploying the security solution, while
the further the color moves via yellow towards green, the better the mitigation of
the attack works. We observe that little benefits become visible only with about
30k ASes deploying objects and policies (orange color). It is apparent that with a
random deployment strategy, only marginal benefits are created while many ASes

Figure 6.4: Forged-origin prefix hijack success rate for different number of trials.
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(a) Random object and policy deployment.
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(b) Top-down object and policy deployment.

Figure 6.5: Forged-origin prefix hijack scenarios with ASPA deployment.

would need to implement the solution.
We observemuch better results with the top-down approach in Figure 6.5b. Once

the largest ASes deploy the policy, further policy adoption only provides minor im-
provements. Instead, ASPA object creation is the key to successfully mitigating the
forged-origin prefix hijacks. The more ASes publish information about their rela-
tionship and therefore protect their own AS from falling victim to such an attack,
the lower the hijacking success rate becomes. Some major ASes at the core of the
inter-domain infrastructure filtering the hijacked announcements are sufficient to
provide collateral benefit to all ASes. Our results are similar to [287] as deploying
their path-end validation algorithm already yields great benefits when deployed by
only a few. In addition, for the forged-origin prefix hijacks, providing incentives to
large ASes to support the security solution is of utmost importance.

6.5 DISCUSSION

In the following section, we discuss security considerations of ASPA and AS-Cones
algorithms, how to provide incentives for deploying path plausibility algorithms,
and the limitations of our simulation environment.
Security considerations. Both algorithms, ASPA and AS-Cones, can mitigate
route leaks, but only ASPA can mitigate the forged-origin prefix hijack attack. AS-
Cones can also detect the forged-origin prefix hijack attack as long as the provided
AS-Cones objects contain correct information. ASPA objects carry the authorized
providers, while AS-Cones objects have the customer cone as their content. In AS-
Cones, the attacker is also in control of these objects. It is, therefore, easy for the
attacker to manipulate the objects and insert the victim in its object, legitimizing
the attack. Therefore, AS-Cones cannot detect such manipulation and can not be
used to mitigate the forged-origin prefix hijack attack. Moreover, the victim of the
hijack cannot withdraw or object to the AS-Cones object of the attacker in which it
is listed as a customer.
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To diminish the security drawback, the authors of the AS-Cones IETF draft in-
troduced a ’verified’ flag into the object. The flag is only to be set to true once the
customer confirms indeed being a customer of the issuing party. Firstly, a tremend-
ous advantage of AS-Cones is that it does not require small tier-3 ASes to create
objects. This advantage would be eliminated if customers needed to do something
to make the algorithm work. Secondly, the design of this addition is flawed. It does
not solve the problem, as the attacker still controls the object. The ’verified’ flag
could be set to true by the attacker, and the attack can continue. Attribution of the
attack would be possible by looking at historic BGP data in BGP collectors and com-
paring it to historic RPKI data containing the issued and altered AS-Cones objects.
Hence, it is possible to attribute the attack to a particular AS that mounted it, but it
cannot be prevented.

A design decision of the ASPA algorithm was to render upstream paths (routes
received from a customer) valid without further checking if the contained AS path is
only two hops long. For route leak detection, whether the origin is a customer, peer,
or provider of the first-hop AS does not make any difference. The path would always
be valid. The situation changes in case of a forged-origin prefix hijack attack. When
a malicious provider of a customer AS sends that AS a hijacked route, the customer
would not be able to check this route for correctness, even though the hijacked
victim has an ASPA object published detailing that the provider is, in fact, not its
provider. The route is valid in any case. This design flaw should be corrected in a
future version of the draft. We assume that the draft’s authors attempted to skip the
check to save computational power and make the algorithm more efficient. In this
case, at the expense of its rigorousness.

Incentives. In order to make sure that path plausibility algorithms are adopted, we
need to think about incentives for ASes to start deploying the security solution. Our
simulations show that, for a selective deployment strategy in a top-down fashion,
minimal deployment already offers excellent benefits for the overall infrastructure.
Nonetheless, there need to be early adopters to start deployment. An incentive for
ASes to issue ASPA objects is to protect themselves against the forged-origin prefix
hijack attack. In RPKI the creation of ROAs protects IP prefix space from exact
and more specific prefix hijacks, which is why ASes started to create ROAs in 2012.
Likewise, ASes will start the creation of ASPA objects to avoid their IP address space
being hijacked by attackers. Our results show that tier-1 providers should start with
creating ASPA objects. In fact, they only need to issue a AS0 ASPA object as they do
not need to authorize any upstream. Since the number of tier-1 providers is minimal
and known, we propose to kick-start ASPA deployment by creating ASPA objects
for the tier-1 clique by default. Once ASPA objects are available, it would make
sense to start policy deployment. It is more challenging to convince the first ASes
to deploy the policy as this directly relates to financial investment. One argument
for deploying the policy of a path plausibility algorithm is to avoid customer traffic
flowing into the direction of a route leak or a hijack. Customers might complain
once traffic is routed in such a direction that the performance could be impacted or
even discarded.
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Another factor to consider is legislative pressure. As stated at the very beginning
of the introduction of this thesis, the USA, EU, and Germany have acknowledged
that problems in BGP present an imminent threat to their interests. Therefore, we
might expect legislation in the future requiring ASes to implement specific security
measures, such as RPKI or path plausibility algorithms.
Limitation of simulations. Our simulations are based on specific assumptions,
such as the absence of additional security mechanisms like prefix filters, and can-
not fully resemble real-world behavior. Many levels of abstraction are necessary to
present the inter-domain routing infrastructure in a graph. For example, it is known
that the CAIDA AS relationship dataset does not capture every AS and every rela-
tionship between ASes. These limitations lead to a biased view of the infrastructure
and might also influence our results. Nonetheless, the assumptions used in our sim-
ulations are comparable to those in other research, but one should keep in mind that
simulations will always take away complexity and, therefore, accuracy.

6.6 CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this chapter, we performed simulations to study how well the path plausibility al-
gorithms ASPA and AS-Cones detect and mitigate route leaks and the forged-origin
prefix hijack. We compared both algorithms in random and selective deployment
scenarios.

We found that both algorithms perform better in a top-down deployment strategy
than in random deployment. A key factor for success is to win the largest ASes for
deployment. Most route leaks can bemitigated with aminimal number of large ASes
performing the actual policy deployment. Conversely, without the participation of
large ASes, neither ASPA nor AS-Cones can be successful.

We also found that ASPA can mitigate forged-origin prefix hijacks. Policy de-
ployment in large ASes shows the most impact. Only a tiny number of adopting
ASes is required and then the impact is only increased by additional ASes deploying
ASPA objects to cover the hijacked AS.

AS-Cones has the advantage only of requiring object deployment within tier-1
and tier-2 ASes. On the other hand, operators need to publicly specify their customer
cone, which some might oppose. ASPA requires ASes to authorize their providers,
which they might be more willing to do. ASPA can perform exceptionally well with
more than 30k ASes deploying objects and only some hundreds deploying policies.
At the same time, AS-Cones must have at least 15k ASes deploying the policies to
mitigate most route leaks.
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In the final chapter of the thesis, we revisit our research goal and questions. We
summarize the answers to our research questions and draw conclusions as to
whether the research goal has been achieved. Moreover, we provide an outlook
and future research opportunities. Lastly, we present our contributions in the form
of artifacts.
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7.1 MAIN CONCLUSIONS

The objective of this thesis was:

To assess whether we can build on top of the RPKI with algorithms securing
the AS path to improve overall routing security.

We achieved this goal by breaking the objective down into three research questions.

We started out by introducing in Chapter 2 that Border Gateway Protocol (BGP)
prefix hijacking is still a threat to routing security and presented the Internet Routing
Registry (IRR) and the cryptographically secure Resource Public Key Infrastructure
(RPKI) as origin validation solutions. Since the RPKI only provides proof of address
ownership, it does not protect against path manipulation attacks. These attacks can
only be mitigated by implementing path validation algorithms. We highlighted how
Border Gateway Protocol Security (BGPsec) addresses path manipulation issues but
fails to consider real-world circumstances, such as partial deployment and additional
computational expenses. Moreover, we introduced route leaks, a violation of BGP
routing policies, and presented recently proposed path plausibility algorithms that
aim to address path manipulation issues as well as route leaks. Because of that, we
conclude that studies to measure the current state of RPKI deployment are required
to infer whether origin validation is deployed on a wide scale. Moreover, we con-
clude that deploying path validation algorithms, more specifically, path plausibility
algorithms, is necessary to mitigate path manipulation attacks and route leaks.

Next, we identified research gaps in the study of inter-domain routing security
measurements in Chapter 3. We did so through an extensive literature survey, de-
veloped a classification scheme to assess existing RPKI measurement research, and
divided the body of research into Route Origin Authorization (ROA) measurements,
Route Origin Validation (ROV) measurements, and RPKI resiliency. We found that
existing RPKI ROV measurements are inaccurate and falsely pinpoint ROV-filtering
Autonomous Systems (ASes).

As a result, we focus our attention in RQ1 (How can we improve the identi-
fication of RPKI ROV deployment in an AS without running into the problem of
wrong attribution?) on obtaining an accurate view of the current RPKI ROV de-
ployment. We used controlled data plane measurements to answer this research
question. Our research showed that existing methodologies do not consider collat-
eral benefit, which leads to wrong attribution of RPKI ROV filtering. Consequently,
the presented adoption rates of related work are too high. Our results show much
lower adoption of RPKI ROV filtering. However, lower adoption rates do not im-
ply that the Internet is less protected, as other ASes are still protected via collateral
benefit. We also show through our results that RPKI ROV adoption is increasing,
although at a lower rate than previous research anticipated. Moreover, we ana-
lyzed RPKI relying party software and found Routinator to perform best regarding
its correctness, simplicity, and performance. Hence, we recommend Routinator to
operators for new deployments.
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We continued in RQ2 (How can we identify default routes that are present in an
AS?) to identify and quantify default routes that irritated our earlier RPKI measure-
ments. Our results show that default routes are much more common than anticip-
ated and are even present in the Default Free Zone (DFZ). Moreover, the smaller the
AS, the higher the likelihood of default routes being present. We derive from our
measurements that existing Internet measurements should carefully consider the
presence of default routes as they heavily influence active data plane measurements
in which the absence of a control plane route is assumed, e.g., reachability checks.
As an additional result, we found middleboxes to tamper with data plane packets
and, therefore, influence measurement results to a great extent. Based on this, we
developed a method to identify middleboxes that excludes such interferences from
data plane measurements.

Based on our conclusion that only path validation algorithms are going to mitig-
ate path manipulations and route leaks, we focus in RQ3 (What are the advantages
and disadvantages for different deployment scenarios of path plausibility algorithms
to improve inter-domain routing security?) on two path plausibility algorithms that
could potentially solve some of the presented issues. We implemented Autonomous
System Provider Authorization (ASPA) and AS-Cones in a simulation testbed. Our
results show that even with little deployment, starting at the largest ASes, signific-
ant benefits in route leak and forged-origin prefix hijack attack mitigation can be
achieved. We also found that path plausibility algorithms can only succeed with the
participation of tier-1 providers. Based on this, we conclude that we should start
path plausibility deployment at tier-1 providers, possibly incentivizing them to be-
come early adopters.

Overall, we found that the RPKI has become a mature technology that, on Janu-
ary 15, 2024, protects ~47% of the IPv4 prefix space with ROAs. RPKI ROV is picking
up, too, although at a slower pace than anticipated by other studies. We saw that
default routes are primarily present in smaller ASes but are more common than
anticipated and even found some default routes within the DFZ. We ran extensive
simulations to determine whether we can build on top of the existing RPKI with
path plausibility algorithms. We found that the RPKI can be extended with only a
small amount of effort to support additional cryptographic objects, like ASPA and
AS-Cones. Based on our results, we conclude that with a selective top-down deploy-
ment strategy of path plausibility algorithms, the impact is very high at a relatively
small cost. In addition, partial deployment is supported, and an immediate benefit
can be derived at a low adoption rate.

Therefore, overall routing security can be improved by deploying path validation
algorithms securing theAS path on top of existing origin validation technologies like
the RPKI.
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7.2 REVISITING RESEARCH QUESTIONS

To provide a more detailed view of the approach and results contributed within this
thesis for each research question defined in Chapter 1, we revisit each of them in
the following paragraphs, starting with:

RQ 1—How can we improve the identification of RPKI ROV deployment
in an AS without running into the problem of wrong attribution?

Since we have shown in Chapter 3 that current methods insufficiently pinpoint
ROV filtering ASes, we developed a controlled data plane measurement methodo-
logy that accurately identifies RPKI ROV filtering ASes. Our measurements were
controlled by using an anchor and an experiment prefix within our control via the
PEERING testbed. We swapped the prefixes regularly to confirm observations and
eradicate random noise. We used data plane measurements via traceroute data ob-
tained from RIPE Atlas probes to monitor the actual traffic flow. We made strong
inferences in three categories respecting the connected assumption of previouswork
[165]. We also made weak inferences in three additional cases that relax the previ-
ously mentioned connected assumption to extend the measurement coverage. Fur-
thermore, we extended the current state-of-the-art by considering Internet Exchange
Point (IXP) traversals and building an include list that allowed for the differentiation
between fully and partially filtering ASes. In 2021, from 5,537 vantage points in 3,694
ASes, we inferred ROV-deployment in 206 unique ASes: 10 with strong confidence,
12 with weak confidence, and 184 indirectly adopting ROV via IXP route servers.

Adoption rates presented in our study are lower compared to other studies in the
field. Some studies wrongly attribute ROV-filtering to downstream ASes, resulting
in higher adoption ratios. It is evident that downstream ASes and ASes peering at
route servers are benefiting from RPKI ROV deployment at upstreams and IXPs, but
they do not perform the filtering themselves. Nonetheless, RPKI ROV deployment
is picking up.

Throughout the development of the RPKI ROV measurement methodology, we
noticed false negatives from ASes that deployed RPKI ROV but were not correctly
identified. Intensive discussions and debugging led to the conclusion that default
routes could be the underlying issue. We therefore asked:

RQ 2—How can we identify default routes that are present in an AS?

Default routes provide data plane connectivity although RPKI-invalid prefix ranges
have been filtered on the control plane by the adopting AS. We extended two separ-
ate methodologies to identify whether a default route was present in an AS. Firstly,
we considered IPv6 in addition to IPv4 and used dual-poisoning to improve the ef-
ficiency of the path-poisoning methodology. Where available, we added RIPE Atlas
probes to the measurements to infer the direction of the default route. Secondly,
we added NLnog vantage points to increase coverage of the not-announced prefix
methodology. For evaluating both methodologies, we introduced a threshold value
to decide on the ratio that would be applied before an AS is flagged as having a
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default route installed. In total, we found default routes to be present in 31.52% of
ASes using RIPE Atlas vantage points. Splitting the ASes under test into tiers, we
could measure 0%, 23.31%, and 41.14% for tier-1, tier-2, and tier-3 ASes, respectively.
These results show that default routes are much more often deployed in ASes that
are closer to the edge of the Internet topology than the core. They also show that
ASes within the DFZ have default routes installed, although this is not allowed by
definition. Our methodology is implemented as an ongoingmeasurement campaign.
Results are available at: defaultroutes.net

Since our overall goal is to assess whether we can build on top of the RPKI with
path plausibility algorithms and our findings from RQ1 sanitized by the findings
from RQ2 showed that the RPKI is picking up, we asked the following question:

RQ 3—What are the advantages and disadvantages for different deploy-
ment scenarios of path plausibility algorithms to improve inter-domain
routing security?

Path validation or path plausibility is required to secure the AS path attribute
of BGP and avoid path manipulations. In a simulation testbed, we implemented
and evaluated the path plausibility algorithms ASPA and AS-Cones. A disadvantage
was that they provide fewer security guarantees than a path validation algorithm,
e.g., BGPsec, but offer significant advantages regarding partial deployment and op-
erational cost. Our simulations showed that with only a small percentage of ASes
deploying the path plausibility algorithm ASPA, significant benefits in route leak
mitigation were achieved. The top-down deployment scenario yields the best out-
come, starting with the largest ASes. More importantly, without the participation
of tier-1 providers, path plausibility algorithms are ineffective. Since ASPA protects
against the forged-origin prefix hijack attack, a significant reduction of attacker suc-
cess likelihood could also be achieved in the event of such an attack. The RPKI is
capable of supporting the objects of additional path plausibility algorithms, and we
expect to see that these algorithms will receive significantly quicker adoption and,
therefore, secure the inter-domain routing infrastructure to a greater extent com-
pared to alternatives such as BGPsec.

7.3 FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

Several directions of research were not explored during this thesis. We highlight
potentially fruitful extensions and areas of research in the following subsections.
Unified probes API. A typical measurement problem is coverage. Coveragemostly
depends on how many probes, in our case, RIPE Atlas probes, are present in the in-
frastructure to be measured. We relaxed the connected assumption of our RPKI ROV
measurements. However, the longer the BGP path gets, the more rigorous checks
will have to be performed to ensure that the attribution of filtering ASes is correct.
At some point, too many factors are in play to make sound judgments. Our meas-
urement campaign coverage could be increased by adding additional vantage points.
These could be NLnog nodes, browser-based vantage points, PlanetLab nodes, or

defaultroutes.net
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similar. The problem is the management of several platforms in a single measure-
ment campaign, as there is no unified API to access all measurement platforms. This
would be a handy extension. The same holds for measurement systems on the con-
trol plane. Looking glasses are available in many ASes but require manual login
and search. There have been efforts to create a more general webpage for looking
glasses, but it is still impossible via an API to run measurements in an automated
fashion. This would significantly help improve measurement coverage.
Increasing RPKI adoption. With increasing RPKI adoption, most measurement
methodologies will yield less benefit until they no longer work. This is because
control plane and data plane measurements rely on RPKI-invalid test prefixes used
for probing. If RPKI deployment continues to rise, RPKI-invalid prefixes will be
filtered much closer to the announcing AS; therefore, testing ASes further away
from the announcing AS will not be possible anymore. The same holds for stat-
istical approaches. The idea is to rely on statistical differences between RPKI-valid
and RPKI-invalid prefix announcements. An AS deploying RPKI is not expected to
announce many RPKI-invalid prefixes. Suppose RPKI deployment continues to rise.
In that case, statistical differences will become smaller, and the creation of clusters
to differentiate between filtering and non-filtering ASes will no longer be as clear.
In addition, ASes not filtering RPKI-invalid prefixes will simply receive fewer RPKI-
invalid prefixes to propagate and therefore reduce their footprint. New approaches
are necessary that are not influenced by the increasing deployment of RPKI itself.
Default routes. During our study, we extended two measurement methodolo-
gies: the path-poisoning and the not-announced prefix methodology. Both are sub-
optimal, either in speed or in coverage. The path-poisoning methodology requires
many /24 prefix ranges to perform at an acceptable speed. Even then, measurements
will take months to complete. The not-announced prefix methodology requires act-
ive probes within the ASes under test. Coverage is, therefore, extremely limited.
More ideas are necessary to increase speed while not requiring the vantage point to
reside within the AS during testing.
Path Validation and Path Plausibility. Many new ideas are being discussed
within the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). It appears that the ASPA ap-
proach is moving forward and will be favored for deployment since BGPsec is not
expected to be deployed shortly. The first ASPA object in the RPKI database was
published some time ago, and a mailing list participant recently claimed that ASPA
has mitigated the first route leak [295]. However, there is still a long way to go
from deploying an experimental algorithm to a production system deployed world-
wide. AS-Cones (or AS-Groups, for that matter) could be an alternative since only
tier-1 and tier-2 ASes are required to provide relationship information. However,
we saw that AS-Cones has weaker security properties. The ideas most lacking are
real-world implementations to evaluate the proposed algorithms properly. We ar-
gue for more simulation and native implementations of proposed algorithms. Our
future work in this context will focus on the IETF draft [296], which classifies route
leak scenarios and proposes the use of a Down Only (DO) BGP Community to sig-
nal downstream ASes the direction of the route. RFC 9234 [297] uses a new BGP
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Role Capability in UPDATE and OPEN messages instead to establish a relationship
between two peering partners at session start and label routes accordingly. An op-
tional, transitive BGP Path Attribute, called Only To Customer (OTC), detects and
prevents route leaks. We are comparing the two newly proposed IETF drafts and
ASPA and AS-Cones.
Testbed development. During the course of this thesis, we developed an extens-
ive testbed for the NIST SRx framework. Our current version supports up to 55,000
containers, each running a Quagga daemon within its own docker container. We
could not, however, scale the testbed to 74,000 nodes, the current amount of ASes
facilitating the exchange of traffic on the Internet. Significant engineering effort is
required to achieve such a goal. Technical limitations seemed to be a restraining
factor, but better results might be achieved with a different choice of the underlying
orchestration framework. To scale the testbed to 74,000 nodes would bring signi-
ficant benefits. An experimenter could create a docker image with their algorithm
and deploy it using our framework. Instead of creating an artificial implementation
for a simulation testbed, the actual implementation that will run in an AS at a later
stage could be tested. Theoretically, simulations are sufficient to get an understand-
ing of the workings of an algorithm. Practically, testing the actual implementation
should always be preferred because some problems cannot be simulated and will
only appear once appropriately deployed.

7.4 ARTIFACT CONTRIBUTIONS

Throughout each chapter, supported by the respective publications, the following
artifacts were created:

1. We were responsible for maintaining ongoing control plane measurements
of rov.rpki.net from 2018 until the measurements were discontinued in 2020.
To collect BGP dumps, BGPReader [150] was used. CAIDA modified the BG-
PReaderAPI in 2018 to version 2, which required us to adapt the bgpreader_util
library1 to make BGPReader API calls. Our new version has been publicly re-
leased2.

2. We provided our RPKI ROVmeasurement framework in the form of scripts as
a public repository3. Moreover, we used the pyasn library to map IP addresses
to AS names. Instead of relying on the single-threaded original version, we
implemented amultithreading capability that allows us to simultaneously pro-
cess many MRT/RIB BGP archives to DAT files. We also integrated the bgp-
stream RIPE RIS and Routeviews resources into the framework, eliminating
the need for FTP downloads. Jonas Dannwolf contributed to the bgpstream

1https://github.com/reuteran/reuter_util
2https://github.com/nrodday/bgpReader_util
3https://github.com/nrodday/TMA-21
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integration4. We contributed to the TraIXroute tool5.

3. We provided the German translation for the NLNetLabs RPKI CA software
Krill6.

4. We released our default route measurement code and datasets7. Lukas Kalten-
bach contributed to the implementation. We also present ongoing measure-
ment results on: defaultroutes.net.

5. We released all source code and scripts necessary to set up and use our topo-
logy generator framework8.

6. We implemented the AS-Cones algorithm into the NIST BGP-SRx software
suite and released all source code9. Kai Hamich contributed to the initial im-
plementation, while Nils Höger added improvements to the code.

7. We implemented and open-sourced an ASPA extension for the goBGP daemon
as an add-on to the NIST BGP-SRx software suite10. Nils Höger contributed
to the implementation.

8. We provided a reference implementation for the ASPA and AS-Cones algo-
rithms in a Python BGP simulator. Moreover, we developed unit tests and
released all related source code11.

9. We were accepted at the IEEE/IFIP Network Operations and Management
Symposium (NOMS) in 2020 to give a tutorial titled: ’Reliable measurements
with BGP and RPKI’12. The exercises were publicly released13. The tutorial
was joint work with Mattijs Jonker.

4https://github.com/nrodday/KompT-Dannwolf/tree/bgpStream
5https://github.com/gnomikos/traIXroute/commit/7fa1bf51f855213b77035915c11473807bdb1d2f
6https://github.com/NLnetLabs/lagosta/blob/master/src/locales/de.json
7https://github.com/nrodday/TAURIN-21
8https://github.com/nrodday/CNSM-23
9https://github.com/nrodday/CNSM-23-demo
10https://github.com/nrodday/CNSM-23-demo
11https://github.com/nrodday/NOMS-24
12https://noms2020.ieee-noms.org/program/tutorials.html
13https://github.com/nrodday/NOMS_2020_Tutorial

defaultroutes.net


APPENDIX A

BGPEval: A BGP Topology Generator

This chapter introduces a BGP topology generator framework we built to evalu-
ate path plausibility algorithms. The idea was to evaluate these algorithms in the
most realistic setting without using simulations, as they always rely on many as-
sumptions. However, during the course of the development, we discovered that we
could not scale the resulting topology for technical constraints to a size necessary to
mimic a full inter-domain routing AS graph. Therefore, we resorted to simulations
in Chapter 6 and did not use the BGP topology generator for its initially intended
task.

Although we could not scale the testbed to a size of 74,110 ASes, we made sig-
nificant improvements compared to existing work and therefore introduce our BGP
topology generator framework as part of the appendix in this thesis. This work was
presented as a conference paper [19] and a conference poster [20].

Our framework is based on the National Institute of Standards and Techno-
logy (NIST) BGP-Secure Routing Extension (SRx) software suite [292]. It allows
for easy integration of new security algorithms and is designed for testing new fea-
tures in inter-domain routing security. The NIST BGP-SRx software suite allows the
spawn of ASes as containerized applications in Docker. A significant limitation is
that each topology requires a definition in a configuration file. The testbed is af-
terward spawned according to that configuration file. It is cumbersome to create
such configuration files for each topology manually. Therefore, our work extends
the NIST BGP-SRx software suite by adding a topology generator that takes a dir-
ected graph in Python as an input and generates configuration files per AS within
the topology. The input graph can be generated on the fly with publicly available
BGP collector data [140], [146], enriched with CAIDA’s AS relationship dataset (as-
rel2) [141]. Hence, it becomes trivial to evaluate algorithms running within the
NIST BGP-SRx software suite within an up-to-date topology that resembles the ac-
tual inter-domain routing infrastructure. Moreover, we provide an architecture to
scale the existing NIST BGP-SRx software suite to up to 55,000 containers by adding
several layers of abstraction.

While this frameworkwas built for the evaluation of path plausibility algorithms
within the NIST BGP-SRx software suite, it finds areas of application much beyond
that. The framework runs a daemonwithin the container to interconnect ASes in the
emulation environment. The containers can run any arbitrary software. As a result,
it is easily possible to use our topology generator framework for other scenarios
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Figure A.1: BGPEval methodology. We obtain BGP collector data and enrich the data
with Center for Applied Internet Data Analysis (CAIDA) AS relationship informa-
tion to obtain a directed graph. Afterward, we generate BGP router configuration
files and create the testbed via multiple layers of abstraction.

beyond inter-domain routing. A possible scenario is the creation of staging envir-
onments for companies. Before new components are rolled out within a company’s
infrastructure, it is wise to perform testing. Tools can capture enterprise traffic and
build a directed graph representing the internal topology [298], [299]. This graph
can be fed into our framework and emulate the existing topology. In summary, the
capabilities of our framework extend well beyond the area of BGP routing.

A.1 BACKGROUND

There are several methods available to evaluate new algorithms. Simulation frame-
works are the most prominent examples, namely NS-3 [300], Omnett++ [301], and
GNS3 [302]. Simulation environments allow us to evaluate an algorithm on a the-
oretical level sufficiently. However, there will always be additional obstacles and
things to consider in real-world deployments. Many dependencies are abstracted
during simulations. Moreover, source code is usually rewritten for simulation en-
vironments. Therefore, it is not the same source code that is evaluated and running
in a production environment at a later stage. Emulation is used to ease some of
the pain points introduced above. MiniNet [303] is a prominent example that re-
lies on Software Defined Networking (SDN) technology. It allows the execution of
the same binaries compared to the production environment. Automated network
configuration has been proposed for MiniNet [20] and GNS3 [304].

Our work differs from the previously mentioned simulation and emulation en-
vironments in that we do not require any SDN technology and yet provide an emula-
tion environment where the same binaries can be tested compared to the production
environment. In addition, BGPEval focuses on the automation of network topology
generation. This is a problem that is unsolved for most simulation and emulation
environments.
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A.2 METHODOLOGY

Our proposed methodology is shown in Figure A.1.
Input graph. To create an input graph we use publicly available BGP collector data
from RouteViews [140] and Réseaux IP Européens (RIPE) Routing Information Ser-
vice (RIS) [146] via CAIDA’s BGP reader [150] interface from June 1, 2023, 00:00:00
until 23:59:59. The obtained file contains 678 GB of data. The graph is enriched with
relationship information in the following step. We use the CAIDA AS relationship
dataset (as-rel2) [141] to create directed edges between nodes. An edge from A to B
implies that A is a customer of B. Peering relationships have a directed edge in each
direction. The final graph consists of 74,110 nodes. Similar to the method used in
Chapter 5, we classify the ASes into three tiers, following [17]. The final graph has
105 tier-1, 11,237 tier-2, and 62,768 tier-3 nodes. The created graph is an abstraction
from the inter-domain routing infrastructure and cannot sustain all of its properties.
Some relationships might not be contained in CAIDA’s inferences; some peering re-
lationships might not be observable in the BGP collector dumps. It is important to
note that there are limits to such abstraction methods. The final graph is serialized
and stored on disk.

In step three of Figure A.1, we read the graph as a serialized object in Python and
create an instance in memory. We introduce the serialization step to allow for other
scenarios in which the generation of the topology and the resemblance of topology
are decoupled. Next, we recreate the graph using the Python networking library
NetworkX [305].
Configuration file generation. Step four is the most important in our BGPEval
framework. We provide configuration templates for Quagga and GoBGP. Based on
the provided input graph, we infer the relationship and create configuration files
for the chosen format. The amount of configuration files matches the amount of
ASes present in the graph. Other researchers can extend our framework easily by
providing additional Jinja2 [306] templates for their desired output files.

Moreover, each configuration file contains a policy component that defines how
BGP announcements are forwarded. Similar to the policy component in Chapter 6,
we designed each BGP policy to respect the Gao-Rexford model [44].
Testbed creation. Step five creates the actual network topology and spawns the
testbed. We use several layers of abstraction. The larger the topology, the more
crucial such a layering approach becomes. We support single or multiple hardware
servers within our setup. Small topologies might only require a little computational
power, while many thousands of containers (each container replicates one AS) re-
quire more resources. The limit to spawning Docker containers per machine is at
∼800 such containers. Afterward, the machine becomes unresponsive. We suspect
creating network interfaces per container is the underlying issue. Therefore, we
only spawn 450 containers per VM to maintain a stable state. Each hardware server
hosts multiple VMs.

The architecture has three total layers, as shown in Figure A.2. At the very
bottom, we used three hardware servers. They are interconnected via a data link
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Figure A.2: BGPEval architecture. We observe three layers. Servers at the hardware
layer, Virtual Machines (VMs) at the hypervisor layer, and containers at the con-
tainer layer. The hypervisor layer has a single manager instance and many worker
instances. Servers and VMs communicate via an Open vSwitch Layer 2 overlay
network, while containers are interconnected via a Docker overlay network. Each
container requires a static IP address to generate router configuration files.

overlay network. The overlay network is created by an Open vSwitch bridge and
a tunnel interface for each adjacent server tunneled through an Secure Shell (SSH)
connection. Hence, the hardware servers must only have SSH connectivity. We re-
commend enabling Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) to avoid forwarding loops if more
than two hardware machines are used. As a result, the three hardware servers can
exchange traffic on the data link layer.

At the middle layer, we host many VMs per hardware server. The VMs are in-
stantiated in a Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM) hypervisor. All VMs are con-
nected to the previously created Open vSwitch bridge on the host via a dedicated
interface. Hence, all VMs are able to communicate with each other, regardless of
their physical location. Each VM interface needs an Internet Protocol (IP) address to
exchange traffic. We create a Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) server
on a manager VM (highlighted in red in Figure A.2) that distributed IP addresses
among clients. The amount of VMs per hardware server depends on its computa-
tional resources.

At the very top, we create Docker containers. This layer hosts the actual experi-
ments, as the BGP daemons are executed within the Docker containers. To manage
such a complex Docker deployment, we use Docker Swarm [307]. The manager VM
hosts the Docker swarm manager and the Docker image repository. The rest of the
VMs is clones at the start and automatically joins the swarm as worker nodes. With
such a simple setup, it is easy to prune and rebuild the testbed as desired.

Each service running in Docker must be contained within an image. This image
is uploaded to a registry and distributed to all worker nodes. The containers can be
spawned once the image is available in the VM worker nodes. We deploy each con-
tainer as a Docker service. Moreover, our previously generated configuration files
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are deployed within the Docker swarm as Docker configurations. Docker takes care
of distributing the configuration files to the correct worker nodes, simply request-
ing their respective file and starting the container. An additional overlay network is
required to make the containers talk to each other. A dedicated network interface is
spawned within each container that connects to the Docker overlay network. The
current version of Docker Swarm does not allow the assignment of static IP ad-
dresses. This, however, is required by our setup as the IPs need to be entered into
the configuration files before spawning the testbed. Therefore, we need to know the
IP and statically assign them to container interfaces beforehand. As a workaround,
we log into each container via SSH in an automated fashion after the container has
been spawned and disconnect and reconnect the interface from the overlay network.
This action ensures the correct IP address is present at the interface. The Docker
management engine, however, is unaware of that change. This is only a problem
if a container crashes and is restarted by the management engine. We avoid such
crashes by respecting the limits of each VM.

Once the IP address change has been performed, the NIST BGP-SRx server starts.
The BGP daemon is started afterward and connects to the NIST BGP-SRx server for
validation requests and to all its BGP peers.

In the end, we obtain a fully functional BGP testbed that interconnects many
containers according to the provided input graph. We can log into any of the ASes to
manually overwrite BGP announcements to see what happens within the network.

A.3 NIST BGP-SRX SOFTWARE SUITE

This work extends the NIST BGP-Secure Routing Extension software suite [292]
which has several components: BGP-SRx server, Quagga routing daemon, RPKI test
harness, and BGPSecIO generator.
BGP-SRx server. The BGP-SRx server functions, contrary to the IETF drafts, as
a validation instance to outsource the validation procedure from the router. The
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BGP daemon
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Install
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Connect
to BGP
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Connect 
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Figure A.3: Container components.
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IETF draft for BGPSec [11] does not propose such an architecture, but it comes with
some advantages. Firstly, the router does not need to perform the cryptographic
operations itself but instead only sends a query to the SRx-server which returns the
results whenever ready. Secondly, it allows to use one SRx server with multiple BGP
daemons. However, it also introduces additional complexity as another module is
needed. The current BGP-SRx server implements RPKI (RFC 6811), BGPsec (RFC
8205), and ASPA (Draft Version 1).
Quagga. The development of this routing daemon is discontinued as the FRRout-
ing [308] daemon continued most features but it is nonetheless still used in a lot of
setups. The daemon implemented an SRx-Proxy Application Programming Interface
(API) that allows for the communication with the SRx server and is able to request
validation for RPKI, BGPsec, and ASPA.
RPKI test harness. The test harness is a RP software that provides the RPKI
and ASPA objects to the SRx server. Objects can be easily added via a Command
Line Interface (CLI). It only provides the objects without any cryptography involved,
and it does not implement RPKI delegation, signing, and publication procedures but
directly exports the Validated ROA Payload (VRP) to the BGP-SRx server.
BGPSecIO generator. In order to quickly generate BGP traffic, the BGPSecIO
generator can be used. It imitates and AS with a number and sends out predefined
announcements. These announcements can be crafted by the experimenter to their
liking.

A.4 PROOF OF CONCEPT

We create two container images for our proof of concept. The architecture is shown
in Figure A.3. Our first image uses Quagga, the second goBGP, as a routing daemon.
The topology of 74,110 ASes that we attempt to create is based on a BGP collector
dump, as described in Section A.2. Zebra [309] is used to install the routes the BGP
daemon receives into the Route Information Base (RIB). With Zebra installing the
routes, sending data plane packets confirming connectivity is possible. A single test
harness is connected to a maximum of 1,000 SRx instances to avoid overwhelming
it. As a result, several test harness instances are required that we host on different
VMs to avoid overwhelming a single node.

Our physical infrastructure spans three servers:

1. 56 Cores @2.1 Ghz, 768 GB RAM

2. 128 Cores @2.45 Ghz, 2,048 GB RAM

3. 128 Cores @2.45 Ghz, 1,024 GB RAM

We managed to scale the testbeds as large as 55,000 ASes for the Quagga image
and 45,000 ASes for the goBGP image. Creating a single testbed takes up to two
hours, as we spawn the containers linearly for processing capability reasons.
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A.5 LIMITATIONS

Scaling limit. We could not create a testbed as large as 74,110 containers to sup-
port path validation algorithm evaluations within a resemblance of the inter-domain
routing infrastructure. Unfortunately, latencies spiked within the created overlay
networks that caused connection interruptions and reconnects once we attempted
to create testbeds larger than 55,000 containers. Since the management engine of
Docker needs to track the states throughout the different layers of abstraction, it
seems to create significant problems beyond that size. In preparation for a large-
scale testbed, our operating system and application layer limits have already been
increased to a maximum [310]. In addition, instead of using the default networks,
we replaced them with much larger /8 networks to provide enough address space
for our many containers. We report that CPU and RAM utilization do not seem to
be an issue. At the point where the infrastructure crashes, none of the indicators
above show abnormalities.

Nonetheless, previous research and industry contributionswere limited to∼10,000
containers within a single testbed. Scaling a testbed to more than five times larger
than what was possible before is a significant achievement.

Gao-Rexford. We implemented the Gao-Rexford model [44] to imitate routing
policies at ASes. Real-world configurations are much more complex compared to
our model. We do not consider different pricing models for two upstreams or other
agreements. We also assume proper routing behavior by all participants, which does
not always hold. Testing abnormal routing behavior like route leaks would require
changing the presented configuration files.

AS-level abstraction. An AS does usually not comprise just a single router. Real-
ity is much more complex, and ASes can comprise many thousands of routers that
all might have the same but also might have different policies implemented. Our
abstraction aligns with other studies, yet there remains a margin for error in such
a coarse-grained implementation. Including details on intra-domain routing mech-
anisms would significantly increase the complexity of endeavors such as ours and
are therefore regularly omitted. There is, however, a drawback to such simplific-
ations. When different policies are deployed at other edge routers, such as partial
deployment of security solutions, e.g., only for customers, we cannot represent them
appropriately. Using our abstraction, either a whole AS is filtering or not.

RPKI test harness. Multiple RPKI test harnesses create the problem of data syn-
chronization. Chapter 3 detailed the problem of a mirror world attack. Different
knowledge at router A and B about the available RPKI objects creates a signific-
ant problem, leading to other routing decisions. We, therefore, need to ensure that
the data available at the several instances of RPKI test harnesses is identical or risk
an evaluation that produces unreliable results based on the drawbacks mentioned
above of a mirror world attack.
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A.6 CONCLUDING REMARKS

This chapter presented our work on BGPEval: a BGP topology generator frame-
work. We extend the NIST BGP-SRx software suite with a framework that takes a
directed input graph and generates configuration files for BGP daemons. Moreover,
our framework spawns the given topology and allows for evaluating security al-
gorithms.

We could scale our testbed to a size of 55,000 containers. As the inter-domain
routing infrastructure comprises of more than 74,000 ASes, we were unfortunately
unable to use this framework to evaluate path plausibility algorithms. However, it is
suitable for any topology smaller than that limit. The services within the containers
are exchangeable. Therefore, it might see many more application areas than the one
presented here.



APPENDIX B

Ethical Considerations

Throughout this thesis, we performmany active and passive Internetmeasurements.
It is important to consider ethical considerations when performing such measure-
ments to avoid harm being done to people or infrastructure. We follow the guidelines
outlined by Partridge and Allman [311] for network measurement papers. We are
also aware of the Menlo report [312], detailing ethical principles in general for in-
formation and communication technology research and, more recently, the work
by Pauley and McDaniel [313] analyzing existing ethical frameworks for Internet
measurement studies.

B.1 PASSIVE MEASUREMENTS

Data collected passively does not impact the operation of the respective infrastruc-
ture. The data contained within the datasets we use does not have personally identi-
fiable information or any other information requiring encryption or anonymization.
We use datasets passively collected by third parties, e.g., CAIDA’s AS relationship
dataset [141] and RIPE RIS [314] and Routeviews [140] BGP collector data. We only
query the provided services within their expected load requirements.

B.2 ACTIVE MEASUREMENTS

We also perform many active experiments on the control and data planes. Active
measurements do interfere with the infrastructure and could potentially be harmful.
They require careful design and execution.
Control plane. measurements inject BGP announcements into the inter-domain
routing infrastructure to observe their propagation. We used the PEERING test-
bed [153] to conduct these experiments. The PEERING testbed provides an accept-
able use policy on their website that we followed [315]. Moreover, our measure-
ments were conducted with the support of the maintainers of the PEERING testbed,
and with their help, we assessed the impact of each measurement before execution.
Data plane. measurements were used to verify connectivity to certain hosts. Since
the PEERING testbed is a research platform that does not have unlimited bandwidth,
we throttled our data plane bandwidth to an acceptable amount. Moreover, we
used RIPE Atlas extensively during our studies. Ripe Atlas provides an ethics blog
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entry [316] that we followed. Since the increase of our limits to perform large-scale
measurements was required to perform our studies, we created awareness among
the RIPE NCC team for the measurements we planned to conduct and asked them
for approval before execution started.

To allow operators to opt out of our measurements, we inserted a link to our
website explaining the workings of our measurements with contact information.
We did not receive any such requests. Moreover, the size of the packets was chosen
as small as possible, and the frequency was set to an acceptable amount to avoid
overloading any infrastructure components.

Whenever we used third-party services in a large-scale, automated fashion, e.g.,
for mapping the IP to Autonomous System Numbers (ASNs) [251], we used rate
limiting to avoid overloading the external services.
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